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A feature of the work of the eleventh century poet, AzraqI of Herat, 
is his use of elaborate and complex imagery. This thesis is a study 
of AzraqI' s imagery with a view to examining his images and any 
allusions associated with them. A complete understanding of such 
features will lead to a better comprehension of the world in which 
the poet lived and worked.

To achieve this end a number of prominent themes in AzraqI's 
gaga1 id have been examined. In general they may be divided into those 
of the intellectual sphere (the picture of the universe and philoso
phical ideas), themes associated with the natural world (the place of 
minerals and precious stones, flowers and animals), and aspects of the 
world created by man. This last-mentioned theme is mainly concerned 
with the conception of the king and his many attributes as presented 
by the poet; however, the poet's knowledge of the physical world, some 
luxury items and the importance of the Islamic and Iranian traditions 
in his verse have also been treated.

In order that this composite picture of the poet's world may be 
securely anchored in space and time, the biography of AzraqI is fully 
examined, as is the contemporary and modem attitude of critics towards 
his poetry and its place in the genre.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is a study of the eleventh century panegyricst, 
AzraqI of Herat. It is an examination of his work and his times as 
seen through his own eyes.

Although having a comparatively short Divan, the poet uses in 
his qada1 id many complex images that are rewarding for the purpose 
we have in hand. His importance as a poet lies in his attempt to 
develop to the maximum the imagery available to him within the per
mitted confines of the genre.

Nowadays, after the fashion of modem criticism, poetry may 
validly claim to mean different things to different people? every 
reader or listener may have his own interpretation and response. 
However, we are dealing with a group of poems that are close to a 
thousand years old. As well as this separation in time, for someone 
who is not a Persian, there is also a separation of space, and customs 
and culture. Our poet's meaning may be apparent; however, this may 
only be superficial, for there may be deeper layers of meaning in his 
images and allusions which might easily be missed without an apprecia
tion of various aspects of the environment responsible for them. We 
tend to judge by our own canons, and we would be doing the poet an 
injustice if we did not attempt to understand what he meant by his 
own words. Such an understanding would be the first stage in the
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evaluation and appreciation of his work; however, we do not regard 
this as our primary purpose. Our main concern is ’the explanation of 
allusions and the meaning of his verse. It is hoped that this is a 
new and valid approach.

To aid us in our task it is necessary to delve into the social 
and intellectual background of the period. The world reflected in 
the Divan of AzraqI is complementary to our understanding of his 
physical and intellectual environment. As such it may be a source 
for the social historian and complement dynastic histories. In our 
field poetry has been a neglected source for studying the thoughts 

and attitudes of the period.
A greater comprehension of the above points allied to the recent, 

and very competent, studies of style such as that by Mahtjub, and 
especially Shafi'I-yi Kadkani1 s work on imagery (see Bibliography), 
can only add to our knowledge and understanding of the genre and may 
lead to a tentative explanation of its longevity.

Certain reservations must be pointed out. The main problem 
is that the traditions of the genre, with regard to the themes and 
imagery employed by the poet, impose restrictions upon him. We must 
constantly be aware of these restrictions, and also of the fact that 
the very nature of the poetfs task as a panegyriifcst makes him prone 
to exaggeration and lies. Yet even these points are aspects of 
the poet and his times which add to our understanding. Furthermore, 
we must always remember that our perspective is constricted by the 

thoughts and words of one man.
Rather than merely compiling an elaborate commentary or a series 

of lengthy footnotes - which in view of many editions of Persian
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Divans would be no bad thing - the attempt here is to build up a 
solid, albeit limited picture, which will act as a firm anchor- 
point for viewing the world of the poet.

The first part of the work deals with the biography of AzraqI, 
and its numerous problems, and the place of his Divan in the con
temporary genre. We examine the form of the qasida and the position 
the poet held amongst Classical critics and those of the present 
time.

The second, and from our point of view the more important part, 
takes the form of the division and analysis of certain themes.
There have been too few attempts to explain specialised imagery and 
its ramifications during this period. Even the work of de Fouchecour, 
although comprehensive, does little by way of explanation.

Broadly the divisions concern themselves with the world above, 
i.e. the concept and picture of the universe (and the intellectual 
perspective), the world about us, i.e. the mineral, plant and 
animal kingdoms, and man and his position in the world, which is 
mainly the world of the mamdub. Although this division is a con
venient one, it was not chosen wholly without prejudice, for it is 
itself typical of the Medieval Weltanschauung as reflected by its 
philosophers and which owes its origin to the Classical world.
Indeed it is typical of the prevalent contemporary conservative 
attitude in which everything has its own rightful appointed place.

In all of the themes examined, one is struck by the consistency 
the poet shows with traditional knowledge. Thus he is a mirror of 
his times.

The system of transliteration used is that of the Cambridge
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History of Islam with modifications for Persian as recommended in 
Iran.

Like most candidates presenting a thesis, I am indebted to my 
supervisor. Without the vigilance, advice and help of Dr. 3?* 0* Gandjei 
I would have made little progress; I am also indebted to the assis
tance of Professor A. K. S. Lambton. I must also thank my many 
friends for their encouragement and help, especially Mr. Simon Digby*
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BIOGRAPHY

As the main task of this thesis is to show how the Medieval 
Islamic world is reflected through the divan of a single poet - 
AzraqI of Herat - it is necessary to gather as much information 
about his life as possible* This will have the result of presenting 
us with a narrow span of time and a more precise picture*

As with many poets of the pre-Mongol period, our knowledge of 
AzraqI is scanty and often conflicting, his career-remaining somewhat 
shadowy* An example of our present state of knowledge may be seen 
from the various dates which are given for his death* Thus, NafisI 
in his introduction to the Divan (l) states that his death occured 
in 526/1151-2 or 527/1132-5? Browne (2) says he died in 524/1130 and 
de Fouchecour (5) writes that he must have died before 465/1072-3* 
Naturally two and possibly all of these statements are incorrect*
What seems most astonishing is that these dates span up to sixty 
years, a period which in itself may be regarded as an average life
time*

It will be seen from the sources that we have consulted that a 
great deal of new information on the life of AzraqI is not forth
coming* However, we can untangle some of the conflicting reports 
which we have* To aid the task we have had recourse to investigate 
the two principle mamduban of the poet, Amlranshah b* Qavurd and
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Jughanshah b. Alp Arslan, who being documented to various degrees, 
will help define the era during which AzraqI lived and wrote. The 
other personages who are credited with having received the praises 
of AzraqI are far less important than those X have already referred 
to, for they are either mainly unknown to us or the poems written in 
their honour are to be considered as spurious (4)* This view is 
reinforced by the fact that the sources we have consulted refer only 
to Amlranshah and !J?ughanshah as being patrons of AzraqI. Therefore, 
for convenience, we shall treat the career of AzraqI in two sections; 
his period under Amlranshah and that under ^gh an shah.
The First Period

The date of AzraqI1 s birth is not known, but Amlranshah b.
Qavurd seems to be his earliest patron. This Saljuq prince was the 
ninth and youngest son of Qavurd (5), who took control of the 
province of Kirman shortly after the death of Abu Kali jar in 440/1048-9 (6). 
Of Amlranshah and his court-poet, AzraqI, we have the testimony 
provided by Ibn Ibrahim in his History of the Sal.juqs of Kirman (7), 
which history is a rescension of that of Ahmad b. Hamid, which 
recorded events in the area up to the year 582/1186 (8). One passage 
is of particular interest to us:

"Qavurdshah waged war on the borders of Kirman. Amongst them 
his son Amlranshah fought the Sagzls at the gate (darband) of 
Sajistan for six months* Hakim AzraqI mentions this battle in a 
q as Ida which he composed in praise of Amlranshah b, Qavurd.” (9)

He then proceeds to quote the first part of a qasIda which is 
numbered 15 in Naflsl*s edition. The date of this campaign is not 
known. It is unfortunate that the Tarikh-i Slstan does not mention
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it, for the text has a seventeen year gap from 448/1056-465/1071-2 (10). 
However, this particular qasida begins as follows*

auspicious upon the victorious king,"
The festival of 'Id referred to may be either the ffd al Fitr or 

even 1 Id al Durban. If we assume that the festival at the end of 
Ramadan is intended, then a convenient synchronisation of dates is 
possible* The 'Id al Fife; coincided with the month of Azar during 
this period in the year 449/1057 and 450/1058. This is also within 
the period when the Tarlkh-i Sis tan is silent. It may be therefore 
that this poem provides a missing date*

Ibn Ibrahim Also records that AzraqI wrote about ten qafldas 
in praise of Amlranshah (ll) • Further we also learn of the fate of 
this prince* When Qavurd rebelled upon the accession of his nephew, 
Malikshah, he was defeated by the young Sultan and along with his 
sons, Amlranshah and Sul tans hah, was captured* Qavurd was strangled 
with a bow-string and his sons were blinded (12)* This occuajed in 
465/1075 (15) • To all intents and purposes this was the end of 
Amlranshah, It is tempting to agree with Haflsx that after the 
blinding of his patron, AzraqI moved off to Herat and the court of 
Tughanshah (14)* However we would prefer to discuss this statement 
below. Although we have no reason to doubt that AzraqI went from 
the court in Kirman straight to Jughanshah in Herat, the date at 
which he did so is one for discussion#

The assumption that AzraqI moved from the court of Amlranshah

’•May the blessed festival of 'Id and the month of Aar be
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to Herat is in itself “by no means proven* Although the name of 
Herat is often mentioned in the Mvan it is always associated with

poSi iV)i _
f̂ughanshah, not the son of Qavurd* A number of altomna-t-ivos are 
open to us* we may assume that AzraqI did move with -the court of 
his two main patrons; it is not clear that Amlranshah’s court was 
ever at Kirman, but this prince did, spend a long period campaigning 
in Sistan; did he visit Herat, which was readily accessible, and 
present AzraqI with an opportunity to praise him? Finally there 
is the possibility that gaga* id in his honour were sent to him by 
AzraqI*
The Second Period

Our knowledge of Amlranshah and AzraqI appears to be quite 
straightforward, mainly due to the brevity of the sources. When 
we turn to 'J'ughanshah b. Alp Arslan, the matter is found to be 
otherwise; there are many references to Tughanshah; unfortunately 
he remains something of a mystery character, for many questions con
cerning him still remain unanswered and there is no consistency in 
the sources* Of especial interest to us are the dates of his 
sojourn in Herat and hence of AzraqIfs presence at his court*

Tughanshah is the mamduh par excellence of AzraqI; whenever 
AzraqI is referred to, ^ughanshah is always given as being his 
patron* The earliest notice we have of AzraqI is that given in the 
Chahar Maqala of Nijami *Aru$I of Samarqand. The famous episode 
when Abu Bakr AzraqI soothes an angry Tughanshah, who has failed to 
make a winning throw at backgammon, has been fully treated before (15)* 
The tale is always given as an excellent example of the Persian 
poet’s ability to improvise and the hi^a esteem in which such
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improvisation was held*
The Chahar Maqala. which dates from the middle of the twelfth 

century, also gives us some information about the circumstances of 
our poet and his prince* AzraqI is one of a number of poets who 
adorn the court of Tughanshah, who was famous for his love of poetry 
and other pleasures available to a monarch* The other poets named 
are Amir *Abd Allah Qarshi, Abu Mangur Ba Yusuf, Shuja* I-yi Nasavl, 
Ahmad Badlhl, §aqiql and Naslml* It is also to be noted that at this 
time Tughanshah must have been quite young, for he is called a child 
(kudak). NIgamI 1 Arudi learnt of the rich rewards AzraqI received 
for his improvisation from Abu Mansur Ba Yusuf, whom he met in 
Herat in 509/lH5«(l6) • It would be of value to know when this 
improvising occured. At the present time, we would like to make the 
following points s we must probably regard Jughanshah as being a 
youth or adolescent at the date of this episode; we do not know who 
the ruling Sultan is; assuming that the Chahar Maqala was written 
about the year 550/ll55» then its author must have met AzraqI*s 
contemporary, Abu Mangur, and heard the story more than forty years 
previously*

The next notice of AzraqI is found in Muhammad *AwfI*s Lubab 
al Albab* 618/1221* Tughanshah is named as the mamdub of the poet, 
whose name is given as al Hakim Sharaf al Zaman Abu Muhasin al 
AzraqI al Hiravi. We are also told that AzraqI preceded Mu*izzi, 
the poet-laureate of San jar, in time, but not in rank although they 
were almost contemporary (carlb al * ahd)* It is also to *AwfI that 
we owe the earliest mention of AzraqI having composed Alfiyya va 
Shalfiyya for Tughanshah. It is related that ^ughanshah was
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sexually incapacitated; in order to rekindle his master's passion, 
AzraqI composed this work and also had it illustrated. The king 

was aldo made to watch unseen a newly-wedded couple reading and 
looking at the book. The effect was most beneficial. Obviously the 
king is no longer a,child as related in Chahar Maqala. As the 
anecdote of the game of backgammon is not mentioned, it is likely 
that TAwfI is following different sources. He also includes a 
number of poems by AzraqI (17)*

Alfiyya va Shalfiyya is non-extan t (18), as is his other work 
the Sindbadnama. Although this is referred to in later sources, 
such as Dawlatshah (19), we have the most reliable evidence that 
AzraqI wrote such a work, for it is referred in his own I)Ivan:

the Shahnama and the events of Sindbad." 

and also possibly 1.2275*

"0,King, whoever looks into the counsels of Sindbad, knows well 
the art of poetry may be difficult." -

This is the sum of our knowledge of AzraqI's work. We shall now 
try to place him in time.

The circumstances of Jughanshah' s life are by no means clear.

1.191

"From my purse of lies, I place before his beard the history of
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A useful starting point is the reference found in Isfizarl's 
history of Herat, entitled Rawdat al Jannat fi Awaaf-i Madinat-i 
Hirat. written 897-899/1492-94* Here we find the following:

"Then Sul Jan Alp Arslan sent his son Shams al Dawla, Tughanshah, 
to Herat. After that Zahir al Hulk Abu Kafr Sa* id b. Muhammad al 
Maw ... (my printed edition was defective at this point) was the 
governor (wall) of Herat until the time of Alp Arslan's death. 
Malikshah b. Alp Arslan succeeded and he entrusted Herat to his 
brother, Tughanshah. He bestowed the vizirate as did his father 
upon Khwaja Nijam al Mulk. Then Tughanshah began to be rebellious 
and disobedient, he was desirous of depravity, killed personages of 
knowledge (ahali-yi *ilm) and reconciled himself with the associates 
of oppression. His brother dismissed him and imprisoned him in the 
Qal'a of Isfahan. He sent one of his servants, Amir Zibaq to Herat. 
Then having dismissed him, Mu'ayyid al Mulk Abu Bakr *Abd Allah b. 
Nizam al Mulk became governor of Herat until the heretical Fida* Is 
martyred Khwaja Niijam al Mulk on the 10th BamAdan, 485*” (20)

The sources for this information are not indicated by the author. 
The passage seems to suggest that Tughanshah* s stay in Herat may be 
divided into two periods; the first whilst Alp Arslan, his father, 
was Sultan. And the second during the sultanate of his brother, 
Malikshah.

During the reign of his father, Tughanshah* s status in Herat is 
by no means made clear, for it is stated that not he, but a certain 
Zahir al Mulk Abu Na§r was the actual governor of the province. (21) 
The most likely answer is that Tughanshah was too young to exercise
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power* He was also his father*s third son (22), and since his 
elder brother, Malikshah was only eighteen when he ascended the 
throne (23) in 465/1072, £ughanshah must have been at least an 
adolescent whilst his father was the ruler* Thus the story of the 
game of backgammon mentioned above probably took place during the 
last years of his father’s reign. If this is so, AzraqI must have 
left the court of Amlranshah (if ever there), before the latter, in 
company with his father, rebelled against the new Sultan, Malikshah, 
in 465/1073 • The other possibility is that AzraqI went to Herat

_  _  rwhen Tughanshah was appointed by his brother which presumably occî red
as soon as he succeeded his father; at this time ^ughanshah would 
still have been young.

Tughanshah* s end was imprisonment in Isfahan after rebelling 
against his brother, the Sultan. The nature of his rebellion does 
not seem to be one of armed insurrection, but rather the tale of 
his misdeeds as a ruler. Also the date is not indicated. Another 
source adds to our knowledge, for Mehmet Altay Koymen, in an article 
on ̂ ughanshah, quotes an unpublished manuscript of the thirteenth 
century Syrian historian Sibt Ibn al Jawzl’s Mir* at al Zamam 

* "When Malikshah was moving from Balkh to Sarakhs, the 
1sahib-i bilad* (i.e. Tughanshah) came before him and presented 
gifts. However in the same assembly he became drunk and said to his 
brothers 0, Sultan, you give everything to those who rebel against 
you and despise those who are obedient to you.”

According to this source, he was alluding to himself and his 
brother Tekish. Malikshah was angry, seized him and sent him to
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Isfahan, Malikshah wrote a letter, demanding the castle wherein 
were ‘Ptighanshah1 s mother, children and property. His mother after 
hesitation obeyed,* (24)

Of Tughanshah* s fate there seems little doubt. However, the 
revolt of fughanshah is here seen to be a verbal one. Moreover 
his brother, Tekish, rose against the Sultan, Malikshah, on two 
occasions; the dates of both are known; what must be decided is which 
revolt is to be associated with Tu$ianshah*s, outburst and subsequent 
deposition,

Shihab al Bin Tekish was granted Balkh and Tukharistan upon the
accession of his brother. However a few years later, he was joined
by a body of dissatisfied troops who had been dismissed from the
service of the Sultan. He rebelled; having been beaten in the race
for Nlshabur by Malikshah, he retired to Tirmidh where he was

vbeseiged. He surrendered but was pardoned; this occured inA
473/1080-1. Four years later he again rebelled, Malikshah raced 
across Iran from Iraq,. Tekish, whose forces were held up at Sarakhs, 
was captured and Malikshah had him blinded. (25)

Since according to Ibn al JawzI, Tughanshah suggested that the 
Sultan forgave those who rebelled against him, the first revolt 
seems the one referred to; Tughanshah would hardly say such a thing 
if Malikshah had just blinded the rebel, his own brother. And as 
Tirmidh can hardly be regarded as being on the route from Balkh to 
Sarakhs he was most probably returning by this time to Iraq.; also 
the source says Tughanshah went before the Sultan. During the second 
revolt it is difficult to imagine the Sultan rushing from Iraq to
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Sarakhs,via Balkh. However, the second revolt was crushed at 
Sarakhs*.. There is a little more evidence which strangely enough 
seems to point to the latter revolt as the one meant; furthermore, 
should this he the case, then the sources are obviously inconsistent. 
This evidence is hard to rebuff, for it comes from numismatic sources 
and the Divan of Azraqi itself.

The numismatic evidence is based on a coin found in eastern 
Khurasan, naming 'fughanshah with the date 476/1083-4 (26), Tekish*s 
first revolt took place in 473/1081-2. Qasida 19 begins as follows:

'0, y / Qji
A ;  r v  » _/>' tr'. f  urJ A * S *y I. w

fMXd and Bahar happily arrived together; it is better and finer 
than last year and the year before."

The *Id al Fitr coincided with the 24th March in the year 
474/1082, again subsequent to Tekish*s first revolt. All this 
suggests that Tughanshah had not yet been deposed.

Other sources do not help in this respect. For example 
Haver$y*s notes to the Tabaqat-i Nasirl, the sources for which he does 
not name, are quite confused as to the characters involved and the 
dates. (27) Later sources are less reliable as we shall indicate.

As for Azrqqi, the most we can say is that apart from the 
qasa>id and other works he wrote in honour of Tughanshah, he was most 
probably at his court whilst Malikshah was Sul Jan and possibly even 
earlier.
Other Sources

The sources we now wish to consider were written much later 
than the era under consideration. As such, they are less reliable
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and give us little new information. However, by considering them, 
we shall try to point out their inaccuracies and explain their 
misunders tandings•

Dawlatshah*s notice on Azraqi says that the poet was patronised 
by Tughanshah (who, moreover, has been promoted by this time to the 
level of Sultan). He also relates that Azraqi composed for him the 
book of Sindbad and quotes Chahar Maqala on the subject of Azraqi1 s 
improvisation to calm the anger of his patron. The reasons for the 
composition of Alfiyya va Shalfiyya he relates, not as one might 
expect from Muhammad 1Awfi, but from the history of Fakhr-i Hanakati. 
We assume he is referring to Abu Sulayman Dawud b. Abu11 Fadl Muhammad 
Banakati, who was at the court of Ghazan Khan and more or less 
produced a history cribbed from that of Rashid al Din (28). He also 
suggests that Azraqi hailed from Marv (29). This fact is not found 
in any other of the sources consulted. Presumably it is also the 
origin of *Abd al Rasull*s statement to the same effect in the forward 
to his edition of the Divan (30). As is apparent, Dawlatshah in so 
many other details is quite inaccurate and there is no reason to 
give him any credence for this piece of information. It is known 
from the earliest literary source we have consulted, the Chahar Maqala, 
that Azraqi1 s father lived in Herat and was a bookseller by trade (3l)* 
We must assume that Azraqi was bom in that city.

The error may be the fault of copyists reading marv for harl.
When speaking of Tughanshah, Dawlatshah is often in error. Thus 

he sayss "The residence of his sultanate was in Hlshapur. He built 
a Chahar Bagh and a palace in Hishapur called the Nigaristan. Today 
the former place is an area of Nishapur and the ruins of the palace
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are called Till-i fughanshah,M Dawlatshah has here confused 
Azraqi* s Tughanshah with another later prince of the same name, as 
we shall explain later.

We also read the baffling tale of how the young Tughanshah
fought against Ibrahim b. Inal, was captured by him and then blinded.
In his grief, Tughanshah composed a few bayts, which brought tears
to the eyes of his maternal uncle, Tughril Beg (sic), Tughril slew
Ibrahim for the punishment he had inflicted on Tughanshah, (52),

aLittle credance can be given to this story; Ibrahim b. Inal did 
revolt against Tughril, who sent Alp Arslan and his brothers Qavurd 
and Yaquti against him and on being defeated Ibrahim was strangled 
with a bow-string; these events took place in 45l/l059 (35) at a 
time when Malikshah, Tughanshah* s elder brother, was about four 
years old; one cannot even be certain that Tughanshah was yet bom.

The Baft Iqllm also has a notice on Hakim Azraqi. Its author 
has plainly consulted *AwfI, as can be seen by a comparison of the 
following few lines*

Haft Iqllm (34) *AwfI (35)

))
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Amin Ahmad Razi also mentions the mode of the composition of 
Alfiyya va Shalfiyya. the Chahar Maqala, and states that Azraqi* s 
Divan consists of about two thousand bayts and is common in his times.

When commenting on Azraqi* s patron, here called Shams al Dawla 
wa*l Din ^ughanshah, Amin Ahmad is careful to point out that there

•M £ Mwere two Tughanshahs, to one of whom Tughril and Chaghrl were the 
maternal uncles (sic) and of whom Azraqi was the panegyricst| the 
other lived in the time of San jar, after whose death his aspirations 
to power were thwarted by the Khwarazmshahs. This is where 
Dawlatshah has become confused; indeed the Ma.ima * al Fusaha* names 
Azraqi* s (36) patron as 'fughanshah b. Mu*ayyid# This Tughanshah 
lived much later than Azraqi*s mamduh. Mu*ayyid al Din Ai Aba 
(d. 569/1174) was one of the most powerful of Sanjar* s ghulams. 
who established himself in Nlshapur after San jar* s death (37)* The 
Khwarazmshah, Tekish, defeated his son and successor, Tughanshah, 
so that both Nishapur and Tus fell into his hands (576/1181) • 
Tughanshah died in 5Sl/ll85 or the following year (38)*

The confusion shown by some of the sources between -these two 
Tughanshahs may not be due solely to the fact that their names 
are the same, for according to JuzjanI in the Tabaqat-i Nasiri. 
the disposition of the later Tughanshah was similar to that of his 
earlier namesake:

"He used to spend his days in pleasure, in singing, and 
convivial meetings, along with his confidants and favourites, 
minstrels and singers and boon companions.

..... He passed his whole time in pleasure and jolliiy, dancing
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and wine-drinking; and, for the sake of his own pleasure and merriment, 
he had the sleeves of his vest made each about ten ells in length, 
to which small golden bells were fastened, and he would himself join 
in the dance. He soon took his departure from this world.1* (59) 

Finally we have the late work Majma *al Fusaha* (1284/1867). 
Azraqi is here named as Hakim Zayn al Bin Abu Bakr Azraqi-yi Hiravl. 
Apart from the misnaming of the poet*s patron already mentioned, we 
have the usual references to the composition of Alfiyya va Shalfiyya. 
the Sindbadnama and the episode related in the Chahar Maqala. The 
date of Azraqi*s death is given as 526/1151-2, (40). This date, or 
the following year, is that mentioned by Nafisi as being given by 

other sources (4i) f°r the death of the poet*
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Conclusions
From the sources consulted it is possible to construct Azraqi*s 

name in full* WafisI, basing his argument on a line in the Divan, 
suggests that his name may be *Ja*far (42)* Also the Chahar Maqala 
says that is was Azraqi*s father, Isma*Ilai Warraq (the bookseller), 
who sheltered the fleeing FirdawsI from Mahmud* s agents (45)* Thus 
his full name and titles are as follows* Sharaf al Zaman *Abu*l 
Muliasin Zayn al Din Abu Baler Ja*far b, Isma*il Warraq-i Hiravi.

It will be noted that in many of the sources Azraqi is given the 
title of hakim* ’Awfi is the first to do this. Why he should do so 
is not known. Many of Azraqi*s colleagues were given titles, but 
Hakim is not a title given for prowess in the poetic arts* It would 
normally be understood to confer recognition of scientific know
ledge, or philosophy or medicine* Judging from the poets wide know
ledge of the heavens (examined below), he may have had some training 
in this branch of knowledge.

With regard to his work we may make the following statement: 
Azraqi wrote qaî Idas in praise of Amlranshah and tughanshah, and 
furthermore composed, whilst in the service of the latter the Book 

of Sindbad and Alflyya va Shalfiyya (44)* Casting aside those 
qaga*id, which, as has been mentioned, are suspected of being 
spurious, the remaining patrons remain mainly anonymous except in 

his poetry (45)*
As has already been stated above the date of Azraqi*s birth is 

not known; likewise there are a number of conflicting dates given 
for his death, whose value must be doubted because they seem to
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originate from very late sources, That the poet began composing
when young and was still composing when old is established from
lines in the Divan, as Hafisi points out (46), being a young man 
under Amlranshah and old under Tughanshah. Let us assume for the 
sake of argument, that his qagida to Amlranshah on his campaign in 

S Is tan may be correctly dated to the year 449/1°57> and let us 

further assume that he was a young man of twenty when it was written. 
Then if he did die in about 526/1130, his age was at least seventy-
seven, It may not be unreasonable to suggest that this is indeed
the case. Yet against this one must consider the fact that, compared 
with other poets of his era, his output of two thousand bayts or so 
must be considered as very small, especially as he must have been 

quite prolific to have produced his other two non-extant works 
whilst he was with Ifughanshah. He would only have been about fifty 
years old when ̂ ughanshan was deposed; what did he do with the remaining 

years of his life?
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dSvan and genbe

The gaga*id of AsraqI are our concern* Two printed editions 
are available, that of Sa*Id NafisI and that of *AlI *Abd al Rasull*
In both of these Divans, as well as gaga*id, there are a number of 
ruba* iyyat and git* at* As NaflsI has compiled his edition from a 
larger number of manuscripts (l), we have used his edition as the 
basis for our study? where necessary ( and possible) reference has 
been made to *Abd al Rasull* The latter also has some useful 
marginal notes, whereas Nafisi is deficient in this respect, and 
has no notes to speak of*

Rafises editions has sixty-sir qagldas totalling 2364 lines (2)* 
Of these poems, the editor believes a number to be of doubtful 
authenticity and these we have not considered; they are poems 3? 4>
6, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 33, 36, 38, 39 and 42, (3). Poem 23 to 
Manjnr b. Sa'Id is almost oertainly the work of 'Uthman Mukhtarl (4), 
The total number of lines to be ascribed to AsraqI is 2012,
Thirteen qasa* id are clearly in praise of Tughanshah and nine are
dedicated to Amlranshah, In the others the mamduh is either unnamed   '"*■ 1,
or they are usually in praise of persons, who are government 
officials and ministers about whom nothing is known*

'Abd al Rasull*s edition contains fifty-one poems* Those on 
pages 9* 94 and 110 are stated by the editor as not being the work
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of AzraqI; of the others only those on pages 45 and 47 are not found 
in Rafisi and as the mamduhan of these two poems are obscure and not 
praised elsewhere by AzraqI, they may well be spurious*

The form of many, but not all, of the qasa1 id of AzraqI follow 
the classical pattern* Typically the poem opens with a tashblb or 
taghazzul on themes such as nature and the season of the year, wine 
and the beloved* It then passes by way of the gurlz-gah into the 
raadlhh (the panegyric proper); it concludes with a du*a and often 
a husn-i talab (5)*

The qagida is a very old verse-form probably of pre-Islamic 
Arab origin (6) • Among the earliest extant examples of such poems 
in Persian are those of RudakI (7), which emerge into our literary 
experience in a fully developed form. Whereas RudakI' s poems have 
taghazzul and the theme of wine, it is during the Ghaznavid period 
that the themes used in the tashblb are multiplied and elaborated.
As well as the separation and union of the beloved, we find des
criptions of 'Id, Rawruz. Mihrgan. wine, the horse and even the pen 
and sword; the theme of nature becomes especially prominent (8)* Such 
themes continued to be important during the Saljuq period; as we 
shall see many of them are to be found in AzraqI*

Like content, the style of these poems becomes embellished 
during the age of the Ghaznavids. Poetic license and hyperbole 
become prominent. Exaggeration (mubalagha) becomes particularly 
important not only in the tashblb. but also in the praise of the king 
and his qualities. Rot only beauty but also ugliness might be the 
subject of mubalagha (9)* There is also a proliferation of the
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metres used (later exemplified in the *Iraqi style) and the number
of rhetorical devices, as well as radlf (10)•

During the Saljuq period, most of the poets are panegyrisfcsts.
To soiae extent there is a reaction against the complexity and
artificiality of the earlier style, although -fee taghazzul is still
important (11). In the taghazzul, lughg and ohlstan predominate
more than in the preceding period (12). Although it is clear that
the style is rapidly becoming exhausted, there is little in the
way of innovation. Only in the habsiyya of Mas1 ud do we find a
poet concerned to show his own emotions. However there is some
innovation on the part of two poets, both of whom owe something to
their precursors (13). These two poets are Abu'l Faraj and
AzraqIj the innovation of the former bore fruit, whilst that of the
latter was short-lived.

Abu*l Faraj Runi's work impressed Anvarl who is said to have
brought his style to fruition (14) • * Run! contains elements of the

v ojr V w s
nascent ‘Iraqi style. He has no taghazzul(or̂  short ones]and his 
metres are of the shorter varieties. In his imagery he shows an 
interest in the relationship between the animate and the inanimate (15)* 

The especial contribution of AzraqI was in the sphere of
to a*' 'vimagery and its development which associated with him. His imagery►

caused a certain amount of comment from the critics of the period 
and also of modem times. We shall now examine this criticism in 
detail.
The distinctive nature of certain images employed by AzraqI attracts 
the notice of the sixth century Hijra litterateur, Rashid al Din Vatva$.
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In his work on poetics, Hada1 ig al Sibr. he describes tashblh. 
similie, as follows* 'As the thing likened (mushabbah) has an 
existence obtaining before one’s eyes, it is necessary that that 
unto which a thing is likened (mushabbah bi-hi) also has an 
existence obtaini-ng before one's eyes* Certainly what is not good 
and acceptable is what a group of poets have done and are doings 
they compare a thing to something which has neither existence in 
thought and imagination, nor in reality (dar a'yan). Thus they 
compare a flaming (char)coal to a musky sea whose waves are goldenj 
never in reality does a musky sea exist nor golden waves. The 
people of this period, due to the littleness of their understanding, 
have been amazed and fascinated at the similies of AzraqI* In his 
poetry all the similies are of this type and serve no usefulness,' (l6) 

VatvaJ's judgement of AzraqI*s use of similie is a gross 
generalisation. However, his view is echoed by Shams al Din Qays, 
writing in the early seventh century of the Hijra* Qays was indebted 
to the work of Va$va$ (17), although his attitude towards AzraqI 
is more tempered: 'The more perfect and best similies are those
which may be reversed, i*e* the thing compared and that compared 
to it may be compared with one another, as the night with tresses 
(zulf), and tresses with the night, the horseshoe with the crescent 
moon and the crescent moon with the horseshoe. The most deficient 
of similies is that which is imaginary and cannot be imagined 
comparably in reality (dar khari.i), as certain reckless persons 
have compared a fiery oven (tanura.) to a sea full of musk, and the 
shining fire in a black coal to a molten golden wave. Of the poets,
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AzraqI is most addicted to this device; he used many good and had 
similies.*(18)

Both Shams and Ya$va$ lived in the centuries after AzraqI.
What must he realised is that both of these writers were not 
judging AzraqI*s work on the basis of new canons of criticism 
and with hindsight. What were considered to be the desiderata of 
similie were established before the time of AzraqI. The earliest 
work of literary criticism we possess is RaduyanI * s Tarjuman al 
Balagha, for long attributed to FarrukhI, and which was the inspira
tion fbr Vafcva$'s work (19)* On the tashblh, RaduyanI states:
'The best type is that which when reversed is not spoiled or made 
deficient and where every one of the things compared stands in 
place of the other in form and meaning.' (20)

In view of the contemporary views of -the^critics, the innovation 
of AzraqI in his imagery must be seen as revolutionary. It is for 
this reason that he is important. AzraqI has struck a blow for 
freedom from the confines of the rules of classicism.

As examples of this new type of imagery we may call the 
following to attention (2l)s pulad 'ar'ar (1*307-)» sumarlha-yi 
'anbar (1,516), blsha-yi almas (1.1241), dast-i marg (1,68) which 
is a post-clawsieal usage (22), and asb-i bad (1.201) which is 
without precedent (23).

RaduyanI, Vatvat and Qays would have objected to these images 
because they do not exist in reality and are, in the circumstances, 
the produce of a powerful imagination, Such innovation in imagery ky Atw^ 
must be seen as an attempt to escape from the confines of his
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predecessors and the repetition of their images (24)* If his style 
haidl been permitted to develop, Persian literature might have been 
very different (25)* Because of the physical circumstances of his 
work at court, the inclination of much of his imagery is towards 
a demand on the power of the imagination? and its alienation from 
life and nature is <a desire to escape from monotony; consequently 
it often moves into a fabulous and dream-like world, Thus we find 
1 forests of diamonds’ and ’ships of ambergris'.

On this subject we can do no better than quote Shafi’I-yi 
KadkanI: 'This questioning.and logical challenging within the
confines of the palpable images of the qudama’ swallow most of his 
images in a kind of intricacy. From this point of view we confront 
living, vibrant nature less in his Divan, All his images are 
revealed from behind a curtain of a kind of art or logicality of 
thought and juggling (?) with words. The substance of his images 
are mostly taken from the poetry of the qudama’ * Except in limited 
instances, simple distiches have no freshness. However, the taste 
in composition and the power of his usage is noteworthy. For in 
as much as Amir Mu'izzi and Lami’I repeat without any change the 
imagery of the qudama*, he does not wish to repeat the images of 
those who have gone before. Yet he is also incapable of finding the 
opportunity for palpable experiences and images which have an aspect 
of novelty. In this respect, from the point of view of composition 
and composing and creating images, he limits his own poetical 
innovation’ (25).

Shafi’I-yi KadkanI continues to point out how, like most of his
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contemporaries, his images are usually concerned with nominal forms, 
whilst verbal images are less common. He also draws our attention 
to a type of image with which AzraqI* s verse abounds and which is 
reckoned as a distinctive feature of his work, e.g. khll-i 
sa'iqa hamla (l.37)» gul-i arghavan nasab (1.291), and mlna-nihad 
barg (1,258). Here we observe the relationship of the image and the 
aspect of similitude, which is not often found in his contemporaries; 
however, it is a feature of the verse of poets of the subsequent 
period such as Nizami and Hafiz (27).

Two other features of AzraqI*s imagery should be noted.
Shaf 1 *I-yi KadkanI again: 'The abstract side of his images is
powerful; He sees the dagger in the brain like ignorance in the 
head of the ignorant and the arrow(head) in the heart like knowledge 
in the heart of the wise man (28), the shoots of the shrubs at dawn 
are drenched in pearls like the mind of the prince's panegyricst
(29) .............

'In his hyperbole there is a kind of basis of similie and 
metaphor; or rather we should say that in most of his simil|es the 
factor of ighraq is of great importance. In contrast to the images 
of the poets of the first period and even to some of the images, of 
the poets of the first half of the fifth century, who attempted to 
arrange everything with regard to the same exact, natural and 
actual image, he tried to make everything that existed, even in 
simiHes, more expansive, more powerful and colourful .....'
KadkanI then compares an image of AzraqI*s on the subject of wine 
with one from RudakI and points out that whereas RudakI*s is
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consistent with reality, that of Azraqi is' far from reality? and, 
even with the aid of the imagination, it is impossible to approx
imate it to nature and reality (30).

Shafi1 I-yi KadkanI concludes? 1 Likewise a form of artifice 
and distance from nature and reality gave freshness to the images 
for the people of the time, who were infatuated with artificiality, 
and for those of the noble classes to whomc the poems were 
addressed. However, the way and practice were gradually forgotten and 
no one followed him. From this innovation of his, the path reached 
deadlock .* * *.* (31)•

Writing in the Khurasanian style, AzraqI employe a number of 
conventional themes which are examined in detail below. He also 
has at his disposal a great number of rhetorical devices? however, 
his use of these is not excessive (32). It should he noted that 
the first qaslda of the Divan has a chistan in the tashblb. There 
is also an iqtibas from RudakI (33)•

As well as criticism of his tashblh. we also find in Qays 
that AzraqI is admonished in certain other respects. In his third 
category of Khataha-yi ma^nayi, where the critic is of the opinion 
that in some descriptions a point is reached which exceeds the 
bounds of absurdity and causes a deviation from the correct path 
of literature, he quotes the following lines of AzraqI (34)*
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"If, 0 lord, at the command of God the cold wind drew flying
into the sky the throne of Sulayman, (then) you have between your
thighs a fiery-natured heavenly one (i,e. horse) in whose hands
are the clouds and at whose feet is the cold wind.

If it were lawful for the prophet Khidr to place his foot on
the waves of the sea without a ship where there is no crossing,
(then) yop in your palm have a sea of mlna-coloured steel in which 

o£- b\oaA
are a hundred seas running with water and jewels (i,e. lustre)",A

Qays also gives an example from Azraqi of what he regards as 
an unacceptable hugn-i maqta1. 11s# 2104-6 (35)*
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"As long as a hundred is no greater than three hundred, and
five no greater than fifty may goblet and inkwell be elegant in
your hand and nature, may crown and court in your charisma and name 
be firm, may your ear not be without the sound of the harp from 
year to year, and your hand not be without the wine cup from month 
to month".

Qays objects that the poet should be exhorting his patron to 
be idle and concerned with sensual pleasures? he regards the 
implication of sensuality when separated from the theme of the 
mistress to be inappropriate in this position? furthermore he 
censures the use of the negative in this situation.

The critic also draws our attention to a poor takhallug (?6)
and gives an example of ilman (57)*

The outward form of the gas Ida is fixed by its system of 
rhyming where every bayt has the same rhyme and the initial bayt 
has the rhyme of the poem also in the first misra*. The radif is not 
common in the Divan (38). According to the classical rules 
controlling rhyme, it was not considered desirable to repeat (ita) 
post-positional syllables, such as plural forms and verbal endings, 
which are called .jail (conspicuous), in the qaslda. unless it was 
very long (39). A limited use of such rhymes has been allowed? 
such rhymes are called shayigan (40) 5 Qays gives an example from 
Azraqi (1.1666) where sal.juqiyan is used as the rhyming wor& (41). 
Again Qays criticises Azraqi1s use of ita-yi jail in 1.240 and 
1.257, where bala-gustar later rhymes with sukhan-gustar (42).

Of the metres employed by Azraqi the most common is mujtathth.
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with over twenty examples. Both mudarl* and ramal are each 
represented by half that number* . Haza.1 is used in five poems. 
Mutaqarib is found in poem 9 and munsarih in poem 55*

The poet composing qasa* id has the purpose not only of praising 
his patron, but also that of making a living by constantly being 
in his favour. The rapid development of the genre under the 
Ghaznavids brought with it artificiality, a profusion of rhetorical 
devices, and gross exaggeration.

It was in this atmosphere that Azraqi*s novel use of imagery 
was doomed to failure. Indeed the poet is very much aware how the 
genre and the purpose of his compositions constrains him to lie and
abase himself before his patron. In 11s. 2040-42 he mentions how
poets are inclined to lie? in poem 7(45) Azraqi speaks of placing 
poems before the mamdub taken from *his purse of lies* (1*191) and 
how he angrily sits at the feet of his pompous patron 'like a child 
of poor understanding before the schoolmaster * (1.188 and 1.189).
In much of the rest of this work we shall concern ourselves in 
studying the extent to which he reflects his contemporary world and 
the extent to which his perspective on it is aberrated.

From the point of view of the patron, as well being flattered, 
the praise of poets was also the means whereby the name of the patron, 
his virtues and deeds were celebrated for all time. Azraqi
mentions this point of view in 1.1924 and in the following,
11s *521-2:
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"The permanency of being mentioned by people is lofty poetry, 
for it is established with the elements and the stars? many of my 
poems in praise of you will be transmitted from book to book".

Prom the themes which would seem to inspire the composition of 
his poems, one might be forgiven for thinking that Azraqi lived 
in a world which enjoyed perpetually the benefits of spring.
Although most of his poems begin with descriptions of spring, many 
also are inspired by *1(1 and mihrgan etc. Among other pretexts for 
his poems there is* poem 30 describing the king*s progress to 
Pushang, poem 9 describing the palace of the king, poem 11 is in 
thanks of a khal1 at and poem 60 celebrates the birth of a son to 
the king. The occasion for a poem was not necessarily a happy one.
The above-mentioned poem 7 asks the patron for assistance with his 
debts, poem 40 provides evidence of an estrangement from an unnamed 
patron. Similarly in poem 44 to Abu*l Hasan, Azraqi refers to a 
two-year absence from his court and seeks readmittance (l.1614-20, p*63). 
It is clear that Azraqi and his poetry were not always welcome 
wherever they went.

Prom this examination of Azraqi*s Divan and his place in the 
contemporary genre, we shall turn to an examination of the prominent 
themes found in his qaga*id and his world as reflected in them.
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DIVAN AND GENRE - NOTES

1) For the manuscripts used by NafisI see Introduction to his 
edition pp.slzdah to panzdah.

2) In NafisI*s edition the printers have misnumbered certain 
lines repeating the numbering 1*1580 to 1*1620; this does not 
affect the text at all; to avoid possible confusion, about 
these lines the page number is also given*
There are also certain other inconsistencies in the editions
a) There is no qaglda no. 65? therefore there are 66 
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-  3 -

AZRAQI*S PICTURE OF THE UNIVERSE

As the title suggests, the aim is to draw Azraqi*s picture of 
the universe as he himself sees it, to view through his own eyes 
the cosmos beyond the world, beyond the sublunar sphere* To 
achieve this the information is drawn solely from what is evident 
in the verses of ..the poet himself •

An appreciation of our poet*s conception of the universe is 
to have a greater tuiderstanding of his verse; also, this may well 
lead to a greater understanding of the environment whence he sprang* 

Whilst trying to learn about Azraqi*s attitude to the stars, 
planets, and heavens above him, we must also have some awareness of 
the contemporary cosmological attitudes# These were very different 
from the views that today we accept without question; naturally 
his picture will be coloured in this respect. Medieval astronomy 
is very different from ours in its mechanics and function; as is

-Wvt <vtiVr>or*0'Cfie«--s
well known they believed in a geocentric universe surrounded by 
the spheres and also in the power of astrology (l). These basic 
ideas are of the type to which one would expect to find allusions 
in the work of a poet such as Azraqi* Indeed, we will be able to 
show that only bg being aware of the contemporary intellectual 
background can the full sense be gained from certain verses# Ear
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too often it is possible to gain sense from a particular line or 
lines, but in fact there may be a far more significant meaning which 
only becomes apparent when one is aware of certain basic facts - 
not necessarily specialised nuances - current in the astronomy and 
astrology of the period.

We cannot claim to be expert in such sciences. However, we 
are fortunate in possessing Al-Biruni’ 3 Kitab al-Tafhim. in a very 
accessible form in the edition and translation of R. Ramsay Wright (2). 
This work was written in Ghazna in 1029 A.33. as an elementary 
textbook for a Khwarazmian princess* As such, it is a work which 
may be regarded as a fair reflection of contemporary thought in this 
field, indeed a "primer of eleventh century science" (3)* At the 
present time this work is our main reference for the cosmological 
theory of the period.

Prom the points made in the preceding paragraphs it is to be 
hoped that we can judge the extent to which Azraqi*s use of 
cosmological images in his work is arbitrary or not. In this, 
whether the images he employs are conventionalised or not is not of 
great relevance in the discussions - what they tell us is important; 
from the point of view of understanding his environment, whether he 
believes or not what he says, is far more difficult to assess. 
Following on from this, one obvious reservation needs to be stressed* 
one must wonder how far down the intellectual scale doctrines on the 
universe in the eleventh century penetrated. There were no radical 
innovations in the system from the time of Ptolemy ( until Copernicus 
in Europe and presumably until modem times in the Islamic world),
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Although his title of hakim might be an indication of scientific 
knowledge, Azraqi was known as a poet, not a natural philosopher; 
as an educated man it seem reasonable to expert him to reflect 
traditional ideas (and possibly traditional, popular misconceptions). 
There is no information with regard to his education, but we would 
not be surprised to learn that he was familiar with the science of 
his age and for such knowledge to be displayed in his work. His 
contemporaries in the poetic art often showed themselves skilled in 
other respects* Anwari was also famous as an astrologer, if not 
always successfully (4) * and the famous scientist, Khayyam, earned 
latterday fame for his poetic works.

Yet whatever Azraqi tells us will be important in helping us 
to understand his verse, life and times, insofar as it will show 
what educated people thought of the heavens above in the late 
eleventh century.

It must be stated here that the terms of reference for my use 
of the words ’astronomy* and ’astrology* are based on the defini
tions found in the ‘Shorter Oxford Dictionary** ’astronomy* is 
*the science which treats of the constitution, relative positions, 
and motions of the heavenly bodies, including the earth. ’Astrology 
is of two •types ’natural* and ’judicial* (also called ’genethlitc'f); 
’natural astrology* is ’the calculation and foretelling of natural 
phenomena, as tides and eclipses etc. *; ’judicial astrology* is 
’the art of judging of the occult influences of the stars upon 
human affairs*•

The method employed below is as follows* an analysis of the
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following aspects:- the stars (general, fixed stars mentioned by 
name, constellations and the signs of the Zodiac), the planets, the 
sun, the moon, miscellany (such as ’shooting stars}); finally we 
discuss the ’heavens' and the terms used etc.
The Stars

As might be expected the use of images about the stars is very 
common in the poetry of Azraqi • Several different words are 
employed: si tar a. akhtar, na.jm, kaukab; the commonest word used is 
sitara. There does not appear to be any distinction made between 
the various words used, they are synonymous. In general, their 
meaning is that of 'star', rather than ’heavenly body* which would 
include the planets etc.

Since the stars are mentioned so frequently they become very 
much a part of the stock-in-trade of the poet (5). Many usages are 
obvious ones; one expects stars to be thought of as "bright" or 
"shining" (e.g. 1.1627 p.66). We find many usages that are des
criptive, where the meaning and image are self-evident: the stars are
like pearls, as in the following example:

"From the one into the depth of the other he pours bright stars 
like pearls, and from the latter into the area (sajjn) of the former, 
white pearls boil up like stars".

The stars are also compared to raindrops (1.735)> dewdrops (1.599)> 
eyes - i.e. bright, shining (1.250), words (1.1228), flowers

1.32
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(1*772 and tulips - lala - 1.591)* and they are compared to warriors 
as in 1.1258:

/ ^  1/ „ . 
oj , O v ^

"The stars in heaven like warriors of war draw their garments 
into a sea of blood".

Apart from those lines, some of which are mentioned above, 
which are basically of a descriptive nature, one cannot fail to be 
impressed by the number of occasions when the stars are used in 
allusions connected with astronomy and astrology. Stars are strongly 
associated with Fortune, as in 1.257*

"By an auspicious omen and a lucky star, by satisfied Fortune 
and abundant happiness".

This association is also seen in several other examples such 
as Is.850,394 and 215.

The most explicit and unequivocal example of this association 
with Fate is to be found in 1.1755*

o 9  ^  d *  &

"The consequence of good and bad is from the conjunction of the 
stars; your happiness is more influential than a thousand conjunctions",

This example also highlights the problem as to the exact meaning 
of ’stars1. Only the signs of the zodiac and the planets had any



effect upon the affairs of men. Therefore at the moment, the signs 
of the zodiac are being alluded to, if not the heavenly bodies as 
a whole* Nevertheless, it is evident from these examples that the 
motions of the stars were believed to have an important effect upon 
the destiny of men on earth. In a similar vein, other qualities - 
in this case favourable ones - are likewise regarded by Azraqi as 
being influenced by the stars, such as victory (1,316), generosity 
(1*1538, P«66), and intelligence (1 ,1246 ), This all illustrates a 
belief in the influence of the heavenly bodies which transcends 
today1 s 1 lucky star* mentality.

It is also to be noted that the stars are anthropomorphised; 
they speak (1*695), sing praises (1.223). In the following example 
possess intelligence (*aql), Is.403-5*

"My tongue went forth from my being, scattering stars; my 
eyes went into heaven counting the stars, one the bright star of 
praise to the munificent king, the other the bright star of the swift- 
moving firmament; I counted in both a lofty intelligence, of these 
two stars which is the loftier?"

y
j'JU (W‘ tj: )■>

/
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It is tempting to regard such examples as being merely poetic'; 

however, the matter may not be quite so simple, there may be a 

more significant and less arbitrary meaning. The understanding of 

the cosmos was based on the heritage of ancient thought, expounding 

the doctrine of the heavenly spheres. Bach sphere was also credited 
with an intelligence; the word used for intelligence* was 1taqlf (6).

These ’Intelligences* amongst the Arab philosophers would seem 
to owe their origin mainly to Aristotle who regarded motion as either 
intrinsic or needing an external mover. With the heavenly spheres 

the original source of motion was the primum movens which itself 

moved by ’aspiring* to the eternal unmoved activity of God. Such 
an aspiration required some sort of ’soul* which each sphere possessed. 
Herein is the origin of the Intelligences (also called ’Motors’). The 

movement of the outer sphere moved the one inside it and so on. (7)

Is it too presumptuous to suggest that this is what our poet is 
alluding to here? It adds a layer of meaning which might well 
escape the modem reader, and also points to some sort of acquaintance 
with philosophical ideas on the part of AzraqI. His ideas on the 

matter are not wholly correct for it is the sphere itself that 

possesses the intelligence not the individual stars, all of which 
are attached to the sphere of the Fixed Stars.

Azraqi also provides us with information regarding his concep

tion of the astronomy of the universe. That the stars move is 
indicated in several places (is.22 where they revolve, 25,1188).
The following example seems to suggest that the stars turn about 

the axis of the earth, 1.551s
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"A lord through whose soul, the journeying of the stars on , 
the axis (of the world) seek elevation happily*"

She belief in the revolution of the universe about the earth 

is of course the basis of the geocentric theory which was accepted 

in Islam and Christendom until the sixteenth century; Azraqi 

naturally reflects this belief.
He also tells us that the stars are lofty (1.1554), whilst 

suggesting that they are at a finite distance as in 1*1642, p.67, 
where he speaks of the daman-i sitara • Furthermore, he regards 
the stars as possessing firmness (1.1656, p*67), they are eternal 
and unchanging, (here we find conformity with the philosophers who 
contrasted the sublunar sphere with the ingenerable and incorrup
tible heavens), 1.2088:

"Nay, he is the stars and like the stars is divorced from 

change ....*".
The suggestion is that there is a precision and order manifest 

in the stars.

This feeling of order, precision and eternity effected by 

God revolving around the earth must have given comfort and 
reassurance to mortal beings* It may be that in the next example,
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AzraqI is pointing out the ordered, precise three-tiered configuration 
of the cosmos, 1*224:

"When in the sea your hand stirs the gold-scattering wave, the 
stars are the sails, the firmament the ship and earth the anchor•w 

That is to say above the earth is the firmament and the stars* 
The 'divine* nature of the heavens, was always contrasted by the 
Ancients with the wayward and corruptible nature of earth; although 
AzraqI nowhere makes this explicit point, he is possibly echoing 
the old tradition in the following, 1.1196:

"Until a well of water flows on the heavens, until there is 
garang wood in the stars . •*.."*

(i do not know why "zarang wood" should be mentioned rather 
than any other; possibly it is because it rhymes conveniently)*

This husn-i maqta* is of course hyperbolic; to us the line is 
hyperbolic: we know that there cannot be wood and water amongst
the stars, as AzraqI suggests; our reasons however would probably 
be based on considerations of the forces of gravity and dynamics 
involved* The exaggeration for our poet lies in another direction* 
It was part of the heritage of philosophical thought which taught 
that the heavens were composed of a material quite different from 
that constituting the sublunar environment; this was ether. The

jj ^
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world on the other hand was made up from the four elements in various 
combinations and because they wdre all heavier, they could unite 
under no circumstances with the stuff of which the heavens were 
composed (see below). This is where the Azraqi*s hyperbole lies: 
water and wood can never be joined to the stars and heaven.

It should already be apparent that even from his usage of the 
stars in his qasa'id. AzraqI has furnished us with sufficient 
information to show that his outlook and conception of the universe 
was different from ours.
Fixed Stars Mentioned by Fame

Most of the stars which are known by names to us, still retain
the names given to them by the Arabs# Of the vast number AzraqI
only concerns himself with twos Sirius and Canopus. As only the 
signs of the zodiac and the planets were thought to have any effect 
in judicial astronomy, AzraqI* s use of them is wholly descriptive.

As Sirius only occurs once we shall deal with it first.
In 1.1626, p.66, it is used along with the Pleiades and to it is 
attributed the colour of coral? this, is an allusion to it being 
reddish, for the adjective 'basadin is given the meaning of 
"redness" (Steingass). Whether Sirius is actually red or not in
appearance, we are unable to say; however it is certainly bright and
prominent, being in fact the brightest star in the heavens visible to 
an unaided observer, magnitude -1.6.

The other star Canopus is mentioned eight times and its usage 
is more developed and elaborate. Like Sirius it is also bright and 
prominent, being the second brightest star visible (mag. -0.9) •
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Its prominence in the heavegh is shown in 1.1184, where it is 
described as a 1 bannerwhat is significant is that it is shown 
along with other prominent bodies such as the moon and Jupiter.

Its brightness is pointed out in 1.1630, p.64 and 1.1530. 
Canopus also seems to shine alone, indeed there are no stars of 
similar brightness close to it in the sky, 1.1632, p.64s

"I rain (tears) from the Yamani jag1 (eyes), without her 
(i am) Canopus in separation; rigiitly you would surmise that in the 
Yamani .iaz1 I have happiness/wealth." (8)

Canopus also has the attribute of being "coral-like" (1.1192). 
That this is a reference to redness would seem to be confirmed by
1.1887 in which the star is compared to the lips*

Apart from its brightness, AzraqI stresses the fact that this 
star is separated from others in the sky and that it has a reddish 
appearance. It is gratifying to find that these are the very 
features of the star which are mentioned by the astronomers} indeed, 
Ibn Qutayba, quoted in Kunitzsch*s work on Arabic star nomenclature 
says: 1 ••••• ein stldlicher, roter Stem er steht in
HorizontnShe, abgesondert von den (anderen) Stemen, und wandert 
nicht nach Westen zu wie andere (Stemen) sondem geht in der 
Breite seines Auf gangs auch wieder unter*; and in Aflab al Kitab.
quoted in the same work, we find the following statement: *ein
roter Stem, abgesondert von den (anderen) Stemen; wegen seiner 
Horizontn&he sieht man ihn immer gleichsam zittem*. (9)
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Thus the qualities of Canopus mentioned by AzraqI are 
vouchsafed with precision by an important astronomer. Unless such 
information were commonplace, we cannot but regard this as an . 
indication of AzraqI* s considerable knowledge of the universe as 
under stood in his day and age.

Another feature of the face connected with this star is to be 
found in 1.1884* "her broken hyacinth in musk-scattering Canopus"; 
(something to do with the hair may be intended).

Apart from these last-mentioned usages, at one point AzraqI 
does display a knowledge of astronomy (unless it is plagiarised) 
which is not in the least arbitrary, 1.1631 p.64*

"If, 0 idol no one saw Canopus in Sagittarius and Scorpio, 
how would your Canopus (lips ) make a home in Sagittarius (qaus- 
eyebrows) and Scorpio (1aqrab-eyes)?"

It is the first misra* which is particularly instructive. The 
poet means that the star is never seen in these constellations.
Not only is this quite apparent, as a map of the stars indicates, 
but Canopus is in fact on exactly the other side of the sky from 
Sagittarius and Scorpio; a line from Canopus through the celestial 
pole would bisect the two constellations!
The Constellations

Of the many constellations recognised by the Muslims of the 
period, AzraqI mentions only three, if we include the Milky Way.
As will be apparent from what follows, the absence of any references
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to the constellations having a n y  astrological effect may he taken as 
showing that the poet was aware of the fact that they played no 
part in that science.

The Milky Way is mentioned only on two occasions and is called 
ma.iarra (is.772 and 400)* The poet remarks on its brightness and 
its whiteness, * camphor-like foam1 (1.400). He also says that it 
is composed of stars.

When the Great Bear (or the Plough, to mention one of its 
several other names) is referred to, the descriptions also indicate 
more than a mere acquaintance with the name (10). It is twice 
called Haft Aurang and once Banat-i Na'sh. We are told that its 
stars are like flowers (1.1151)* Azraqi issalso aware of the high 
position it occupies in the sky, as is apparent from this example,

’’The stirrup of his horse is at the side of the sun, the tongue 
of his spear is in the mouth of the Bear”.

And indeed, the stars of the Bear are used as pointers to show 
the position of the Pole Star and hence of the celestial pole, the 
highest point in the sky.

The following example shows an awareness not only of the number 
of stars in the body of the constellation but also its shape; without 
this knowledge the line would make little sense; 1.597*

1.1173*
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"You would say the inverted Plough looked like the shape of a 
sad composed of seven jewels."

The 1 jewels1 are of course the seven stars, which if joined up 
form the outline of the letter gad.

By far the most commonly mentioned constellation is the 
Pleiades, which is usually called parvin ; on one occasion it is 
referred to as ' paran and again once it is surayya. It is mentioned 
nineteen times.

The poet is aware of the brightness and closely-grouped 
appearance of the Pleiades (ll), as is evident from 1.1591* P*65*

"As long as the Plaiades seem a group of silvery spears and 
the sun has the form of a golden shield."

The Pleiades are also likened to silver spears in 1.1995*
The constellation also has affinities with flowers; in 1.1601, 

p.65, and 1.1875» it is with the jujube; its stars are like 
pomegranate seeds, as in 1.1959*

y

"Is that the form of the Pleiades or a burst pomegranate on 
the tree?"

Apart from being compared to sparks (1.211), the perfume 
benjamin (1.1626, p.66), pearls (1.398), the Pleiades are compared 
to the teeth, (ls.l633 & 4 and less clearly in 1.189* and in 1.1888).
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Only one line has any hint that the Pleiades might have some 
astrological influence, 1*1903s

"The Pleiades are an example of the effects of his wisdom, 
Cancer is a sign of the aspects of his power**’

Were it not for the presence of Cancer in the second misra* we 
would be inclined to have felt that the Pleiades merely mean 
bright and shining? we cannot explain why Cancer should be assoc
iated with a king’s power? al Blruni attributes nothing very 
favourable to this sign (12)*

The only other constellation which might be mentioned is 
Orion, but as the terms used can also mean Gemini we have included 
it in the next section. We shall make a point of stressing ihe 
occasions when it might mean Orion rather than Gemini.
The Signs of the Zodiac

In the other aspects of the heavens we have already looked at, 
it has been convenient to divide the discussion of the images 
employed into descriptive and astonomical/astrologieal ones* In 
this section we shall do likewise? however, because of the import
ance of the signs of the zodiac upon earthly matters we shall pay 
greater attention to the latter aspect.

Of the twelve signs, Azraqi mentions only fives Sagittarius, 
Scorpio, Pisces, Cancer and Gemini. Gemini is mentioned far more 
often than the others for reasons which we shall make obvious. 

Sagittarius appears on two occasions? one has already been
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pointed out when discussing the star Canopus (1,1631, p.64). The 
importance of this example lies in the fact that it shows that the 
poet is fully aware of the position of this sign in the heavens: 
it lies on the other side of the sky from Canopus, and moreover its 
neighbour on one side is the sign Scorpio, This knowledge is precise 
and unequivocal • In this line Sagittarius is called qaus and the 
line contains a pun on 'bow* and the 'eyebrow’ of the beloved.

The other reference to this sign is in line 2289:

"When, 0 king, you take your bow in hand, it is a happy 
matter, as when Jupiter is in Sagittarius".

There are several important points to note here* Firstly 
there is the parallel drawn between the king and Jupiter and the 
parallel between Sagittarius if qaus , the 'bow') and the king's 
bow* The relationship between Jupiter and kings is heavily supported 
by astrology, as al Birunl indicates; however, we would prefer to 
discuss this further in the section on planets* The relationship 
of the king's bow to this sign is a nice play on words*

Azraqi also suggests that when Jupiter is in Sagittarius 
happiness reigns. Is this astrologically sound or is it nothing 
but an example of the poet's license in accordance with the word
play in the line? Jupiter is strongly associated with kingly

C}S 1 OS
virtues and happiness, .asfesê being the greater benefic (see below); 
Sagittarius according to al-Blruni (13) also possesses the virtues 
of being 'kingly, reticent, liberal.* The conjunction of these two
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would be auspicious. However there is considerable simplification 
of the matter; the outcome would in fact be dependent on a number 
of other features, such as the movement of the planet and the 
proximity of other heavenly bodies. We would be a little harsh on 
Azraqi if we expected him to cram such information into a single 
line. Essentially what he says would appear to be quote sound. 
Whether he was aware of the finer nuances of the situation or,is 
merely speaking as a layman, it is not possible to say.

The sign Scorpio is only mentioned once and this has been 
referred to above in connection with Canopus and fee Sagittarius 
(l.l631, p.64). Here the poet's knowledge tells us that it is 
opposite Canopus in the sky and adjacent to Sagittarius. It is to 
be noted that in the second half of the line *aqrab means 'eyes'.

Pisces likewise is mentioned once, in 1.2093*

"Prom the dust and blood (of battle) the stars of Pisces in 
heaven fell swimming into the sea -through dread of the sword."

This example of hyperbole is to be regarded mainly as imagina-

but the impossibility lies in the incompatability of the elements 
involved, that is the incompatability of the aethereal nature of 
the stars with the nature of the water in the sea. Our objections 
to the phenomenon would be based on other considerations? however 
we must understand why such an occuranoe would be regarded as 
impossible by Azraqi.

The sign Cancer occurs three times in the qasa'id; twice it

tive and descriptive. It is, of course, an impossible occurence,
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is called saraftan and once kharchang. The way in which it is used 
presents some problems in interpretation*

’’One sees in the gait of the crab only crookedness, for this 
the world’s Astrologer places the Crab (in the heavens).”

The first half-line is a reasonable observation; in the second 
misra*, however why should the Astronomer (God) place Cancer in the 
Heavens? The ’crookedness} of the crab is also seen in the rather 
low morals and manners ascribed to this sign by al BIruni (l4)»
Is Azraqi therefore suggesting that the associations of the sign in 
the sky devolve from and are paralleled by the crab on earth?
Should this be the meaning intended, it is evident that Azraqi knew 
the qualities (e.g. ’crookedness’) that astrology linked with this 
sign. This line also shows how the affairs of the heavens are 
ordered and controlled by God.

’’From the waves of the sea, the clouds which aim at the sky 
draw the Parvin-like banner over the Crab.”

This line is|obscure. Possibly it is referring to the clouds

1.1726:
if* j

/ &  CYj/u ^  ̂

which rise from the sea being clouds of raindrops (’Parvin-like 
banner) and the Crab is the sign which is covered because that sign
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particularly is associated with water and rain (15) *
We shall also quote the third occasion on which this sign is 

mentioned, although we have already done so once when discussing the 
Pleiades? 1,1903s

"The Pleiades are an example of the effects of his wisdom,
Cancer is a sign of the aspects of his power."

We have already stated our attitude to this line (see above).
To regard the bright and shining Pleiades as an example of his wisdom 
seems acceptable. However the link between the (qadr) power of the 
king and the sign is not clear* Line 1726 has already referred to 
the Crookedness* of the Crab and al BirunI tells us that Cancer is 
"indolent, dumb, fickle and changeable" (l6). These arejhardly the 
qualities any panegyri«*st would dare associate with the object of 
his praise.

We may regard the poet*s use and comprehension of this sign as 
less impressive than of others.

The words du paykar and .jauza are used for the sign Gemini? 
they can also mean the constellation Orion.

This would seem to have arisen from the fact that the Arabs 
formerly pictured the constellations and signs of the Zodiac in a 
different way to the Greeks. To the Arabs Orion and Gemini together 
formed one constellation and were called by the same name. With the 
adoption of the Greek terms, the constellation was split, although 
the names still referred to either part (l?)#
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In Azraqi’s verse there are occasions when Orion would seem to
fit the context better. We have included them in the discussion
here, although strictly speaking they should have come in the section 
on the constellations* We shall discuss them first*

In I.I653-4, p.64$ .jauza is compared to the waist of the
beloved. It is the analogy with waist that leads us to suspect that 
Orion is indicated, for one of the main features of this constel
lation is that it has a belt on the figure of the hunter, Orion, 
composed of three bright, prominent starsf Likewise in 1.1887-8 
there are also allusions to .iauza as a waist; here is also is suggested 
that it is like a shooting-star, i.e. thin and narrow. In the 
following example either Orion or Gemini might be intended, 1.567s

du paykar, look at the three nails in his horseshoe.*'
The three nails referred to allude to the stars of du paykar; 

however, neither Orion or Gemini have shapes which resemble very 
much the shape of a horseshoe. Either might be meant. It is also 
to be noted that none of these examples have any astrological 
allusions, further suggesting Orion rather than the Zodiac sign.

The astrological features of Gemini (Orion, of course, has 
no influence in this sphere) are shown in 1*415*

>/ jj o* Cii/.

"If you have not seen on the face of the new moon thg amdr ofX
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"because in form (c*«*v«ivii, tK̂ Tiô s) prostrate before
JApiK*',

him (the king), we (.the sun and moon) are envious of Gemini in thek
heavens."

There ard several points to note from this example. Gemini, 3 ^ ^  

sun and moon are all engaged in praising the king; as a sign of the 
zodiac, Gemini is the one which would seem to be most closely linked 
with kingship and good virtues (18). The sign is also higher than 
the other tlfr bodies; in fact it was believed to be fixed on the 
sphere of the fixed stars, the eighth heaven.

Intimations of kingship are also apparent from the following, 
1.146s

"The brightness of your wisdom is from the light of the globe/ 
form of the sun, the thought of your ambition is the crown of the 
helm of Gemini."

The link with kingly virtues is clear from this line. There 
is also significance in it being used with the sun; the associations 
of the sun are discussed in detail below, but it should be realised
that the sun reaches its highest point in the sky when in the house
of Gemini*

L.211 also hints at the majesty associated with this sign and
here it is also employed with a royal falcon, the shahin.

The height of Gemini in the sky is also stressed in 1.279 and 
in this line, 1.25s
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"Indeed the foot of your throne is "below the form of the fish, 
indeed the comer of your crown is above the revolution of Gemini*"

Here the height of Gemini, on the highest sphere ( and also it is 
the sign where the sun (king) reaches its zenith in the sky) is 
contrasted with the lowness of the Fish upon which the earth was 
thought to he resting (19) (see below).
The Planets

In this section we find the planets Venus, Mars, Jupiter and 
Saturn. Azraqi does not mention Mercury. Although the sun and 
moon were regarded as being among the ’wandering stars* they are 
treated separately, in the subsequent sections.

Venus is mentioned on four occasions and is always called 
ztthra. It is noticeable that on all occasions except one, the planet 
is associated with happiness and joy (20) as in 1.2076s

"Are not Venus and the moon epithets for that beloved who has 
the happiness of Venus and the freshness of the moon?"

Other lines speak of Venus as being associated with saf adat 
(1.2076) and ramish (1.905)* This aspect of Venus is not to be 
wondered at for the planet was regarded as the lesser benefic 
(safd-i asghar) among contemporary astrologers. Presumably only 
the greater benefic, Jupiter, could prove more auspicious.

/
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Apart from happiness in general, Azraqi also associates the 
planet with joy, cheerfulness and music, as in 1.905*

singing; the saql, like an eye i ought not to .'be idle from 
going around.”

Such an association is not to be regarded as casual or an 
aspect of the poetic imagination; rather it is sound astrology. 
Speaking of the trades, professions etc. with which Venus is assoc
iated, al Biruni tells us that they are# ” ..... accompanying singing, 
composing songs, playing the lute ...” (21), and on its activities,
instincts and morals, he says they are# ”.....jesting, dancing....
takes pleasure in every thing... • .fond.... .of song.».” (22) •

The nature of Venus as revealed by Azraqi seems to have changed 
little from that of the Venus/Aphrodite of the Classical world.
Indeed the other planets will be seen to have retained much of the 
original characteristics which they possessed in the pagan past.

In 1*534 ike planet is described as bright or white*

bright/white Venus prostrates itself (?)"*
This observation could have been made with the naked eye and 

it is one which al Biruni confirms# ”pure white tending to straw 
colour, shining, according to some greenish.” (2$)

"The minstrel, like Venus, must, not cease joyful

”0 moon which ploughs monthly,^ \U Wj>Y ̂ whose the light of



One should also note that the planet is usually mentioned in 
the company of the moon. We are inclined to regard this association 
as essentially poetic*. However al Biruni does tell us that the 
"moon asks friendship from Venus" (24); it does not seem to be the 
case vice versa; rather the brilliancy and moist nature of the moon 
are mentioned (25). The lascivious nature of Venus plus the 
romantic features of the moon (i.e. as in the face of the beloved) 
would seem to complement one another.

The planet Mars occurs twice, being called mirrlkh. One's 
attention is drawn in these instances to the similarities between 
our conception of Mars and that of the poet (26). It appears very 
much in the guise of the God of War, as this example illustrates; 
1.2033s

I ‘£/ OJ J) JV '

"The sunfs eye (filled with) dust from the dust of battle, 
the helmet or Mars is (filled with) with lamentation from the 
beating of the war-drums."

Mars also appears in a martial context in 1.451* In what he 
calls "Indications as to religious pictures of the planets, al 
Biruni says of Mars that he has"...helmet on head..." (27); one 
should also note that Azraqi tells us that Mars shouts out (1.451) 
and laments.

Jupiter is the planet which is mentioned most often by Azraqi; 
it is mentioned on fourteen occasions and is always called 
mushtarl (28).
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One obvious attribute which the poet describes, is its bright
ness, e.g. 1*1593-6, p*65, and 1*2231. It is also pearly (1*29) 
and like wine (1.1795)* The planet is also mentioned in the company 
of other prominent and important heavenly bodies such as the sun and 
moon (e.g. 1*40?)• It is also used as a conventionalised image as 
in the following,

’’From the hand of the beloved whose form (?) and face is a 
violet upon Jupiter and a tulip-bed upon the moon, take the wine.” 

Jupiter here means the forehead (29) about which are violets 
(i.e. the hair)? the tulip-bed is the cheeks of the face (i.e. the

2?he most interesting and impressive uses of Jupiter are related 
to its importance in the realm of astrology. It is frequently 
stated to be of great importance over the happiness of the world, 
e.g. 1*870 and 1.1254? its influence is most clearly stated in 
Is.1314-5*

moon) •

ft

^  0
If
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"Jupiter, upon whom the happiness of the world is bound, changes 
shape through the globe/form of the heavens; at times his essence

V\ovYaw,r*
from iuAifat felicity^was made happy, at times his form was wretched 
from an unwholesome sinister aspect."

It may be seen from these lines that both bad and good fortune 
were influenced by the planet* C&xc&Ue-Wjw

The planet is also associated with farhang ( 1*1184), goodness
(1.1595-6) and other virtuous characteristics. Jupiter1s strength
in these virtues stems from the fact that it is the greater benefic.
Al Biruni conveniently lists these virtues for us (50)? not least
to be noticed is that Jupiter is very much linked with kingship.X
It might justly be said that Jupiter in his Islamic milieu has 
retained much of the quality of the pagan Jove, although he is 
completely shorn of any vestiges of paganism.

In the following line we find him in a martial context,
1.2247:

jj*1

"On the feast day the sun seeks light from his face, on the day 
of battle Jupiter seeks felicity from his arm."

At first sight this seems contrary to his attribute as the 
peacemaker; one might quite rightly have expected Mars here.
Possibly the ’felicity1 mentioned is victory.

We are also given a certain amount of astronomical information. 
In lines 1595-6 we learn that Jupiter is fixed in the globe (.iirm) 
of heaven, and in the following is said to have its *ownf heaven,
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1.870s

Juj zs <sj£* I/,-*/'j

nIn :iihis 'happy, ennobling robe of honour, Jiroiter 
made auspicious offerings from its own,heaven for you/1

fIts own Heaven1 refers to the particular sphere on which 
Jupiter was "believed fixed. In 1.1315 we have reference to the 
essence/substance (dhat) of the planet; this word can also mean 
soul; this was part of the vocabulary of the philosophers, very much 
as •acjl was (see above). VJhether the poet is using it in this 
light is difficult to say.

Finally we come to Saturn. It is twice called kayvan and once 
zuhal. In 1.399 it is described as being amber-coloured at dawn, 
but the aspect which most interests Azraqi, is its height, as in 
1.1918:

0 f Jit-) s  ^  r ''s-’ ;

"It will not be long before the king through your path/guidance 
makes a palace from the sun and a state-tent from Saturn."

The importance of Saturn1 s height lies in the fact that it is 
in the seventh heaven, being the outermost of the planets. Thus 
the image above is most appropriate. There are no astrological 
references to Saturn.

There are also two occasions when planets are mentioned without 
being named. In 1.2325* Azraqi merely compares a pari to the 
"beauty of the morning star". The other instance is a problematic
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one; 1.1317*

j y i  <UJ * % + * ; ■  ,b

"The moon is king over all the seven wandering stars, the 
opinion of wise men has no agreement except in this respect.11

The ’seven wandering stars’ are thejplanets Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the sun and the moon itself. We have no 
where found any suggestion that the moon is to he regarded as lord 
over them, let alone it heing a point of agreement among wise men.
In view of the way in which we have seen that Azraqi usually uses 
his astrological images in a precise, accurate way, this is somewhat 
surprising. The line expresses his opinion in no uncertain manner; 
it suggests common knowledge, a popularly-held view.
The Sun

The sun is mentioned very frequently in Azraqi*s qasa’id (3l)> 
it occurs on more than fifty occasions. The vocabulary he uses is 
also varied; he uses* khurshld. aftab, mihr. shams, tlgh-i hindl. 
chashma-yl khur, chashma-yi khurshld. and also phrases such as ’the 
star of day’ and ’the golden shield’. As one of his principle 
patrons, ^ughanshah, is also ’shams al-dawla*. the poet loses no 
opportunity in punning.

The sun is most commonly used as an image of brightness, warmth 
and the like; it is also used abstractly in unison with regal 
qualities. Its brightness is alluded to in lines such as 1.1219, 953* 
and as here, 1.1214*
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"From the light of the mirror-like sm*.."
We also find it suggested that the sun is connected with and 

indeed the cause of ruby as in 1*1221 and this line 1*464®

"If the sun were his munificent hand the form of the earth would 
become red ruby*"

We know that other heavenly bodies were believed to have an 
influence on precious stones* In fact, the star Canopus was thought 
to be responsible for imparting the redness to the ruby (52); it 
would appear from these lines in Azraql's verse, that the sun is 
given -the attribute of generating ruby (see below).

The sun is also connected with flowers, 1591®

of 1 lowers from the thorns.11

This line clearly indicates the power of the sun, whose warmth 
causes the flowers and other plants to grow*

As pointed out above, the sun is connected with the king and 
kingly, noble attributes; this is its most common usage in the work

"The star-like army of the tulips aprears from 
the stones, the ..sun-like banner brings forth the fori;
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of our poet. We find it associated in the king with happiness, for 
example 1.1286:

"If (l am) in the service of that sun-like dignitary, I am 
happy at heart and free from fear."

This sentiment is also expressed on other occasions, as 1.722. 
Another regal attribute which we find frequently mentioned is 

munificence, as in 1.362, 1.1223 and as here, 1.728:

"0 sun of munificence and happiness on the feast day? he is 
the heaven of ambition and liberality on the day of audience."

In 1*431 the king is called "the sun of virtue (hunar)"; in 
the following Fortune has endowed the king with the glory (far) 
of the sun, 1.952i

piira&ioe, the turning heavens have given hin; the glory of

The sun is also linked with the king's ambition (himmat) as is 
seen in 1.610 and l.l633> P«67*

The association of the sun with these various regal qualities 
probably has a very long history. As the sun gives heat, light and 
wealth to the earth, it is not unnatural that kings should be com-

the sun."
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pared to it by their loyal subjects. Yet we must also note that al 
Biruni (33) associates with the sun many of the virtues a king would 
be eager to possess, such ass power and victory, a good name for 
helping others, longing for power and government; it is associated 
with the following classes: kings, nobles, chiefs, generals, 
officials .,. The link between kings and these virtues which we find 
in Azraqi must make us wonder whether he is giving voice to an 
old and well-established tradition or whether he is aware of the 
astrological facets attributed to the sun. The answer is probably 
a mixture of the two.

A feature of Azraqi* s usage of the sun which should be noted 
is the way in which we find the sun personified. It *sends stars 
upon the earth* (1.214), there are * words from the sun* (1.1441) * 
the sun*s 'head is full of woe* (1.1619, p.66) and it is the 'sun 
of imagination * (1.1279).

Little is added to our astronomical knowledge in respect of 
the sun. We have already mentioned the use of the sun with the sign 
Gemini and that its significance lies in the fact that the sun 
reaches its highest point on the eliptic when it is in this sign.
We learn little else except that the sun moves in the orbit of the 
heavens as this line shows, 1.73&*

"Several times the sun from the orbit of the heavens, set itself 
upon the comer of your crown in service."

The other occasions when the poet mentions the sun are on the
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whole merely descriptive and add nothing further,
The Moon

The moon is almost as common as the sun. It is usually called 
mah; qamar, badr and hilal also occur. It uses are mainly related 
to standardised images and descriptions, although we do find it 
used with astronomical and astrological associations,

A common image using the moon in Azraqi (34) is where the moon 
is compared with the horseshoe of the king* s steed; e.g* 1.1863:

x'&jL-sr"*' V  * A  A>,k/A s. &/'
♦•Praises upon the horse through whose moon-shaped shoes, a body 

of earth takes its place in the blue sky.”
This line also contains a point in that the exaggeration 

involved, as pointed out in similar examples above, stems from the 
incompatability of the heavens with earth,

Azraqi also employe the conventionalised image of the moon as 
the face of the beloved as in 1.756, 1,1633* P*64 and also in con
junction with the cypress as the body of the beloved, e.g. 1.1622, 
p.64, 1.1581 and 1,832, as below:

"When I saw her long stature and face, I said M t  does the 
walking cypress have the full moon as its fruit?”

In this context we also find it used with pearls (1.1449) 
where the face as the full moon is stressed, with a body like
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donah1s whale (1.1445), and we also have instances where it is used 
with other important heavenly bodies, such as Jupiter (1,1593-6) and 
Venus (l,196).

The other aspect of the moon which the poet emphasises most 
heavily is the brightness and silvery nature of the body; e.g.
1,271, 1.574 and 1,196.

We find the moon connected with flowers as in 1.1581 and 1.1536s

"Spring has the picture of the heaven of her beauty, a night 
from the clusters of hyacinth, a moon from jasmine petals."

Indeed jasmine petals are white.
The moon is also musky as in 1.1537 and we see this connection 

as well in 1.1532*

"Sometimes the moon has chains of bladders of musk..."
This might refer to the halo of ice particles which sometimes 

appears to surround the moon. However, it is far more likely that 
Azraqi is using a standard metaphor where the halo about the moon 
is compared to the newly grown facial hair of a youth, as is stated 
in Huart's translation of Anis-i fTJshshaq, "Les poetes du Khorasan 
ont compare' le cercle forme' par le duvet au halo de la lune" (55) 

There are other miscellaneous uses of the moon but most of 
them add nothing for our present purpose; 1.1256, however, should 
be noted, for it ̂suggests that the moon might be here employed as
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a heraldic device along with the leopard and lion*
Astronomical information concerning the moon is not copious, 

hut 1.1518 does seem to suggest an explanation for the phases of 
the moons

11 At times it is at the top of the heavens at times beneath 
the earth, sometimes the shining full moon and at times the curved 
new moon*11

It also points out the movement of the moon; however this infor
mation can hardly he regarded as precise. Vfe are also told that 
the moon moves faster than the other heavenly bodies, 1.564*

"The moon learnt its motion from your horse; hence the movement 
of the moon is faster than every star."

Although this is of course correct it can hardly he said to 
reveal any deep scientific insight.

Likewise it is a little disappointing to find that Azraqi has 
so little to tell us about his understanding of the part the moon 
plays in the astrology of his age. The moon would appear to be 
moist (taravat^. as in 1*1581; this attribution is found to be not 
an expression of the poetic imagination, for onejof the elementary 
qualities of the moon is moistness (36).

In 1*362 we find the moon compared to happiness* From the point

j -h
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of view of al Blruni, this association seems to he very much a 

simplification as he regards the moon as being both beneficent and 
at times maleficent (37)*

We have already discussed the problems presented by 1,1317> 
where the moon is described as being king over all the wandering 

stars.
Miscellany

In this section we shall be discussing a few items connected 

with the universe, as found in the Divan, which are not readily 

accommodated in any of the other sections.

On one occasion AzraqI mentions the astrolabe and zi.j tables,

1.75*
/ / S v,
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"Heaven causes an influence, otherwise how does the whole of 

heaven become apparent from the zi.i tables and the astrolabe?"

Azraqi shows here that he understands the use of the astrolabe 
and the zi.i tables in making predictions etc. It is also an 

indication of the order and regularity manifest in the motions of the 

heavens.

On three occasions Azraqi also speaks of the Fish, twice calling 
it mahi and once samak. We have already quoted an example when 

discussing Gemini. This Fish was believed to support the world on 

its back and Steingass says this was a Hindu concept; unfortunately 

we can find no corroboration for this opinion even in a work such 
as al Biruni*s ’India*. What is clear is that the iconographical
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uses of the Fish and its various significations is a broad and 
complex matter. It is not to be thought of as only of Indian origin, 
but may also have Chinese and possibly Buddhist connections.
That aspect of it representing a cosmic figure in the aquatic abyss 
is clearly established (38), There seems little doubt that the poet 
regards it as supporting the earth or at least being at the lowest 
point, for it is always used in apposition to the height of heaven or 
Gemini? a further example is found in 1,1246:

j v  d? y) ^  'y> & U * 3 ^

"If the stars in the motions of the heavens should make him 
intelligent, the earth would bear down his affairs to the head of 
the Fish,"

It is not possible from the evidence presented in the Divan - 
and indeed idle speculation - to decide whether the Fish used in this 
way is part of the poet’s metaphorical repertoire or whether its 
existence was as real and concrete to him as the ground and plants 
about him* Suffice it to oay- that-This image is an intruder into 
the picture of the universe that the cosmology that was inherited 
from the Hellenic world* It would appear to be the only image which 
Azraqi does not draw from the accepted scientific facts of his age.
As such it may be regarded as a deviation. However, rather than 
dismiss it, for our purpose, as a ’poetic* image, we should bear in 
mind that it may well have formed part of a body of popular belief 
and knowledge with which \e are little acquainted.

Shihab - ’shooting star’ - is mentioned on several occasions.
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In 1.75 it alludes to a lawab of the mamduh. and as being majestic 
and grand it is obviously to be desired* It is usually used, however, 
where it is compared to the king’s arrow. This occurs in three 
instances, e.g. 1*44*

/  K . u e"' - v - V t ) 1'*' b 5 is r 'jjUU J*t # 0 '+ db* v-  ■ u  ■ u

"You pierce the her.rt of the eneuy with that ueteor- 
like arrow, you tear.-.open the army’s ran-kso’ivith that.-heaven- 
like s\>ord."

Finally we find the shooting star used in 1*1887-8, where it is 
compared toihe waist of the beloved. This alludes to its thin, 
narrow appearance.

From his use of this word we learn nothing about its place in 
the astronomy of the period*
The Heavens

The occasions when'the heavens in general are mentioned in the 
qasa’ id of our poet are almost without number (39)* The words he 
uses most commonly for heaven are eharfch, sinihr. gar dun, gunbad. 
falak and asman. These terras are effectively synonyms, however it 
is important to realise that the meanings of these words are an 
important indication of the way in which the sky was conceived. Thus 
Steingass informs us that charkh means ’celestial globe, heavenly 
sphere, ©verytMhg revolving in an orbit’? sitrthr means ’heaven, sky, 
sphere, celestial globe', gardun means ’wheel, heaven, celestial globe, 
celestial sphere*, gunbad means ’dome, heaven’, falak means ’swelling, 
becoming round as breasts, heaven, sky, firmament’, asman means ’heaven, 
celestial orb’ • The general meaning of all these words can be seen
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to be that of heaven conceived of as a sphere or wheel; we shall say 
more about this below* A convention has been suggested for the 
translation of these words (40)» and it seems sensible to follow 
it* Thus we shall henceforth translate the various words for heaven 
as followsi charkh as celestial/heavenly wheel, sipihr as celestial/ 
heavenly vault, gardun as celestial/heavenly sphere, gunbad as 
celestial/heavenly dome, falak as firmament* Furthermore, it might 
be convenient to translate asman as heaven*

In analysing the conception of the heavens, we have found it 
convenient to treat the sky in sections according to the particular 
word used. As stated above, the various words used may be regarded 
as synonymous, thus much of the information deduced will be dupli
cated, although we shall attempt to keep this to a minimum.
Gunbad
Gunbad only occurs on three occasions, but it is important for it is 
uncompromising in demonstrating the concept of the heavens as a dome.
In 1.207 and'1.254» ii is called gunbad-i gar dun* the ’dome of the 
celestial sphere*• On the other occasion^it is called gunbad-i 
kha&ra, where khadra means not green but heaven (l.l). Regarding 
heaven as being in the form of a dome reflects the contemporary concep
tion of the universe as being formed of spheres! this also makes 
the sky finite in form.
Gardun

„ 1. _Gardun is a common word in the gaga*id of Azraqi, occuring in
A

about thirty instances. Often it tells us very little; it is merely 
used descriptively, e.g, *the stars in tlhe celestial sphere* (1.1238).
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It is used in this w a y  with other important objects in the heavens 
such as the sun and moon. We also find it frequently employed in 
apposition to the earth, e.g. 1.220.

We also find that gardun is not limited to referring to the 
night sky or being dark and gloomy. In 1.214, it is nurani.
'bright', through the presence of the sun.

The part played by the eelestial sphere in the fortunes of the 
world is not stated explicitly by the poet, although it is very commonly 
associated with fate* Azraqi, as will be seen below, links the 
heavens with fortune; he does not seem to do it very clearly when 
using gardun.

Astronomical information concerning the celestial sphere is 
forthcoming. One of the main points which emerges is that it 
possesses an orbit-chanbar-as in 1*239, along which the celestial 
sphere moves; that the celestial sphere moves is seen for example 
in 1.256:

"Stay, Olord, a while, for in the revolution of the celestial 
sphere...."

That it is finite is suggested by 1.1182, where it has an edge 
(kinara) and 1.3, where it has a comer (gusha). We have already 
seen that it Is dome-shaped from 1.254, where we have the gunbad-i 
gardun. In 1.230, an interesting point is made:

jj^rCQW <?JI
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"The earth wishes to flee from the "blow of your mace, but its 
way from this spacious celestial sphere is barred."

We would suggest that the earth is barred because the poet 
regards it as being immovably fixed in the heavens, in accordance 
with the geocentric theory of the universe.

We also find the suggestion that the, elementary qualities of 
heaven and earth prevent them from everycoming together, as in the 
following hyperbolic frusn-i maqta*; 1.254*

"Until the dome of the celestial sphere is as low as the earth, 
until the sun rises in the west..."

Apart from the incompatability of their elements we also have 
the suggestion just referred to in 1.230 that the earth is immov
ably fixed in the sky. The point made inthe line lastly quoted is 
also expressed less specifically in 1*9.

A clear statement of the elementary difference between the 
heavens and the earth is sden in 1.634-5*

cl pctv't cR
"If the heavy earth had your light nature and if the light

celestial wheel fad the weight of your bilm. the latter would make
k
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the essence of the heavy earth fly lightly, the former would not 
consider the globe of the light celestial sphere to be firm."

This demonstration of the heaviness of the earth and the lightness 
of the heavens can explain these lines only in terms of the con
temporary scientific views, which held that the lightest materials 
(the stuff of which the heavens were composed) aspired upwards 
whilst the heavy materials, such as earth, fell back towards the 
centre of our planet.
Charkh

The celestial wheel - charkh - is used about as frequently as 
gardun and the obvious usages of gardun are likewise found in the 
employment of charkh. so we shall refrain from pointing them out 
again.

We find further astrological references in the use of the 
celestial wheel. The part it plays in the destiny of the world 
is seen for example in 1.1754 and in 1.1311> as belows

j tA *jt* >' J )

"If though an accident of the celestial wheel you should be 
aggrieved*.."

Xt is associated with power (e.g. 1.1344)? liberality and 
munificence (e.g. l*78l) and ambition-himmat-as in 1.79* All these 
characteristics may be thought of as forming part of Fortune.

In the field of astronomy we find similar information as was 
found for gardun. The celestial wheel revolves in an orbit, eg#..
1.6 and as in the following, 1.274*
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"Above it the turning celestial wheel rubs the head of the 
sentinel with its orbit."

The charkh-i chanbari, or chanbar-i charkh as it is here^ 
meaning the orbiting celestial wheel, is a common phrase expressing 
the concept of the heavens turning in a circular motion. This line 
also indirectly suggests the height of the sky and this is also 
mentioned in 1.21 and 1.1179 and possibly implies that the sky is 
finite.

1.632 is as follows*

a J !, -*>4 tfi

/,

"If you say to the earths go, it does not rest like the 
celestial wheel; if you say to the celestial wheels stay (hold), 
it does not hurry like the earth."

Two points emerge from this line. Firstly it suggests that the 
heavens are at rest. If we assume that the poet is speaking about 
the sphere of the fixed stars of any other celestial sphere, then 
this is plainly untrue, for it was believed that they revolved 
about the earth; secondly it suggests that the earth hurries along, 
and this too is an anathema to the geocentric theory, the earth was 
the fixed central point of the universe. This line is meant to be 
a hyperbole, which is exaggerating the power of the king over all 
things. The opposite of what is stated, is in fact the truth, as 
it was understood; Azraqi cannot be suggesting* that the earth moves.



The line is an example of a poetic device; the true situation is 
that the heavens are moving and the earth is at rest. Thus our 
poet is not anticipating Copernicus.

The light elemental nature of the heavens compared with the 
heavy nature of the earth occured in the example quoted above in 
the section on gardun. Charkh also was used in that quotation.
Sipihr

Sipihr which we:.are translating as celestial vault occurs 
frequently. Its use and the information that it provides us with 
do not differ from that which we have already seen in -the fore
going sections.

Thus we find references to its brightness as in I.404 and 1,1215. 
In the following it is blue (presumably like bruises) 1.37s

ti,j, o & j  j * ^  d £ ,J ' ' '

"...the earth becomes multi-coloured through their (the army's) 
horseshoes, the celestial vault blue through their blows."

It is not surprising to find the celestial vault connected 
with fortune (e.gs. 1.952, 1.1314-5)• Other desirable qualities 
are similarly attributed to it.

Nothing new either is contributed to our knowledge of astronomy. 
We find the celestial vault turning in its orbit (1.952) and in this 
line, the orbit of the celestial vault supports the course of the
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"Several times the sun from the orbit of the celestial vault set 

itself upon the corner of your crown in service,"
That the celestial vault is shaped like a parasol is seen in 

1,215.
The following line is further evidence to show the difference 

between the elemental characteristics of the sky in apposition to 
that of the earth, which has already been pointed out more than 
once above; 1,821:

"Always until the earth becomes light like the celestial vault, 
always until the mountains revolve like the stars,"

The incompatability of the elements is again mentioned 
hyperbolically in 1,1196.
Asman

The information which has been culled from the previous sec
tions on the heavens is for the most part found again upon examining 
asman. We find heaven described as bright (e«g, 1*1602, p.63) 
and pitch bilack, as well (1.591),

We have the usual associations with fortune (e,g* 1.415)* power 
(l.l602, p.63) and liberality and ambition (1.728).

That the heavens are lofty is shown in 1.35* and its movement 
is alluded to in 1.1188. The globe Qirm) of heaven is mentioned 

in 1.1593* P*65. There is also an example in 1.677-8 pointing out 
the incompatability of heaven and earth in a hyperbole.
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Falak
Finally we come to falak. the firmament. This is the word most 

commonly used for heaven. Again we do not learn much that is new.
The turning firmament is referred to in, for example, 1.1242 

and in this line, 1.1608, p.66s

"The watchman on the battlements goes along bent through 

colliding with the turning firmament above him."
Thus the firmament is also finite.
The firmament is curved (1,1376) yet vast (1.1172); it also 

possesses a centre *indispensibly perfect*, an important point, as 

shown in 1,964:

Order and precision is manifest through the astronomer of the 
firmament (1.612); and an ordered three-tiered configuration might 

be alluded to in 1,224 (see above).
The large part played by the firmament in fortune is amply 

stressed, for example 1,674*

"Your mace conquers from the firmament the bonds of misfortune..." 

Munificence (1.233)* power (1.1548)* and sufficiency (1,1748) 

are all influenced by the firmament.
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There are occasions when the firmament is personified ass 
*were to compound a picture* (1.627), or have its heart *full of 
lamentation* (1.1619, p.66),
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Conclusion
At the beginning, it was stated that anong our aims was to decide 

whether Azraqifs use of astrological and astronomical images was 
arbitrary or otherwise. We can now answer this question with 
certainty. Another aim was to learn about Azraqi * s concept of the 
heavens above him and the part it played in his existence.

It is somewhat disappointing, though not unexpected, to find 

one usage of the images in question to be of little assistance in 
our investigation. We are referring to those conventionalised 
poetic images, such as the moon as the face of the beloved or the 
waist as thin and slender as a shooting-star. These do not really 
add to our knowledge and understanding of how the universe was 
conceived. They are descriptive simil̂ es and metaphors, comparisons 
of appearance bom in the poets* imagination.

Fortunately there is sufficient astrological and astronomical 
information to help us build a picture of the universe through our 
poet*s eyes. When making astrological allusions in his work, Azraqi 
sets down very few inexplicable statements* What he tells us is 
not equivocal or arbitrary. That he is fully aware of the part taken 
by the stars of the zodiac signs and the planets is corroborated 
by the evidence provided by his near contemporary, al Bimni.
That he is in line with the theory is clearly demonstrated, in 

those sections especially, which deal with the planets; the best 
example of this among the signs of the zodiac may be seen in his 
use of Gemini. He uses fixed and exact attributes correctly; his 
orderliness in this is as tidy as the science itself, wherein the
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unavoidable, grinding, celestial wheels of fate were never far from 

man's imagination. The abundant use of astrological references in 

the qasa'id bear witness to this fact. One is always reminded of 

the immanence of fortune and man's submission before it. The poet 
often suggests that his mamdub is favoured by it? perhaps the closest 
we come to a personal view is seen in the surprisingly frank poem 

where we find these lines? 1*183-4*

"We cast one half of our life vainly to the wind and were never 
made happy for an hour by fortune. By the turning heavens and the 
Divine decree let such be on no man and on no man may it be."

May we say here that we have a sentiment that most of his 

contemporaries would agree with? and yet, because of the knowledge of 

the Astronomer presiding over the universe they consign themselves 

willingly to His mercy?
What else have we learnt of Azraqi1 s universe? His poetry and 

thus he himself, reflect consistently the medieval picture of the 
cosmos. The only exception is the intrusive conception of the 
Fish, which has no place in the system and may for our purposes be 
regarded mainly as poetic convention. His universe is geocentric, 

it revolves around the earth at its centre. The planets and the

S' Px • sjUt
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fixed stars have their respective spheres where they turn in their 
orbits, describing circular paths* Ve have been told that the stars 
above are eternal, divorced from change and are situated at a finite 
distance.

The very words used for heaven suggest a concept quite different 

from ours. The heaven is a wheel, a dome, a vault or a sphere.
To us the universe is totally different. Its size is incomprehensible 
and the distances involved beyond the experience and understanding 
of nay human being; the stars are not all fixed on a sphere at a 
relatively short distance from the planets,rather they stand at 
vastly differing points extending to infinity. Our science has 
smashed through the spheres. But what of Azraqi and his contem

poraries? What might the effect of their universe-picture have had 
upon their minds and imaginations?

The heavens to him display aniorder and precision imparted by 

God. The whole image is one which is aesthetically pleasing; it is 
neat and tidy with everything in its place. Its circular motion 
was also regarded as the perfect motion. It is a system which oozes 
logic. It is a confident, neatly wrapped-up system which, being 
complete, excites no curiosity or urge to investigate in the beholder. 
The earth and mankind are wrapped up in the heavenly spheres like
the skins around an onion. Because the stars are at a fixed dis
tance and the planets, in his poetic imagination, are often given 

"the
human attributes, isfc seems a far less empty, cold void than modem 
space. It makes the universe smaller and compact like a miniature 

painting. Thus man' is reassured and not lonely, for he knows of
God*s closeness and supervision over the whole.
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INTELLECTUAL PERSPECTIVE

The universe which is seen in the Divan of Azraqi is a geocentric 

system pervaded by an order and exactness* Through its divinely 
ordained motions it may affect the lives of men* This picture of the 
heavens is one that owes its origins basically to the thought of the 

Greeks and Aristotle in particular in the form found among the Muslims* 

Such developments as there were, were of a minor nature* However, 
during the medieval period it was not only in the field of cosmology 

that the legacy of Classical learning still exerted its influence*
The importance of Aristotle and his followers in Islam manifests 

itself in philosophy - and Its various branches - and what we now 

understand by science.

In the Medieval philosophy (l) is found the dual concept of matter 
and form* Crude matter has form imposed on it by mind and has forms 

in it potentially. The form presents a purpose of perfection, which 
in the sublinary world due to the refractoriness of matter, is never 

realised. Unlike Plato's ideals, the forms of Aristotle and later 

philosophers are not universals, but apply to particular things; 
forms are substantial. This substance is understood in a special 
sense; it is a particular thing in itself and no other* Substance 

is the primary form of being, the real or that which exists in 
reality. It is pure potentiality (materia prima) which is determined
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by form# Nevertheless in order to allow for change whilst preserving 

individuality, there is a substatum of essence# In the world there 
are four simple substances which are equated with the four elements: 
fire, water, air and earth. In the supef-lunary spheres there is 
aether. The world is compounded of the four elements.

Substance also has attributes called accidents. An accident is 
that which cannot subsist by itself but only in a substance. They 
are of two types. Firstly there is the accidental attribute, which 
may belong to a substance for a time or to some and not to others, 
such as writing in man. The other , type of accident is the inseparable 
accident which inheres in the specific form and is part of the essen
tial nature, as the internal angles pf a triangle equal two right 
angles. It may be a necessary concomitant such as laughing in man.

From such a sketchy outline we may turn to those occasions in 
Azraqi1 s poems when he clearly alludesr to the contemporary philosophy. 

Only in the light of philosophical thought may many of his images 
be appreciated#

In such images Azraqi often employs * substanc e1 -.iawhar. 

sometimes gawhar. Thus 1.730*

>/ J  /J* ^

"God put in your noble substance this conquering dr countries 
and ruling of kingdoms •"

In this line the 'substance' of the mamdujt may equally be
regarded as his 'essence1, a part of him which is inseparable. This
is reinforced by the fact that it is God who places in him the
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attributes (accidents) of such possessions and power# Likewise 
because these accidents are God-given they must be of Hie inseparable, 
essential type# The line also indicates the divinely inspired 
nature of the mamduh1s power.

The attribution of the accident to the substance is clearly 
understood by the poet as in 1.285*

. s .. y, ,,jJj- 
«.u ^  'J'

"The world is bovunV to his sword(is)the accident

necess.oriÛ  \s \oovav^  to the substance."
Accident (1 arad) can only subsist in substance (,jawhar) #

In the same way the poet is suggesting that the world is only able 
to subsist by his sword, i.e. the power of the mamduh. La bud also 

also suggests that this particular accident is of an essential and 
inseparable nature, called by Muslim philosophers 'arad lazim (2).
The poet here has used an image drawn from philosophy to express the 
power and might of his patron.

A similar image is to be found in 1.563*

"Heaven became ft V»vir2o.v*to your state/fortune; the accident is 
necessarily a buc&«*\ to the substance."

Again we see the inseparable relationship between 'arad and 

,iawhar. where the former has no entity except in the latter? likewise 

the poet praises his patron by suggesting that his state/fortune is the 
substance, i.e. that which exists in reality, and that the firmament
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is the accident to it and which only subsists in it* Whereas the

Other examples of images involving .j awhar are found in 1.1639 

p.64» where the hand of the patron becomes the substance of affirma
tion and negation, wherein one finds affirmation as happiness and 

negation as misery, and in the following, 1.1769s

"Neither upon earth did the celestial sphere reveal a form like 
you, nor did God fashion a form like you in substance."

There is here a play on words with 'form* which may mean 
equally a picture, portrait or image. However, in spite of the 
hyperbole, the image suggests, in accordance with the prevailing 
philosophical interpreation, that the form in part compounds the 
substance. The 'mind* which imposes the form is God. This is 
particularly apt from the poet's point of view for he is praising 
the patron's unique relationship with God,

The link between God and the mamduh is also seen in 1.1J86 
(to khan-i a'zam1), where God consecrates Cwaqf karda) in the Patron1 s 
essence (dhat), i.e. the substratum of substance, the aims and 

desires of the two worlds.
As a final example of the use of substance and accident, we may 

cite 1.227s

previous example had the qualification of la bud, this line has 
la mahala which again suggests the accident is 'arad lazim.
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5"If the tempers learn of your mortal drood, with regard to the 

impressions on the tempers, the accident flees from the substance."

It has already been mentioned that the simplest instances of 
perceptible matter were the four elements. (These are analysed in 
thought into materia prima and determined by various combinations 
of two pairs of primary contrary qualities (hot, cold, wet and dry) 
or elementary principles, which act as 1 forms1 • During the Medieval 
period, following the Classical tradition, the■combination of these 
qualities, or, of the four cardinal ■humours1 (blood, phlegm, choler 
and black choler) to which they correspond, dictate the temperaments - 
or tempers, as we have translated taba*i - of men. Thus in this 
line the dmead of the patron is such that it drives accidents from 
the substance of the tempers, stripping them of their primary 

qualities. Azraqi also speaks of the impressions (agar) of the 
tempers. Athar is another technical term used in philosophy (3); 
from a higher active being or thing » such as God - emanate influences 

to which, under certain conditions, correspond athar (impressions) 

in lower beings or things. In contrast to higher beings the latter 
behave in a passive, receptive manner. In astrology impressions are 
the influences of the stars - higher beings with soul - upon men and 
the terrestrial world. In this particular line, not only does the 

Aiwifcfl inspired by the mamduh cause the accidents to flee from the 
substance of the tempers, but he also vitiates the impressions of the 
tempers which have been implanted by a higher active being, possibly 
God or the influence of the stars.

Tempers and impressions are found together in this line,
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1.859:

J jj\> /  ̂  S* 4
L'Kyjyt-p

’•The impression of the Soul indeed became the impression of your
put Vhfe

maganimity, for the tempers practice the impression of your magnanimity.nA
The Soul in this line must refer to the higher, active being,

God, or the influence of the stars from which emanate the impressions 
oceuring in the world; in the same way the patron’s magnanimity is 
inspired from above and may even be thought to pervade the terres
trial sphere. The poet equates the impression of the Souldwi.thhthat 
of the patron’s magnanimity which in turn influences the combination 
of qualities inhering in the tempers, and from the tempers all other 
qualities are secondary and derivative; the elements with which they 
are associated are also primary and form the basic matter from which 
other substances are compounded. Azraqi is again emphasising how the 
mamduh’ s magnanimity extends to all being.

The idea that there are four tempers is mentioned in 1.879> 
and from 1.562 the poet clearly shows that in the person of the 
mamduh there is the correct combination of tempers to cause him to 
be noble.
Integral the understanding of the physical world of Aristotle, and^feĉ  
which was retained in the Medieval period, is that everything had its 
natural state; it is a world of subordination where, for example, 
each of the four elements tend to assume their natural state; thus 
a stone returns to earth, for being heavy it is its nature to do so 
and likewise fire rises to join the celestial fire and so,ion. Because 
of the differing apparent weights of the elements, earth - being the
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heaviest - tends to find its natural place in the centre of the 

universe (i.e. of the world), above which is water and then the 
lighter elements air and fire; "beyond the sphere of the earth is the 
element ether. Without some appreciation of this attitude, the 
dimension of certain images employed by AzraqI might not be fully 

understood, e.g. 1*1818;

’’Because of sufficiency, Us' sedateness calls the earth light
Cj ev\ VWvvtVi

and because of planiamtmfta his nature (humour) calls the air 
heavy."

The poet suggests that because of certain qualities possessed 
by his patron the very nature of the elements can be changed. This 
vitiates the purpose endowed in the elements to attain their 
appropriate ends; it destroys the Aristotelian doctrine of final 

causes, and if such praise were not hyperbole the physical world 
would fall to pieces* Furthermore the particular qualities in the 
line ascribed to the patron and the elements are not chosen at 
random, Latafat» which we have translated as ’g&e&BaMtnoBB* in the 

humour of the mamduh is linked with the element air, which is 
transformed from being light to heavy. The humour associated with 
air is the sanguine one and latafat is a quality one would expect 
in a sanguine person. Likewise in the first half of the bayt, bilm 
is associated with earth which is heavy and whose corresponding humour 
is melancholy (black bile). We might justly regard bllm as gravity, 
a worthy attribute for a man of power, which is also a quality of 
the element earth. Melancholy in this case should not be thought of 
in its modem meaning of gloominess and sadness, but rather as an
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indication of pensiveness and self-control, opposite to being sanguine (4)• 
The patron possesses both in abundance and doubtless in the correct 
combination.

Elsewhere AzraqI associates qualities found in the patron with 

the elements, as in 1,453*

j i Ji»j j  ̂ f

"In wisdom, , magnanimity and sufficiency he is more
than air, earth, water and fire,"

In order to complete the quartet of elements it is likely that 
asman stands for the sky of the sublunar sphere and thus air; as 
well as usage, metrical expediency may have been a consideration.
As in the previous line quoted, the earth is associated with bilm 

(see also 1,629), kifayat. here a quality in itself, is associated 
with fire, the air with ray and jud with water* The correspondance 
of quality with element and its particular humour or temper is less 
obvious in this line. However, Azraqi is stressing that these four 
attributes of the king are greater than the four elements and that 
they are thereby greater than the physical world.

The elements, then, were determined by two primary contrary 
qualities. According to the theory, the members of two pairs of 
contrary qualities might be exchanged and one element be transformed 
into another. These changes of substance might involve one of both 
qualities, or two elements might come together, interchange their 
qualities and produce the two others. Since matter in the physical 

world was composed of the four elements, it was believed that by
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depriving metals of all or some of their attributes and reducing them 
to materia prima. they could be given the attributes of gold* 
Alchemists of the period therefore searched for an elixir or 
philosopher’s stone which would help them in this task by acting 

as a sort of catalyst (5)* This is the sense in which Azraqi uses 
the word kimiya - it is the elixir or philosopher’s stone.

The importance of kimiya to transmute gold is a familiar image 
in our. picture of the medieval alchemist. Azraql refers to it in 
1.749, where yellow grass becomes the elixir of gold when dust from 

the patron’s horseshoe settles upon it, and in 1.1605, P*63*

"When you perform your ablutions because of the fortune of your 
hand, it is no wonder if the water becomes gold and the bowl the 
elixir."

In this example by washing his hands the patron makes the bowl 
the elixir to turn the water into gold.

The poet does not use kimiya solely to transmute matter into 
gold; when supplied by the mamdufa it is capable of equally remarkable 
changed in other spheres, e.g. 1.443*

"Prom the point of your pen are found rarities of wisdom, from 
the blow of your sword is taken the elixir of victory."

Throughout the Divan, Azraqi uses images which reflect to
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varying extents his knowledge of contemporary science and thought*
We have already considered the more striking aspects of his know- 

ledge. However, he also mentions how the lode-stone (̂ofihfttl-e) 

attracts iron (1*790 and 1.1859)? we also find references to medical 
terms, as in 1.1247 which mentions the cephalic vein (qifal) and 
1*554 which refers to shiryan. the artery where thejpulse is felt.
In 1.1546 there is reference to an older idea that marifts regenerative 
powers are located in his back.

In conformity with his environment Azraql's intellectual per
spective is the medieval one which relies heavily upon the classical 
heritage and particularly upon Aristotle^ work and his followers 
in the Medieval period. This perspective beholds a world where 
everything has its place. It is not a world where change is sought. 
What is not understood, is God*s will or the influences of the stars.
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THE MINERAL WORLD

The points considered in this section are:
a) the stones mentioned by the poet, their attributes 

and identification, and
b) the part they play in the world of AzraqI as 

revealed in his Divan,

There are two terms which AzraqI uses for ’ amber*: kahruba 
and bi.iada, More precisely bi.iada may mean amber or it also may 
mean a 1 stone resembling a ruby* (l̂ . The poet*s use of these two 
words suggests that in fact he did have in mind two different sub

stances.
As the word itself suggests, kahruba has the property of 

attracting straw; this is the substance that is true amber and during 
the Middle Ages was normally obtained from the southern coast of 
the Baltic Sea (2), It attraction of objects such as straw is due to 
the fact that when rubbed it easily builds up static electricity (3), 
Azraqi* s use of kahruba indicates his knowledge of the mineral in 
this respect; thus 1,2109*

"Your sword and your enemy* s throat are like amber and straw; 
no wonder if amber attracts (rubayad) straw,**

Amber
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We also find it mentioned in 1.199> where AzraqI speaks of 
*a blade of amber* (shakh-i kahruba) being used for ornamentation.
On no occasion when using kahruba is there any indication of its 
colour, except possibly 1.199* where it is mentioned in the same 
context as saffron. This would suggest a yellow colour, which 
is the usual colour for this mineral (4)*

The usage of bi.iada shows that amber is not the stone the poet 
has in mind. Certain lines, such as 1*599 where at dawn Saturn is 
described as an amber-coloured bolt (navak), give us little indica
tion as to its properties. However, elsewhere it is the redness of 
bi.iada that is emphasised: 1.1659» p.̂ 7 tells of bi.iada dripping 
from the turquoise-coloured spear-point of the king} this alludes 
to blood and the redness is shown in the first half of the bayt, 
where vermilion (shangarf) pours from the king* s sword. Further 
evidence for the colour is found in I.69I, where ambergris-scented 

bi.iada stands in apposition to the ruby flyaqut) of the rose (gul).
It is 1.58 i that suggests most clearly that bi.iada is a red gemstone:

yufJ'j

"Her lips of pearls/jewels and bi.iada from Badakhshan by the 
nature of imiMfe laTl became very moist and sweet."

As lips, especially those of the beloved are red, so the colour 
of bi.iada. That this stone is red and also very similar to ruby 

(yaqut) is attested by TusI (5)$ he also states that it is found, as 
AzraqI says, in Badakhshan (6). Bi.iada may be the garnet, ’a stone 
like a ruby1, found in Badakhshan, mentioned by Qazvlnl (7). The
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apparent confusion between bi.iada and kahruba may in part be explained 
by the fact that Tusi also regarded bi.iada as having the property 
of attracting straw etc. (8). We should note that 'Jusi ends his 
statement to this effect with Allah a* lam. Clearly AzraqI has in 
mind a red stone, similar to the ruby, which was found in the area of 
Badakhshan, (c.f. la'l below).

La'l
For AzraqI the quality of this gem that has the greatest

importance is its colour. It is as red as lips in 1.580, as red

as blood in 1.476, as red as wine in Is.688, 512 and 509* in 1.1216
\

it is the colour of lala and likewise in 1.1751* Obviously we have 
here a precious stone which is red in colour. However, it is not 
true ruby. Tusi clarifies the situation for us (9); he tells us 
that there are various kinds, the best being red, shining, pure and 
transparent. It is similar to ruby Iyaqut) but not so hard; it was 
formerly unknown until revealed by an earthquake in Badakhshan; it 
is found encapsulated in special stone; its humours are hot and dry 
and it renders the bearer safe from being killed and having bad 

dreams; its characteristics are similar to ruby; *fa?awdens use 
fci.iada and crystal and its faults and blemishes are similar to ruby.

AzraqI also speaks of BadakhshI la*I (1.2015) and to complicate 
matters also of Shushtari la'l (in 1.2014). This stone is the balas, 
a type of spinel (10). The English word 'balas* is derived through 
Medieval Latin from 'Badakhshan* (ll).

Associations with majesty are found in 1.198 and 1.757* where 
we also have a reference to the power of the sun in the generation
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of gems (see also below):

"Because of the charisma of your service, there grows now 
from its (sun*s) splendour rare balas and lustrous ruby,"
Emerald

Emerald, which is always called zumurrud. occurs on at least 
half a dozen occasions. Not surprisingly it is its greeness which 
most attracts the attention of Azraqi and he puts it to most use in 
the tashbib of his qasa1id. Thus in 1,266 the leaves of trees in 

^ughanshah’s garden are of emerald. In 1.157* emeralds and grass 
have the same colour, although they are of different species (,jins); 
also the line following mentions that this particular stone is 
found mounted (nishanda) in the crowns of kings, a fact which is 

again emphasised in 1.1736, p*71*
On two other occasions the poet alludes to another attribute 

of emerald which was popularly held; firstly 1.2079-80:

"0 beloved idol, truly your black locks and newly-grown beard 
have the form of the snake and the colour of emerald; why do your 
two snakes place their heads on the emerald if the two eyes of snakes
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are destroyed by emerald?’'

and secondly 1.59-60:

tfj /. bi /> J

"In spring the swift, twisting, black cloud resembles the viper, 
its mouth full of fire and moisture; if it received no light from 
the emerald of the desert, why is liquid from the eye of the cloud 
scattered on the earth?"

The meaning of these lines can only be made clear by reference 
to the belief that the emerald was capable of making snakes blind*
The popularity of this fact is attested by Tusi, who also records 
al Biruni*s scepticism (12)* Whether Azraqi believed this phenonomen 

or not is unimportant. His use of it is for poetic effect.

Yaqut
Yaqut. ruby, is one of the commoner gem-stones found in the work 

of Azraqi and it is an important one. Let us consider how Tusi 

regarded this jewel for it may help us to understand better its 

meaning in the Divan.
Tusi devotes a large section in the Tansukhnama to a discussion• i i j ir

of ruby (lj5). He regards it as the noblest and finest of gems due 
to its nature (tab!1at). constancy, usefulness, value etc; he also 

quotes from the Qur’an regarding it (14)- Of its various varieties 
the finest is red (15).
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Azraqi also regards- this stone highly for he links it with his 
mamduh, whose charisma, 1,1527, can produce rubies from gourds, and 
in 1,1746* P«71» rubies, in the company of emeralds, are found in 
the crowns of kings. The poet also stresses the redness of the 
stones in 1*1239 it is as red as blood, and in 1,1533, it is as 
red as the lips of the beloved,

Azraqi also mentions bahraman in 1,1604 and 1,2021. In neither 
line is it fully clear that Azraqi is speaking of a type of ruby; 
indeed I.I6O4 obscures the matter by linking it with turquoise. 
Nevertheless bahraman was a type of ruby, which Tusi regards as the 
finest, although pointing out that A1 Blrunl says that bahraman was 
considered the finest in Hind, whereas in Iran the finest kind was 
held to be ruromani (16). We do not know which Azraqi regarded as 
the finer; he certainly means a precious gem.

Red rubies are found in mines (1.1556).
On a number of occasions tells us about the unusual properties 

of the ruby. What interest him most in this respect can be seen from 
1.306, 1.419 and the following Is,1557 and 8s

,TI1or it is said that a ruby in a hot fire is cool like the air 
on a snowy day in Bahman. If upon the fire of your nature (i.e. the
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mamduh* s) one puts yagut, through the heat oil will run forth from 

its centre,"
The suggestion that the ruby is impervious to heat is to some 

extent substantiated by Tusi who says that although it turns white 
in a fire, it turns back to its original colour (17).

We also find the suggestion that the sun is instrumental in 
forming ruby; this is a concept that we have already found above 
(l8)j examples are Is.737 and 464, which follows:

"Were the sun his bountiful hand, the form of the earth would 
become red ruby."

Mina
Mina and its various meanings has already been discussed in an 

article by Aga-Oglu (19) * Before we see how his findings might 
apply to the use of the term in the Divan, we should examine 
Azraqi^ use of it.

When Azraqi speaks of mlna, it always implies the colour green, 
especially the greeness of the leaves and plants in the spring? 
as examples we may cite lines 266, 335 * 338 and 589* This is almost 
the sum of information that can be gleaned from the Divan. However 
on one occasion we learn that mlna comes from Ba§ra; 1.2013:

Indeed in the meadow is Basran mina. indeed upon the arghavan 
there is balas from Badakhshan'."
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Unfortunately neither the sources examined by Aga-Oglu, 
mainly Tansukhnama and al Biruni’s ICitab al Jamahlr fi Ma'rifat 
al J awahlr (20), nor a compendium such as Nuzhat al Qulub (21), 

give any assistance as to its point of origin being Ba$ra.
This last fact does not help us in an attempt to establish 

what mina means to Azraqi. Mehmet Aga-Oglu gives three meanings 
for the term: a) enamel, b) spiritual, heavenly, and c) emerald 
(22). The second meaning does not concern us here. From al Blrunl 
and yusl he deduces that zabar.jad is the finest kind of emerald and 
that mina Is ordinary emerald (23). With regard to mina being 

enamel, he tells us that it was also a technical term for glaze 
whose most favoured colour was green and that the earliest positive 
reference in Persian is found in Tusi (24)

Our problem is to decide whether Azraqi has in mind enamel or 
emerald. The greeness of mina is clearly established? it Is also 
to be noted that mina is often used in the company of precious 
stones, such as balas in 1.2013, and with pearls, l*335j and coral, 
1.1630, p.70* Obviously mina is a valuable commodity, such as 
emerald certainly was. It is difficult to see how mina. as a 
green enamel glaze, could have any similar value apart from being 
indicative of rich colour. Surely it is the objects which were 
enamelled with mina which would be held of great value, such as the 
luxury mina*I which was so successfully manufactured during the 

Saljuq period (25).
We might be able to say with greater confidence that when 

speaking of mina, Azraqi has in mind ordinary emerald, were it
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not for the fact that on one occasion it is used in the same line 
as emerald, zumurrud, and apparently in apposition to it; this suggests 

at the very least that it is different from zumurrud; 1*266:

"Its (the garden of the saray) trees of aloes-wood and leaves 
of emerald, its plants of mina, its dust of ambergris'!

If here Azraqi is indicating neither green glaze mor a synonym 
for true emerald, gumurrud, then clearly another precious gem is 
intended; from the study of Aga-Oglu it is clearly related to 
emerald. The gera-stone emerald is a variety of beryllium minerals; 
another variety of a coarser kind is the stone beryl (26), and it may 
be this stone which is mina.
Pearls

Although pearls are not regarded as minerals, I have chosen to 
include them in this section, because they were thought of as 
precious objects and their function in Azraqi's poetry is similar to 
that of gems.

A large terminology grew up around pearls as is clear from the 
details given by Tusi and the large section to which he devotes his 
discussion of them (27). Azraqi, also has a comparatively large 
vocabulary on the subject of pearls. He uses as well as gawhar, 
durr, murvarld and lu'lu1, described variously as bayfla, lala, 
malmun and khushab. Such a large vocabulary serves to indicate that 
pearls were highly esteemed and part of a thriving trade*

Gawbar as well as meaning pearl may also have the meaning of
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gems tone in general* It is occasionally difficult to decide whether 
the poet has in mind pearls or precious stones in general; 1,242:

jrfl, ft jdy, i ^  of; / A > < & *  ^ ' ,r‘ **

•'Alexander, when returning from the frontier of darkness, was 
unaware that he was riding his black and chestnut horse upon jewels/ 
pearls, and not earth,1*

In this example, although either alternative would fit the 
meaning, precious stones rather than pearls are meant.

Apart from the two meanings of gawhar, that have just been 
mentioned, the word has other meanings, such as substance and lustre. 
Being an erudite poet* Azraqi loses no opportunity to pun on the 
varied meanings; however, here, we shall concern ourselves with 
gawhar only when it means pearl (28).

Azraqi*s main use of pearls in a metaphorical way is found in 
his various descriptions of rain. In such cases raindrops are 
compared to pearls. At times his metaphors become very ornate, such 
as 1.208:

; f 'J* ^J*Lc M> ^  ^  S' "

tu£he iâ utii of tne gearl-sifting, amber-scented cloud 
every moment draws un pearls fror the mina, expires amber
gris into nil"

Other examples of a similar nature are found in lines such as

1*7 and 1,358*
Elsewhere we find pearls compared to tears, 1.319> or likened
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to the frozen surface of a pond, 1*325? in 1*31 they are like stars, 
and "bright or shining in 1*29; in the following, 1*580, they are 

the teeth of the beloved:

3 > 3 if*JJ) «V ̂  J j f *

"I am the servant of those lips like jewels from Badakhshan, 
in which a skilful hand has put thirty-two pearls."

Azraqi also makes use of highly conventionalised metaphors, as 

in 1.253*

A w t  &  6 *  01 S'" (’■* ^  ̂

"Now your fortune, 0 King, instructs me anew: elegances of
speech like pearls, rhymes like sugar."

The idea of beautiful and elegant speech or verse being like 
pearls is a familiar one in Persian poetry? a more famous example 

which comes to mind is from Ilafiz (29)*

/ f  <
Jti s  J.’ J ?

"You have recited your ghazal« you have pierced the pearls, 
come and sing sweetly Hafiz, that heaven may scatter upon your 

verses knots/necklaces of the Pleaides."
A similar image is found in 1*367*
Azraqi’s knowledge of pearls, their types and origin is nowhere 

elucidated in the Divan. The knowledge we can gain from him is 
limited. He mentions pearl-divers, 1.55» and the pearls of ’Hrnan,
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1.14, so lie is aware that an important source for pearls was - and 
indeed still is - the Persian Gulf (30)•

In I.67 we find the interesting idea that pearls were generated 
by raindrops falling into the open shell:

"If a shell were to seize raindrops in the name of his enemy, 
they would dry up in its throat like fine pearls."

'She popularity of this tradition is attested by Tusi, who 
also adds that the month of Nays an was the time when such things 
happened (31).

Finally we should mention that there are occasions when pearls 
and the munificence of the monarch are emphasised; this serves to 
show that they were not only highly valued but much favoured by the 
kings, e.g. 1*231 and the following 1,229:

«If tHo -world were 'in your hand, your' liberality 
• would extract pearls from its waters and scatter gold from its 

dust."

It is not surprising to find that gold is one of the commonest 
minerals mentioned in the Divan, We may divide the usages of the 
metal into various sections.

Gold is used in a purely descriptive manner where the colour 
of the metal, yellow, is the quality which most interests Azraqi.

Gold
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In 1.589, we find the yellow of gold contrasted wihft; the greeness 
of the garden, and again in 1.212, the poet speaks of puregold - 
zar-i sada - as being the colour of the rose (gul); in both instances 
the use of gold rather than the colour yellow adds a richness to the 
imagery which might be otherwise lacking.

The use of gold, rather than the mere colour’ that it indicates, 
to express richness is most clearly established when we consider the 
relationship that is found between gold and various aspects of king
ship, Indeed, in 1.1605, the power of the king is capable of turning 
gold into water, and in 1.224, the king's munificence, compared to 
the sea, is described as 'gold-scattering" - zar-afshan. Another 
example is found in 1.229, and again in 1.465* Most importantly it 
is gold from which the very crowns of kings are made (1.571), 
establishing it as a noble metal in more than one sense; in this 
same line the lofty nature of the metal is contrasted with a lowly 
one? lead.

The Divan also reveals a number of uses to which gold was put.
In the qaslda. in praise of Amin al Dawla IJahir al Mulk Sa'id b. 
Muhammad, whom we assume is a government official, we find the use 
of gold mentioned in connection with the art of calligraphy (I.614 
and 1.616); the use of gold, presumably in gilded letters, is here 
alluded to. The use of gold in the manufacture of coins is noted 
by Azraqi as in 1.412, where we learn that the king's name is also 
inscribed on them. In-1.1912, gold is inscribed (nigar girad) 
and made Into dinars. Other uses for gold include belts (1.528), 
sword belts (1.526) - a reference to cloth worked with gold (?) - 
and for plates (plraya) in 1.332. Gold also occurs in ingots
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(sabika) in 1.1544, and 1.544 where ingots are shusha.
Of the various properties of gold its ruse in alchemy (see above) 

is mentioned in 1.72* Certaih lines such as 1.412 and 1,610 draw 
attention to ihe relationship between gold and certain heavenly bodies, 
(see section on the Universe) and in particular the sun. The 
influence of the sun in the formation of gold, as in 1.610, should 
not be regarded as merely astrological association for metals were 
held to be generated by the power of the sun (32).

L.544 seems to suggest tha t gold is impervious to water and
fire:

j j

"I made my body like an ingot of gold in this respect that 
water and fire have no effect on the ingot of gold."

Obviously some popular notion is alluded to.
Silver

The use of silver, usually aim, in the Divan tells us little 
about the metal. Azraqifs main concern is with its colour and the 
implication of its value.

The value of the metal may be seen in the way that we find it 
used with that other precious metal-gold, as in 1.205 and 1.388. Also, 
of course, it was used for coins as is pointed out in 1,412* The 
regality of the metal is also indicated by 1.275 (assuming that here 
nuqra means silver rather than gold):
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^  ̂  ^  ^  i '  *>

"From so much silver-work it (the king's palace) is like the 
palace of Sulayman, so strong it is like the Wall of Alexander."

Used descriptively we find tfears to be silver and also the 
cheeks in 1.578, and the moon is silver-faced, as in 1*671. In 
1.614 (33) and 1.6l6 there are complicated metaphors where it seems 
that paper is compared to silver, with gold as the ink etc.

Steel
Steel, pulad, occurs about half a doxen times in the Divan.

It is associated with weapons as in 1.308, where the king pierces the 
mountain with a steel-like dart. Usually, however, strength and 
hardness are implied, especially with regard to the mamdub. In 
1.303 the king, 'fughanshah has legs or feet like steel and in 
1.306 he is like an 'ar'ar of steel on the mountain - side.
Moreover, the power of the king is such that he can melt Chinese 
(chini) steel in his grip as the prophet Dawud (34)*
Turquoise

Turquoise, piruza, is a stone which is still mined today in 

Khurasan as it was in the Middle Ages (35) • Although the stone 

is popular, the fact upon which Azraqi draws most in his poetry is 

its characteristic colour. It is especially for him the colour 

of water as in I.I604 and 1.713 (36). The most striking example 

is found in Is.1612-3, p.66 (37)*
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^ . f
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"Turquoise like dram silver runs down from the mouth of the 
golden pipe (38) to the water-butt; you. wor/1 d say a silver-

toodied, turquoi s e -"b ound serpent is c’afe'tiitg~ d-xs&U'a-'- skin o 
,refined goXcLu

j M a
This gem is mentioned on a few occasions in the Divan. In 

1.533* there is a suggestion that it is bright, however it is in 
1.755 that we find the fullest information about the nature of the 
stonei

j *j a 03J

"Take in your hand the crystal cup of wholesome wine of la!l 
like a mass of Yamani 'aqiq."

Wine is red as as la'l (see &bfe,ve), and here it is described as 
being like 'aqiq. As this is obviously the colour of the gem, it 
is no doubt camelian or agate, which is the translation given by 
Steingass. !J!usi also substantiates Azraqi's statement to the effect 
that the stone is found in the Yaman, stating that it is mined in 
Arab lands (dar zaraln-i !arab) and the Hijaz (48).
Mar .j an

It is debatable as to whether mar .j an, coral, should be included

U> *.L. QOj J*y ^  j1
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in a section on minerals. Strictly speaking it is a plant, Tusi 
regards it as "being vegetable-like, between minerals and plants (4l)* 
Although it occurs on at least half a dozen occasions in Azraqi's 
Divan, little is revealed to xis except that it is red in colour.
In 1,1192, Canopus is described as being mar.ian .iirm , which is 
a reference to its red colour (42), and in 1,212 the tulip (lala), 
a red flower par excellence, is said to be of mar .j an,
Mercur#

Mercury, slmab, is one of the commoner metals mentioned in the 
Divan after gold and silver, Azraqi*s use of it, is of a des
criptive nature; he gives no indication of the importance it 
commanded in the science of his day (45)*

When speaking of the cold winter that precedes the spring, we 
find the forzen surfaces of the pond compared to a sheet (takht) 
of mercury, 1,325> or snow is compared to the metal as in 1.61.
In the early spring the rains and mists which envelope thejmountain-
sides take on the aspect of mercury as is shown in 1,320:

 ̂ y v . . f  J ysj ‘- 't r S J ' 6 ^ 7  J.
> 1  Af i*', e **  J  T ' C  f  j  S- ■ *

"Should the mercurial cloud pour mercury on the mountain slope,
a vapejur of mercury would suddenly mark the mountain slope,n

Elsewhere Azraqi concerns himself more with the 'mercurial’ 
nature of this metal, as in 1,1273» where the mamduh*s horse makes 
the earth quiver like a piece of mercury in an earthquake.

In the following line, 1.292, the poet is apparently drawing
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the comparison between mercury and semens

"Prom the heat of your spear, the unborn enemy flees from 
its mother’s navel (sic) like mercury#"
Jet

Jet, which is how we have translated shaba, occurs rarely 
in the Divan, Thus we learn very little about it. However from 
1,2232, we know that it had an ornamental use in rings where it was 
set in ivory.

Crystal
We find crystal, bullur or bulur, used for wine goblets as in 

1,755* It should be noted that it is the monarch who drinks from 
such vessels; as there are extant a number of crystal vessels 
inscribed with the names of their royal owners, they may be regarded 

as a royal prerogative (44)* In 1,748> we are told that such is the 
power of the king that he can cause "a mine of crystal glass (kan-i 
shisha-yi ballur) to appear in the pores of stones,"
Almas

The use of foLmas, diamond, in the Divan suggests that to 

Azraqi*s mind the stone has two main qualities* The first is the 
hardness of diamond, which was well known to yusl (45)* Azraqi tells 
us, 1,1327, that due to the good fortune of his patron diamonds 
become hard, and in 1,1336 his diamond-like sword smashes up both 

armour and hero* Indeed Azraqi often associates swords and diamond as 
in 1,1247 and 1,1456. This is connected with the lustre of swords



and with which we shall deal elsewhere.
The following, 1,729 * is not clear; there is obviously a play 

on words; it seems to suggest that diamonds possess the property 
of coining to rest in water:

The use of iron, ahan, shows that in Azraqi1 s mind iron may 

almost be equated with armour and battle. He speaks of visors of 
iron as in 1.490* Typical is 1,361:

"When your enemy sees you from head to foot in iron, his feet 
to

do not mov<=£ moreover, he does not know his head from his foot," 

Granite
We have included granite here because it is an ordinary stone 

which is mentioned by name. Gx*anite is not a good translation of 

khara or khara, for it means merely a hard stone. We do not know 
whether it is that granite from which our kerbstones are made or not. 
Perhaps it is best thought of as a large mass of stone, apparently 
continuous such as that from which mountains are formed. This is 
what Azraqi*s usage suggests; he usually speaks of khara being 
associated with mountains, as in 1,591* l’hat the rock is hard is 
also implied: in 1.735* the king’s spear cleaves caverns in the
mountains of granite; no poet would mention such a thing unless some

Iron
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extraordinary power or ability were necessary to accomplish such 
a deed*
Lead

Lead, surh, is mentioned in 1*571? it stands in apposition to 
gold, which is used for crowns whilst lead is used to make anchors 
and may thus be regarded as a cheap, base metal.
Marble

Marble, marmar, occurs in 1*505t where the buttocks, surlngah, 

of the horse of the mamdub are described as being marble. Is the 
poet alluding to the smooth, hard, white qualities of this stone? 
Maghnatis

Maghnatis * which we may best translate as lodestone, has the 
magnetic property of attracting ferrous objects. This quality is 
well understood by Azraqi, as he shows in 1*790j

"Tour enemy1 s heart is like a lodestone which draws your spear 
to itself in battle."
Lapis-lazuli

The occasion on which lapis-lazuli, lazhuvard. is mentioned in 
1.277» shows the poet's acquaintance with the colour of this i&tone 
rather than anything else; 1*277*

jjju iSJjjjU &  O' ^ 0 Sf~]

"Every shadow (shady place) and picture and form of Ivan has
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pictured upon it a pool of lapis-lazuli."
The ornamentation that Azraqi has in mind must he the very 

characteristic dark-blue, cobalt tile and faience work with which 
so many Persian buildings are adornedj the 'pools of lapis-lazuli' 
refer to the common device used in architectural decoration of the 
area, which is in the form of a medallion (46)*
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Function
It will have been noticed that Azraqi employs mainly precious 

stones and metals in his Divan. Along with gems tones and precious 
metals we have also included valuable non-minerals such as pearls 
and coral. Because Azraqi has a limited view of the mineral world, 
we must not assume that this indicates an ignorance on his part? 
the perspective of the mineral world was far more limited in his 
day than ours, as may be seen from the list of minerals mentioned 
by gamdallah Mustawfi Qazvlnl (47)* Nor does the lack of information 
about the part played by minerals in the science of his time and the 
general world-picture give us any grounds to speculate in this respect. 
As a poet Azraqi speaks about and uses precious stones for his own 
purpose.

The poet links precious stones and the various qualities of 
other minerals to his mamduh or more particularly his king, as the 
case may be. Not only do we find that certain precious stones are 
found in the outward signs of kingship, such as in crowns or forming 
part of the embellishments to the king’s palace; they may also form 
part of the largesse distributed by the king to his adherents, and 
one assumes that Azraqi would hope himself to be included among 
their number. By their very position, kings are expected to be the 
possessors of riches beyond the reach of the majority of ordinary 
mortals. As well as wealth, they might also be expected to possess 
objects of great beauty, such as jewels. In this respect the poet 
another/has arrow in his quiver wh4oh ne may use his poetic art to 
gain^favour of his patron and flatter him sufficiently to be amply
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rewarded. This usage might well have been especially appreciated 
by Azraqi1s aristocratic audience.

It is also clear that jewels play a very important part in the 
description of nature and in that of the beloved. However, they 
are employed in an essentially descriptive manner. It is especially 
the colours of the various gemstones which attract the attention of 
the poet; but underlying their superficial attributes they also add 
the idea of richness. It is this richness which gives the descrip
tion of spring, for example, an atmosphere of gaudiness and gorgeous
ness. This gaudiness, emphasised by his use of jewels, is thematic 
in his poetry.
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MINERAL WORLD - NOTES

1) Steingass.
2) C. McEvedy, The Penguin Atlas of Medieval History. London 1961, 

pp.28 and 88; H. H. Read, Elements of Mineralogy, London 1957 > 

pp.329-30.
3) Na§Ir al Din Tusi, Tansukhnama-yi Ilkhani, ed. Mudarris Ridavi, 

Tehran, 134® > p.153? amher in Greek is electron, whence our 
word electricity, see L. J. Spencer, A Key to Precious Stones. 
London i960.

4) Tusi, p.152-3? he distinguishes two types*
a) yellow and lucid (shaffaf) called atishl (fiery) and
b) dark yellow (sham1I - waxen).

5) Tusi, p.81.
6) ibid.

7) G. Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, London, 1966, 
p.437* This is also the translation used by V. Minorsky in 
his edition of IJudud al 1Alam, London 1970, p.112.

8) Tusi, p.82.

9) Tusi, PP.70-75.
10) Read, op. cit., p.307•
11) O.E.D.
12) Tusi, p.60-1; we are told that al Biruni had no success in
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trying- to blind a snake with various kinds of emerald, nor when 
he put ground up emerald into the eyes of the snake; consequently 
he says that however well-known this property may be, it has no 

basis.

13) 'Tusi, pps.27-51*
14) ibid, p.29.
15) ibid, p. 30.
16) Tusi, p.34-5*

17) ibid, p.48«
18) see note 15*
19) M. Aga-Oglu, The Origin of the Term Mina and itg Meanings.

J.N.E.S.,vol. V, Oct.1946, no.4» pp.241-56. In the Persian-
English glossary of the edition of Tusi, we find the strange

suggestion that mlna is lapis-lazuli, p.329*
20) Al Blruni, Kitab al Jamahlr fi Mafrifat al Jawahlr. Haydarabad,

1335*
21) Hamd-allah Mustawfl QazvinI, Nuzhat al Qulub. trans.

G. Le Strange, London 1919? see chapter XVll, where there is 
no mention of mlna.

22) Aga-Oglu, p.241*

23) ibid, p.243*
24) ibid, p.253* Mr. Simon Digby also draws my attention to the

fact that it was also applied to the green enamel used on 
metalwork; see G. Migeon, Manuel de l*Art Musulman, vol.11,

Paris 1927, PP*21-23.
25) See D. T. Rice, Islamic Art, London 1965* p.68.
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26) Read, op.cit., p.278.

27) $usl, pp.83-114*
28) These uses of gawhar are discussed below.
29) Hafiz, Divan, ed. ^azvlnl and GhanI, Tehran 1320, p.4*
30) Tusi, p.86.
31) ibid, p.85.
32) Fort the importance of the sun’s heat in generating minerals,

see Tusi, p.l6-17, and Crombie, p.134* ’’Minerals (he) believed
wefe formed by exhalations arising inside the earth under the 

action of the sun's rays.”

33) Read kham for khar (’Abd al Rasuli, p.37)*
54) See Qur’an, XXXIV, 10-11.

35) Le Strange, e.g.s pp.389 and 429*
36) The popular use of silver to represent water is not only

limited to poetry. In many miniatures the painter chooses to 
depict water by silver paint. In the course of time the silver 
pigment often oxidises to black; for a description of the 
techniques involved see S. Welch, The King’s Book of Kings. 

London 1972, pp.26-8.
37) In 1.1613, read thu’ban for tu*ban (’Abd al Rasuli, p*65).
38) 'Abd al Rasuli, loc. cit., marginal note.

i t  ir 11 t t  11 11 11

40) Tusi, p.115? in the Persian-English glossary, p.347» the editor 
mentions two kinds of ’aqiq: ’aqlq-i sulaymanl he calls 
camelian and ’aqlq-i yamanl is called agate; there does not 
appear to be anything in Iasi's text to substantiate this 

distinction.
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41) Tusi, p.19®*
42) See section on Azraqi's Picture of the Universe.
43) CromMe, p. 142-3? the corpus of the works of Jabir b. Hayyan, 

actually dating from the late 9th and early 10th centuries, 
mark important developments in both the theory and practice of 
chemistry derived mainly from Greek sources. The theory was 
promulgated that metals were formed by a combination of sulphur 
and mercury: 11 The Jabir corpus accepted the Aristotelian 

theory that minerals were generated from exhalations in the earth, 
but held that in the formation of metals the dry exhalations 
first produced sulphur and the moist exhalations mercury, and 

that metals were formed by the subsequent combination of these 

two substances” (p.143)•
44) e.g. a ewer of rock crystal inscribed with the name of the 

Fa$imid caliph al ’Aziz, see Rice, op.cit., p.91.

45) Tusi, p.67.
46) Contemporary examples of this device are not easily found; to 

gain some idea of what is meant, one has only to refer to the 
elaborate designs of this type found on many of the great 
mosques of Isfahan.

47) Mustawfl, in chap. 711, lists seven kinds of metals: gold,
silver, iron, lead, zinc, tin and copper; there are nine 
precious stones: diamond, garnet, plasma, emerald, cornelian,
turquoise, ruby, sapphire and jasper. He continues to list 

'stones of lesser value', ’’common stones' and 'mineral unguents'.
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FLORA

This section will be divided into two main parts:' the first will 
deal with the plants and trees that occur in the Divan, In many ways 
it will be almost a descriptive catalogue; the attributes and 
peculiarities of his plants and trees will also be noted and identifica
tion made when necessary or possible. Whereas de Fouehecour has 
already made a similar study, this one will be more exhaustive, (l).
The second section will be an attempt to identify the perspective 
in which the Poet views this part of his existence in the broader 
context of the natural world.

Plants and Trees 
1ar’ar

This tree is usually translated as 1 juniper’. It occurs on 
a few occasions in the Divan. Being a lofty evergreen tree it has 
similarities to the cypress (see below) and its metaphorical use 
by Azraqi bears this out. Thus in 1.307 the figure of the king is 
compared to an ’ar’ar of steel; we also find the beloved having the 
stature of a juniper, 1.2241. In either instance the image of the 
cypress could just as easily be substituted. This proximity of the 
two trees in usage is probably the reason why Steingass gives ’cypress’ 
as an alternative meaning for ’ar’ar. Azraqi suggests that this
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tree is to be found in various places; in the meadow (chaman) in 
1.459 (by inference of the hyperbole in this husn-i magta1). 
in the garden, 1.2241, and even on the mountain-side in 1*307♦ 
where the king is like an ’ar’ar on the granite mountain.(2).

We should not assume that the poet’s acquaintance with this 
tree is solely through the poetry of his forebears, for it is common 
enough in the area, growing well at elevation. (3).
Arghavan

The arghavan occurs on about ten occasions. Steingass tells 
us only that it is the "name of a tree, whose fruit and flower are 
of a beautiful red". It is usually accepted that this is the 
judas-tree (4). Azraqi has no doubt as to what it means to him.
His concern is always with its blossoms. It is an image of redness 
par excellence: it is as red as blood (l.l623j p.66), or wine (1.62)
it is the colour of ruby (1.691) and balas (l.203l). The season 
for its flowers is the early spring, as in 1*1663, p.68, where 
"the earth of early spring paints the arghavan". It is also a 
garden plant, 1*1948, and is to be found growing with the jasmine, 
1.1601, p.65. As it flowers so early it may be regarded as one of 
the plants that heralds the end of winter and the coming of the 
New Year and its attendant regeneration.
Badam

The almond does not occur very much in the Divan, in fact twice. 
It is to be noted that it is not used as an image for the eyes or 
any other feature as occurs elsewhere in Classical Poetry (5).
Azraqi*s use of the almond is not encompassed by convention; his
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reflects the results of his own observations. We learn that the
track left by the deer leaves the impression of two almonds (1.2009)

us
in form, as is indeed the case. Also 1.322 tells that during thek
winter the almond becomes black and dry and when the early spring 
comes it becomes green and moist.
Bayban and other 'basils*

At this point we have chosen to discuss the various types of 
'basil* that are mentioned by Azraqi* What does he mean when he 
speaks of rayban. ray ah in, zamlran and shahasparam?

Rayhan and its plural, rayahin, are merely translated by 
de Fouchecour as basil and odiferous plants respectively (6).
Our poet's usage suggests that some modification is necessary.
Rayahin meaning odiferous plants is clearly established by 1.263, 
there the poet speaks of meadows having "the fragrance of rayahin." 
Its use in the singular does not point to 'basil*. The two aspects 
which are clear abe its greenness and its -delightful perfume. We 
learn that it is as green as emerald and has the fragrance of pure 
musk (1.1597> p.65)* further support is found in 1.2065, where the 
;nigarkhana;i becomes a house full of wine and rayhan". here of course, 
the scent is referred to. None of these examples so far precludes 
basil as opposed to any sweet-smelling plant. However, 11.546 
and 597 both refer to a Quranic episode in which Ibrahim passes 
through the fire (7)* In both instances, the poet speaks of rayhan 
being set on fire. It is doubtful that he means basil in particular; 
greenery or green plants are meant. Thus we suggest that when 
Azraqi uses the word rayhan and its plural he implies any sweet
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smelling plant.
The use of zamiran, which can mean sweet basil, is very similar 

to the above; it is green like mlna, 1.196%  and the sea, 1.1789#
It is also odiferous and dark as is shown in 1,1836, where it 
assumes the conventionalised image of the freshly-growing bearbof 
a youth (8). There is no evidence to suggest that Azraqi means 
any more than greeness and fragrance.

Royal basil, shahasparam, occurs only once, 1,1963# From this 
we learn only that it grows in the garden among other colourful 
plants and the suggestion that it is autumnal.
Bid

The bid is the willow tree, Azraqi's use of it,:, is interesting 
for it does not seem to be similar to that of his contemporaries (9)* 
and hence is not a conventional cliche.

Above all, it is a tree of the open country, whose leaves are 
as green as emerald and are eaten by the wild ass (1.1733)#
Only once is it mentioned in the garden where birds sing in its 
branches (1.1603, p.65). Otherwise its use seems almost to suggest 
that it is part of the Idyllic atmosphere expressed by FitzGerald- 
Khayyam in the famous rub a* I of bread, wine and wilderness; 1.2199

A  > < } * * * >  ^  ^

’’The rose-water; <3# Turin, Katan (linen), linen and the willow's 
shade; wine, a deserted majlis and cup-bearers like the moon."

The willow also occurs in 1.2191, where the meaning is not 
clear. The poet says that in the evening the mamduh should retire
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to his tent and seek wine and barg-i bid. 'Abd al Hasull suggests 
that this is a reference to some sort of matting (10). Possibly 
it is some sort of fan,
Bustan-afruz

This flower occurs only in 1*1783? it tells us little more than 
its name suggests. However it does grow amongst shahasnaram. and 
the context is autumnal (ll).
Camomile

One occurence, 1.1602, p.65. There is the strange suggestion A
that it is golden in colour; called uqhuvan.
Oolocynth

The bansal is found only in 1.18, where the king's sweet and 
succulent nature can destroy the seed in the gourd. The colocynth 
is well known for its bitterness and as such is a symbol of it (12). 
■Bate

1.18; it has a stone in it.
Funduq

The hazel-nut is mentioned in 1.1167, where raindrops are 
compared to silvery hazel-nuts. 
gawz

This occurs only in 1.1142. It is not clear whether nuts in 
general or the walnut specifically is indicated. However, we do 
learn that gawz or rather the wood of the tree is used for fuel 
during the winter and that as one can break the nut on the frozen 
surfaces of ponds, we may assume that they are eaten at this season 
of the year.(13).
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Slyah
When speaking of giyah, which may he regarded as grass or even 

herbage in general, the poet's use is mainly descriptive. He 
emphasises that it is everywhere (e.g. 1.2131)* He also regards 
it as being mainly green, as in 1.157* Due to the heat of the sun, 
it may be yellow, as in 1.749* 
ful

Gul can mean either flower or rose (14)* This fact can often he 
the source of much difficulty when interpreting Classical Poetry, 
for the context may not be sufficiently explicit to indicate when 
'flower' and when 'rose' is meant* The rose by convention is 
associated mainly with three things: beauty, the springtime and
the garden. All these aspects are present in the poetry of Azraqi; 
indeed, it would be astonishing if any were absent.

When speaking of gul. where a particular flower is plainly 
intended we shall refer to it as a 'rose'; elsewhere we shall call 
it a 'flower* (15)*

Mostly the rose is red as in 1.653 and 1.719* It also possesses 
thorns as 1.789 shows. But in manner it is the redness and beauty which 
most impress themselves upon the mind of our poet* Naturally he 
follows convention and compares the rose to the cheek of the 
beloved, as in 1.2324* This repeats the usage in the preceding line, 
where the cheek of a pari is compared to a surl rose. This is a type 
of beautiful red rose.

The rose grows, or blossoms rather, only in the springtime.
In 1.2361, we learn that at the time of Mihrgan. the autumn festival,
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the roses are absent from the garden; and 1,1913 suggests much the 
same for the winter month of hay* Spring and early spring is the
time of the rose, as in 1.333, 1.653* 1*764*

For our poet the rose is located in the garden, as in 1.57 
and I.763* It is also embraced by the nightingale, e.g. 1.333*
What is also apparent is that just as the rose is a flower of the 
garden, it is found in apposition to the lala on the mountain-side; 
we shall have call to return to this point below.

Elsewhere we believe gul is meant to indicate 'flower*. Thus 
in 1.1602, p.63, we find flowers like the moon, presumably bright 
and shining; 1.774 speaks of a yellow flower with blooms like gold 
dinars; 1.697 the breeze at springtime forms the advanceguard for 
the flowers which will cover the mountains and deserts. There are 
other similar examples.
Hyacinth

The hyacinth occurs more than a dozen times. Azraqi's use of 
it is completely stereotyped and conventionalised (16). He always 
uses it as a symbol for the dark tresses of the beloved, e.g. 1.1936. 
It also occurs commonly in the company of the jasmine, where the 
latter stands for the beautiful face of the beloved, e.g. 1.1536.
This is all we learn about the hyacinth. It is called sunbul. 
dasmine

As has just been mentioned the jasmine, saman or yasaman, 
is used conventionally for the face of the beloved (17)* in 
1.1589, it also indicates the figure. Nevertheless, Azraqi also 
supplies such information about this plant as to show he knew more
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about it. He alludes to its white flowers, as in 1.1947» and their 
pearly nature, in 1.1163. It is also a flower of the spring 
(1.1163), is associated with the garden (also I.II65), and even the 
meadow (ohaman) in 1.1169#
Jujube

Referred to as tabarkfaun, the jujube occurs only once in 
I.495, where its bright red colour is stressed.
Khyayd

Khyayd meaning the unripe com occurs a few times. To refer 
to what must have been a common sight is refreshing. It is the 
greenness of this com which impresses itself most upon our poet.
It is green like the sea, 1.596 and blooming and fragrant, 1.601, 
and grows in the plain (dasht) (1.2014) during the springtime. 
Kuknar

The poppy is mentioned once, I.63I? we learn that the seeds 
in the poppy-head are small.
Lala

Like gul, lala presents certain problems of definition. It 
is most commonly translated as ' tulip*. Browne, however, chooses 
to think of it as a red anemone (18), and Melikoff has put forward 
the theory that it in fact means *a wild flower* as opposed to the 
cultivated one, the rose (19)* Azraqi*s verse tends not to support 
this latter view. As Browne's suggestion has not gained great 
currency we shall translate the word as 'tulip* whilst fully 
accepting that this is inadequate.

By convention (20) the tulip, like the rose, is used as an
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image especially of facial beauty* Azraqi often uses this image, 
as in 1*905* Further it is the redness of the flower which is 
emphasised, as in 1*2125, or in 1*50 where the wine is lala-ooloured* 
It is as red as ruby (1*1216) and even as red as the horns of the 
gazelle (l*1218).

In the company of the rose it appears as the flower of spring
time, e*g. 1,1722 and 1,1880. On the whole our poet locates the 
flower in the mountains, e*g. 1.1880 and 1.1757* It is also found 
in the meadow (chaman) (1.658). Ii*555 speaks of a lalazar on the
hill-side, and 1,1751 of a lalasitan. This refers to the naturally-

Voccuring fields of wild tulips that are to be found in Iran during 
the springtime.

In support of Melikoff's theory there are occasions when the 
lala on the mountainside stands in apposition to the rose in the 
garden, as in Is. 1880 and 651* However the theory is weakened 
when we find that our poet also places the 'wild flower* in the 
garden. In 1*596, fa fire in the garden* has tulips as * coals*? 
in 1.647> there are tulips in the garden, and in 1.264» when des
cribing the garden in the king's palace, we again find the tulip. 
Evdn if in this last example, the poet is referring to the face of 
the beloved, he would not have used *a wild flower', but the 
'cultivated* one, the rose. It seems clear that the lala is a red, 
spring flower that is usually found growing wild, but which may also 
be found in the garden.
Madder

Rawyan. madder, occurs twice; on both occasions it is the
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rhyming word. The red dye extracted from this plant was used in 
dyeing. Its redness, the redness of blood, is alluded to in 
1.1559» L.1552 is as follows:

O'jj ^  (J it

(Read khashm for zakhm (21) )
"Should Ire become inflamed through anger, you would think 

the marrow in his bones were madder."
Does this mean that the marrow of his bones became red due to 

his anger? Madder would be appropriate here not only because of 
its colour; it was often used during this period for medicinal 
purposes and had the peculiar physiological effect of turning the 
bones of any creature that fed upon it red (22).
Mandrake

Called by Azraqi satrang, the mandrake is mentioned in 1,1178. 
Many legends and superstitions were associated with it (25). In 
Arabic it was the satanic plant, tuffahatu *1 .jinn, Azraqi alludes 
to the shape of its roots which were supposed to resemble the human 
form. The slaves in this line are from chin, which probably means 
Transoxiana or rather Turkestan, indeed an area where this plant 
grew (24).
Hargis

The use of the narcissus is a highly conventionalised one (25)• 
There is no indication that the poet had ever actually seen one.
We find it as thê Lmage of the eye of the beloved, e.g. 1.595* It 
is also regarded as being musky, as in 1.1889? this may refer to
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its scent, or it may suggest that the beloved's eyes are dark and 
lustrous. Azraqi describes the flower as being a garden one (1.206), 
where there is a suggestion that the blooms are of a rust colour 
(zangari)•
Narvan

From the context in 1.1624, it might be suspected that narvun,
pomegranate, might be intended, especially as the same line speaks
of lips like pomegranate-juice. However, it must be narvan because
it is the word in the line which carries the rhyme. Narvan is
translated by Steingass as 'a tall, shady tree' or the 'sour cherry'; 
naturally as it is compared to the beloved it must be beautiful 
in form. Hence the former meaning is more suitable to describe the 
beloved, being not dissimilar to the use of sarv etc. The narvan 
has been identified as the elm (26).
Nasrin

This flower is a type of wild rose. In 1,1890, it seems to 
be a symbol for a feature of the beloved (27). The other occasion 
on which it occurs at least tells a little more about the flowers 
1.18471 we learn that the nasrin grows in dry, rocky places.
Fastaran

This flower, which is found three times in the Divan, appears to 
have various meanings. Among other things, Steingass tells us that 
it is the narcissus or the dog-rose; de Fouchecour says it is the 
'eglantier' (28), i.e. the dog-rose or sweet briar. The information 
revealed in the lines of Azraqi does not permit us to be more 
specific. In 1.1585, he uses the flower in a conventional image to
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suggest the eyes of the beloved; this is similar to the use of the 
narcissusi as noted above, and this may be the source for Steingass's 
entry. As the other lines refer to thorns (1.1585> p .65) and tell 
us that it is found in the garden, is sweet-smelling and is red 
(coral) in colour (1.1597> P *65 ), it would seem that the dog-rose 
is the flower in question.
Kilufar

The water-lily is not frequently mentioned. Azraqi*s use of it 
reflects his own experience. It is a plant that is found in the 
garden (1.2286) during spring (is, 1731 and 201). The poet is 
impressed by its form; he points out that its leaves are shaped like 
spears (l.20l) and that the flower is cup-shaped, with pistils or 
petals again ihoth'e shape of spears (1.1731) •

Occuring on two occasions, its colour is stressed (1.1182) 
and also its musky perfume (1.1788).
Filgush

Occuring only once, it is clear that a particular plant is A
intended. Steingass says it is the variegated iris or the dragon- 
wort; de Fouchecour feels it is a type of lily (29). By context it 
is a spring flower; it grows in the garden with blooms - or possibly 
leaves - like silvery spears (1.334)*
Plane

The chanar is a tree much associated with the Iranian world 
(30). In spite of this the poet points out that it is merely 
green (I.658); in spring it is host to the nightingale (1.775) and
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in winter the abode of the crow (1.2280)*
Pomegranate

The pomegaranate, nar, which is a common fruit of the area, 
also assumes the guise of a conventionalised image in the work of 
Persian poets (31)* On innumerable occasions in the Shahnama, 
FirdawsI uses the pomegranate when describing the bosom of a
beautiful maiden. Azraqi uses the nar otherwise; his use of it is
far more homely and not an extravagant symbol. Only in 1.838, 
where the pomegranate seed stands for the teeth and -the poet*s 
heart in grief exudes pomegranate juice, is a conventional use 
clearly reflected.

The fruit also occurs in 1.2035 in a gory scenes the dead 
warriors1 heads are like pomegranates and the blood and fluid 
leaking away makes the gravel of the battlefield like pomegranate 
juice.

Its seeds are like pearls, as in 1.647» and this is why the
poet uses the analogy of its seeds to teeth.

The fruit is also autumnal, as in the last line referred to 
and I.648.
Quince

Quince, bih. occurs but once in 1.200. It is gold in colour, 
is found in the garden and is the food of the peacock.
Reed

The khayzuran occurs more than half a dozen times. Its use 
points to a familiarity with the plant on the part ofjfche poet.

In 1.1809, the enemy resembles the reed in being thin and
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yellow, which is firm as long as it is planted in the earth;
1,1946 refers to it as being tall like golden spears, like ’aqlq; 
under the ground it is like a black snake (1.1560). The suppleness 
of the plant is stressed in 1.1864; here because of the agility and 
suppleness of the king’s horse, the poet suggests that its bones 
are composed of reeds. L.1905 may refer to the use of the reed for 
pens.
Saffron

Usually called za'faran, saffron is quite common in the Divan. 
It is, of course, the bright yellow colour which impresses itself 
upon the poet’s mind, as in 1.773* In 1.1957» we are told it grows 
in the garden, where the leaves are like paper of gold (32) mixed 
with saffron, autumn being the context. Saffron is scattered about 
the time of Mihrgan. i.e. during the autumn (I.I663, p.68).

In 1,1811, we find an interesting image; through fear of the 
king, enemies have saffron coming forth from their pores rather 
than hair. A person with a fair skin, when frightened turns white; 
someone with a darker skin turns not white but yellow, the colour 
of saffron,
Sanubar

This is the pine tree. Like the ’ar’ar, see above, and the 
cypress, see below, the tall, handsome shape of the sanubar is 
used by convention to describe the stature of the beloved (33)* 
Azraqi uses the pine thus in 1,1581 and 1.2119, also it is to be 
noted,accompanied by the moon, which is the beloved’s face.

It is refreshed by the spring rains in the month of Nays an
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(equivalent to April), 1.518, and is found growing in the garden 
of the king*s palace where it adorns the pathways (1*263).
Sapandan

Only 1.1702, p.69, mentions the wild rue, or rather its seed. 
When put, for example, put on a fire the seed pops; likewise in 
this line as soon as the lion is seen "by the horse its neck-hone 
presumably jumps in an immediate response.
Sarv

The cypress is the commonest tree used by our poet to des
cribe the figure of 'Hie beloved (34)? several lines may be mentioned,
e.g. 1.2178. Often the cypress is surmounted by the moon, rep
resenting the beautiful face, e.g. 1.831. Occasionally the tree is
qualified further. In*1.2123, he speaks of sarv-i sitah. which we 
assume is a type of cypress; the beloved is a 1once-clothed1 
cypress in 1.2107, which must refer to a young youth whose beard 
has just begun to grow. On two occasions Azraqi speaks of cypress 
trees from particular places; I.2324 mentions a Ghatfari cypress. 
Ghatfar or Ghatfir was a quarter of Samarqand (35). We can find 
no reference to suggest that it was famed for its cypress trees.
It is possible that Azraqi is referring to a particular person from 
Ghatfar. In 1.2318, an ’idol of Khazar* is said to have the 
stature of the lofty cypress of Kishmar, this being a reference to 
the famous tree which stood in that town and was said to have been 
planted by Zoroaster (36).

Apart from its metaphorical context, Azraqi imparts a little 
information about other characteristics of this tree. It mqy be
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found in the garden (1.1192) or in the meadow (chaman) (1.1623); 
beneath it are found partridges (1.1603, p.65).
Shamshad

This,the box-tree, occurs in 1.1853* It seems to be used 
conventionally for curly locks on the face of the beauty (37)* 
Shanballd

The fenugrec is found in 1.1543* It is used conventionally, 
implying its yellow colour (38)*
Shaqa’iq

This flower is mentioned in 1*598* According to Steingass it 
may mean the tulip; possibly it is Browne’s anemone (see above).
The line suggests that its blooms cover the meadow like a dress.
Shrub

A number of observations are forthcoming on the shrub, which is 
usually gulbun.

It is associated with the garden (1.589). In 1.912, it stands 
in apposition to the mountain-tops. Its flowers may be golden as 
in 1.587, where they are generated by the action of the rains; and 
at dawn its shoots are drenched by the dew (1*340).
Shuragaz

See 1.1594, ‘the meaning is unclear.
Susan

The susan, the lily is popular amongst the poets, where it was 
adopted conventionally as an image of the bosom (39) * Azraqi provides 
up with examples of this as in I.I836, although 1,1447 tends to 
suggest rather, that the lily is compared to the face or complexion
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In either case it is the colour of the flower that is emphasised* 
it is silvery or white (1*1622). Added to this we find reference to 
the susan-i azad, the white lily, in Is.532 and 2149* where the 
colour is important.
Sisanbar

In 1.212, we find the suggestion that this plant, which may 
be water-mint or mother of thyme, like the rose in this instance is 
golden in colour. 
ffuba

!Phis tree should not strictly speaking be included in a section 
on the natural world for it is said to grow in Paradise (Steingass) • 
Not surprisingly, therefore, our poet has little by way of des
cription about it.

Effectively it is its paradisial nature that is substantiated 
in the Divanj 1,1580, p.65 mentions the bough of the tuba in 
Paradise and in 1.555* it is mentioned in context with the well of 
ICawthar, as in 1*524*
Vines

Vines are mentioned in 1.515*
Violet (banafsh)

As with a number of plants that have already been mentioned, 
the use of the violet conforms to the poetic conventions of the 
genre (40). On the great majority of occasions when the poet 
speaks of these flowers, they symbolise the hair or tresses of the 
beloved as in 1.2158; they are also musky (1*595)* In this respect 
Azraqi mentions one type of violet that is particularly apt; it
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is the tabari violet, e.g. I.2323. Of the flower itself and its 
attendant characteristics, apart than its symbolic meaning, we find 
but a little information: it grows in the garden (I.656), it is the
colour of indigo (or possibly the Nile) (1.2016)j in 1.576 we are 
informed that the flower* s head is bent over, like one*s head over 
one's knees.
Vaqvaq

As the tuba was a tree of Paradise, the vaqvaq tree is a tree 
of fable. L.1738 tells us that the tree has a thousand tongues, 
suggesting that it speaks. This fact is substantiated by illustra
tions found in various manuscripts (43.) *
Zarang

Zarang wood is mentioned in 1.1196. There is no indication 
as to what it is. It was chosen out of expediency for the rhyme.
This plant has been identified as the berberry (42).
Khadang

This, the hard wood of the white poplar, often used for arrows 
grows in Chin (1.1935). As before ChTn probably means Turkestan, 
for this tree was known to grow in Chach and Khirkhiz (43)*

Prom the foregoing analysis it is clear that Azraqi* s use of 
plants and trees falls broadly into two compartments. In the first 
we see that a large proportion form stock images according to the 
conventions of the particular genre. Thus violets are the tresses 
of the beloved, her or his figure Is like the cypress tree and so on. 
Opposed to this we have that part of the vegetable world which is
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purely descriptive, usually of the springtime, and this shows a 
knowledge which the poet may have gained through his own experience. 
There is no reason to think that Azraqi was less acquainted with the 
plants of his stock images.

We must appreciate the importance that plants had for him and 
his audience. His landscape was harsh and the division of the 
seasons sharp. Life itself was a greater struggle and man was 
nearer to the earth than today. The colour and fragrance of the 
newly grown flowers in spring when the soil was regenerated was a 
time of joy and happy expectation of m  the easier times that lay 
ahead. Herein is the importance of plants and trees in his Divan. 
That stock images are used does not lessen this importance. They 
are all drawn from actual plants which formed part of his environ
ment. His obsession and that of his contemporaries with flowers 
and the season stresses their importance in the culture. And it 
is an importance which still manifests itself in the Iranian world 
at the present time.

In the Divan we learn that many of the plants are found in the 
garden. This fact is not an figment of the poetTs imagination.
A look at descriptions of Persian gardens as in the work of Ackermann 
and Pope (44) ov that of Sackville-West (45) shows how consistent 
Azraqi!s somewhat disjointed descriptions of gardens are with the 
picture we have from other sources. Mr. Dickie's article on the 
Hispano-Arab garden (46) serves to emphasise the consistency and 
strength of the garden in the culture of the Islamic World.

Those plants which are not located specifically in the garden
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and which we may regard as wild flowers, have in many instances 
been shown to have been a familiar sight in the poet's landscape. 
One recalls his familiarity with the spring-time beds of tulips on 
the hill-side or the shade offered by the willow. Thus we should 
not be surprised to learn that the 'ar'ar, for example, was famous 
in the to™ of Pushang, the modem Ghurian, close to Herat (47)*

It should be clear that the vegetation mentioned, even when 
used as a stereotyped image, is part of the poet's experience as 
well as the expression of his imagination. By convention the 
tashbib includes a description of plants etc. This delineation in 
no way distorts the poet's work. The countryside, the garden, its 
vegetation, the spring-time, all need to be understood - as under
stood by the poet and his audience - in order to appreciate his 
verse fully and explain how and why the constant repetition of this 
theme lasted for so long.
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Relationship and Perspective
This study in depth of the preceding section was necessary to 

demonstrate the prominent part played by the vegetable kingdom in 
the Divan gnd the acquaintanceship of the poet with it* We suggested 
that through the breadth, scope and knowledge indicated it is clear 
that plants and flowers are more than mere convention. We also 
began to suggest why it is so important. Row we shall expand this 
in broader context. For this, rather than refer to single lines in 
which there is reference to plants and flowers, we must consider 
the tashbib as a whole.

The importance of the flora in his surroundings is made clearest 
when the poet speaks of the spring. It is in stark contrast to the 
way in which he regards the bareness of the winter months. Such 
feelings are unequivocally expressed in the tenth poem in praise of 
Amiranshah. The tashbib lasts for forty lines, beginning with a 
description of winter before going on to sing the joys of spring;
Is.524-27:

* S
/> LSjj J
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"Although the trees have become like pilgrims in Haram. God 
will give them the robes of the denizens of Paradise. Although the 
water in the pond has become like a plate of mercury, it (water) 

cheek of ruby a n d a  -facO'.-'O'f pearls « Although the shoots 
of the garden have become like the foot of the peacock, in less than 
a month the peacock shall draw its feathers about its feet. You 
would say the water were a weak-bodied old man consumed by the years, 
through which in passing he stops for a while every ten paces."

Azraqi does not find the plants in winter to be attractive; 
the garden is ugly like the foot of theppeacock, the season itself 
means ageing and cold to freeze the water; the trees may be bare or 
only clad in the simplest of clothing, like pilgrims, at this time 
of the year; but there is the knowledge that this will not endure, 
for with the spring the Divine Will shall turn things into a 
Paradise.

We find the coldness and misery of this season stated in 
poem 29, which is a short one on the subject of winter. The hand of 
cold tears the apparel from the branches and scrapes away the work of 
Nawruz (1.1140). It is the lack of greenness and flowers that 
appalls Azraqi. The clothes of the garden are burnt without any 
fire; seek, he says, a warm house and light a fire (1.1141).

The misery and coldness and hard times of the winter are the 
contrary of the spring. Following the' description of the garden 
with its lack of vegetation in winter in poem 10, there is the 
description of the garden in the spring. This description is 
typical of the many that occur in the Divan; along with the new
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plants and flowers are other elements which form part of the poet’s 
traditional repertoire, Is.331-5*

y  S. or* 1

jj j is1 ? ̂do -5 c) j

J *
jjj? a; (y. csjj rJ -4

■»* ^  v i /
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"The dark cloud spreads a dais of scarlet saqlatun in the meadow, 
the musky wind reveals a chamelion (coloured) carpet on the mountain
side; the breeze embellishes the face of the white lily and binds 
an ornament of gold upon the yellow arghavan: on every hill a
lalazar ops.^ .̂p its -K̂ ce. , the nightingale embraces every 
flower; the pllgush raises aloft in the garden silvery spears, the 
garden covers its head with golden shields from the yellow flowers; 
the wind diffuses ambergris and in that cvmbtr̂ ris h the
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branches wear mina and in the mina are pearls#"
The effect of the elements upon the landscape and especially 

the vegetation is sudden and dramatic; what is most impressive is 
the colour - yellow, red silver and gold - of the flowers as well 
as the greenness of the leaves; the contrast with winter is obvious* 
The other important feature is the perfume of the flowers spread by 
the wind. The scene is oneoof joy and * dolce far niente1 as in the 
line which follows those last quoted, 1.336, where we find beneath 
the trees gatherings of people, and later, 1*339, the hint of 
romance.

Of other similar scenes, which are found in the Divan, that 
in the beginning of poem 8 addressed to Tughanshah, serves to stress 
the same features: we find saffron (l.199-200), the waterlily (l.20l)
and the wild-tulip beds on the hill-tops (1.202). All are the sym
bols of spring, promising the happier, easier times that are the 
opposite of winter.

We should note that the blossoms, their colour and fragrance 
are in essence the outward signs of the spring. This is their 
meaning for our poet. His concern is not with the plants themselves 
but rather with what they symbolise. Here we have the crux of his 
relationship to the plants, trees and flowers of his environment,

Azraqi observes the spring and the new plants and relates them 
to other things. We do not find him describing the vegetation in 
a manner that suggests it is gloomy or hostile; there is no hint 
of it being in any way forbidding. On the contrary it is all rich, 
pleasing colour and delightful fragrance.
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He relates the flowers in spring to music. ¥e have already 
mentioned the nightingale? in 1*1165, we find

“From the branches of the jasmine the little garden-worshipping 
birds have sung in barbudi melodies#”

Another example is' found in Is *212-215:

"You would think that the rose and tulip were of pure gold and 
coral, the mouth of the tulip of quicksilver, the face of the rose 
of sisanbar; you would say ifs. to-ing and fro-ing seizes melody 
in the pardah of yaqut (and?) in the fingers of the minstrel.” 

However, the link with music should best be regarded in its 
relationship to another theme associated with the flowers and 
plants# This is the theme of romance*

The relationship between flowers and romance and love<: is 
manifest in the manner in which the flowers in particular are 
symbols of vafious features of the beloved. In the first section 
we referred to the large number of plants that are used in this way. 
This fact is so well established that it is hardly necessary to 
support it by direct quotation from the Divan of Azraqi. What should
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"be noted is the manner in which, in the taghazzul, an initial 
description of the flowers etc, of the spring-time merges into the 
description of a lover. It is as if it has its own gurizgah. An 
example is provided in poem 19 > in praise of 1?ughanshah, It begins 
with a description of spring, stressing the transformation of the 
landscape and its new greenness; then Is,767-68:

j V 0 ujj >> &  v-x-3

j I ̂  v j csy<y> j ■> ay 0^

"From the reflection of the Vutp. and the reflection of the 
greenness arise two semi-circles from the face of the rain-laden 
cloud: yon would think that from so much greenness and redness
that the greenness is the youthful be aid of the beloved and the 
redness the beloved*s lips,"

Here the fresh greenery and the red of the roses cause the poet 
to think of the lover.

Alternatively it may be the lover that is thought of first, who**- 
qualities o£ cause the poet to allude to flowers; thus in
poem 20, Is.828-29 near the beginning:

jijj uy a/* y j y

j v /. f >'
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"Joy in the heart of that new moon-like one through the wine 
(causes?) an effect in the head of that beautiful plaything; from 
the curls of her tresses are jasmine petals scented with civet, 
the ends of his/her tresses iipon the jasmine, pizteih cut- c.

Whatever the direction of the train of thought, whether from 
flowers to lover or the other way about, we can see how the plants 
are ancilliary to the poet's concern with love. In so many of these 
poems, although he begins with descriptions of spring and its 
attendant plants, the poet rarely fails to allude to love in some 
way or other; for example in the very first poem although the 
tashbib is a long description of a storm and the landscape, the poet 
still finds it pertinent to refer to the lovers Vamiq and 'Adhra.

We have already suggested a symbolism in his preoccupation with 
flora. Likewise in his treatment of the theme of love, Azraqi uses 
it as a backdrop. Additional evidence for this point of view is 
found when we consider the way in which the various plants assume a 
charm and fantasy. Not only are there the familiar metaphors where 
the lily is the bosom or the violets the hair, but on numerous 
occasions we find an exoticism as in 1.266t

j j/\» j ^  j lP'T ^  J

"Its trees (those of the king's garden) of aloes wood, its 
leaves of emerald, its vegetation of mina, its earth of ambergris."

The use of rare perfumes and precious stones lend an air of 
luxury and even gaudiness. In this example, as with others^the aim 
of the poet is to promote a charm and fantasy about the plants and
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flowers. His purpose in doing so may be to celebrate the spring and 
Nawruz, or to sing of his lover. However ̂because of the requirements 
of the qasIda, it is the praise of the patron and a suitable reward 
for himself that is his motivation; and the madh forms the main
part of the poems. The description of flowers in the spring is
indicative of a new year and a new hope which the generosity of the 
mamduh can make reality; and the flowers,like the belovedjinay point 
to the beauty of the king, such flattery aiming to loosen the purse- 
strings.

The vegetation as recorded by Azraqi shows him to have the 
stance of an observer; he views this part of his world with detach
ment. There is no real involvement or even nostalgia; consider the 
number of examples referred to in which he says; 'you would think* 
or 'you would say that* such a plant is like such a thing; this is 
an attitude of the observer, not of a man passionately involved with
this aspect of the natural world. He sees the dolour, smell and
perfumes and hears the birds singing in the trees, but they are 
symbolic of other things. His interest is not in them for their 
own sake. Emotionally he is detached. Indeed nature is of 
less importance to him than it would be to another poet in another 
culture•

His relationship to the plants and flowers as an observer is 
part of the problem of discovering the perspective in which he 
viewed it. Apart from the elements bringing about the regeneration 
of the plants during the spring, there is no suggestion that there 
is any system in what he sees, or any cause and effect. Rather from
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those plants with which he is acquainted, he chooses a number that 
are apt. The way the lines are strung together means that each of 
the bayts can stand independent of its context. This may be seen 
in Is.331-5> where not only the bayt, but even each misra can stand 
as an individual unit. The description of each plant is, as it were, 
a particle. What gives unity is the context of spring. Perhaps 
Azraqi has a perspective of the vegetable kingdom which is 'atomistic* 
in concept (48) • In the poetry he views the plants individually 
as they appear; the unity is provided by God, the Dadgar of 1.324, 
who ordains the seasons and all things. This perspective in the 
larger natural world is an orthodox Muslim one (49)* Azraqi then 
is consistent with his society.
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FLORA - NOTES

1) Be Fouchecour, p.214*
2) ibid, p.65 for conventional usage*
3) Encyclopaedia Brittanioa.
4) Be Fouche'cour, p.62: 'la fleur de gainier1.
5) ibid, p. 66 for conventional usage*
6) ibid, p*87*
7) Qur'an XXI,69.
8) Rami, op*cit., p*43«
9) Be Fouchecour, p*63*
10) 'Abd al Rasuli, p.101 note.
11) Be Fouchecour, p.91 for conventional usage.
12) Encyclopaedia Brittanioa and J. Bickie, The Hispano-Arab Garden* 

B.S.O.S. XXXI part 2, p*247* See Be Fotichecour, loc.cit. for 
conventional usage.

13) Be Fouchecour, p.67 for conventional usage.
14) " » p.68 " « "
15) For a brief discussion of the type of rose meant see

V. Sackville-West, in Legacy of Persia. O.U.P. 1968, pp.274-77*
16) Be Fouchecour, p.78 for conventional usage.
17) « « p.80 " " "
18) Browne, p.329, n.l.
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19) I* Melikoff, La fleur de la souffranee. Journal Asiatique, 
1967, 3-4, PP 341-60,

20
21
22

23

24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37 
58
39
40
41

He Fouchecour, p.73 for conventional usage,
'Abd al Rasull, p. 79*
Encyclopaedia Brittanioa, sihd for conventional usage Be Fouchecour
p.91.
A. S. Beveridge, The Babarnama Description of Faghana, J.R.A.S.
1910, p.128, n.70 and Bernal, p.127*
Beveridge op.cit., p.117*

/See Be Fouchecour p*81 for conventional usage,
H. Sabeti, Birakhtan-i Jangali-yi Iran, Tehran 1526, pp,150 
228,
Be Fouchecour p,85 for conventional usage,
11 u p,84 and the same for conventional usage,

ibid. p.85,
Sackville-West, p*275*
Be Fouchecour p.60 for conventional usage,
*Abd al Hasuli, p.68 reads raz for zar.
Be Fouchecour, p.60 for conventional usage.
11 11 p#58 » » «

Barthold op.cit., p.68.
Le Strange, op.cit., p#535*
Be Fouchecour p.88 for conventional usage 
it 11 p# q6 M " "
it 11 p - Q5 it 11 11

n " p.76 et seq, for conventional usage.
There are no miniatures extant from the Saljuq period.
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However, the Vaqvaq tree did duty for the talking tree of 
Alexander, It is illustrated in several copies of the Shahnama, 
e,g, one of these is from the "Demotte" Shahnama now in the Freer 
Gallery, Washington (no,55*25), which dates from the middle 
years of the 14th century, (i am indebted to Mr. B. Robinson 
for his assistance in this matter).
For the location of the tree, see Hudud al 1 Alam. p.228,

42) For the identification of zarang, usually called zirishk,
as the berberry, see Taqi Bahraini, Farhang-i Rusta*I, Tehran 
1516-17, vol.llt p.691 and l~!abeti, pp.33 and 224#

43) Hudud al 'Alam, index 3).
44) Pope and Ackerman, A Survey of Persian Art. Tokyo 1964-5, 

vol.Ill, chap.44*
45) Sackville-West, pp.259-291*
46) J. Dickie, op.cit.
47) Le Strange op.cit., p.4H*
48) H. Naisr, Islamic Studies. Beirut 1967, P*56.
49) ibid; speaking of the theologians* perspective of nature,

Hasr says 'they represent the "atomistic” conception of nature. 
They "atomise matter, spade and time and break the bond of 
causality which appears to connect::all things together ... (and) 
finds its cohesion and connection in the Divine Will which creates 
all things at every moment and is the direct cause of things.... 
(They) dissect nature into separate and discontinuous segments
in order to have 'gaps’ filled by the Divine Will Yet,
there is a unicity in nature through the single will that governs 
it and there is an inter-relation between things in their 
all being caused directly by the Prime Cause."
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- 7 -

THE A1IMAL KINGDOM

The following' section will "be concerned with*
a) the animals found in the divan, their identification 

and attributes, and
b) the position they occupy in the poet’s world.
The horse is dealt with elsewhere (see ’Kingship and the 

Virtues of Kings’), and for mythological animals such as the 
' anga, simurgh and the dragon see ’Persian Epos1

The ant, mur, occurs infrequently in the Divan, in 1.1225, 
and in 1.245* In the latter, the obvious characteristics of the 
creature - its smallness and insignificance - are clearly alluded 
toj 1.245s

"If a part of your wisdom were a lamp on his (iskandar’s) 
path, on a dark night he would have seen the foot-fall of the ant 
on marble."
Tiger

The tiger, babr, occurs rarely in Azraqi. It is found in 1.2299, 
where the mamduh is ’like the tiger’ (babrjdm). Since the tiger

Ant
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was considered by some to be more majestic than the lion (l), it is 
strange to find that it is so uncommon in the Divan, (2!). Two 
reasons may be considered to explain this fact. Firstly, as an 
animal the tiger may have been quite outside the experience of the 
poet, and secondly it may have been a stranger to the repertoire 
of animals that a poet of the period may have felt himself justified 
in using. Nevertheless, we should note that the animal in question 
is associated with majesty, in this case ^ughanshah.
Butterfly

The butterfly, parvana. is found in 1.206, where the spring 
air pours 'silvery butterflies* upon the garden. The image here 
is most probably comparing silvery butterflies to snow or rain (5)* 
Chamelion

The chamelion occurs as bu qalamun in 1.551* We learn that in 
the spring the musky wind exposes a chamelion carpet on the mountain
side. The main characteristic of this animal for us is its ability 
to change colour. There may be a hint of this in the line just 
mentioned. What is equally likely is that the poet merely wishes 
to emphasise a very colourful scene.
Zagh and Crow

Steingass offers several translations for zagh: crow, raven,
rook, even a sort of pigeon. Stephenson, however, in the zoological 
section of Nuzhat al Qulub translates it as rook (4); crow is his 
translation of kalagh, Arabic ghurab, (5) and furthermore he points 
out that the crow is one of the 'five reprobates* (6). As the crow 
was despised by Muslims, we may hope that when Azraqi refers to
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zagh, he has in mind the rook and not the crow* Certainly the manner 
in which zagh is used in no way suggests that it is the undesirable

9
crow#

The bird is regarded as one of the birds of the spring-time, 
as in 1*330, where the poet refers to the shrill call of the rook 
(nafir-i zagh) on the plane-tree. Yet in 1.54, it is the crow 
(ghurab)^approaches the delicate (chabuk) shrub whilst in the other 
half of the bayt, the dove is in the company of the lily.

Although we have chosen to regard the zagh as the rook, it 
is done so more from expediency than any absolute evidence. All 
three birds, rook, crow and raven, are similar, especially with 
regard to colour. I would not know how to distinguish between them. 
We have no good reason to believe that Azraqi could either (7).
Deer

We shall here consider rang, ghazal, ahu and also in this 
section gavazn.

The rang is rare in the Divan. From 1.1737, we learn that the 
rang is found on the mountains where it eats the leaves of the tulip 
(barg-i lala) and so produces milk in its breasts (pistan). To 
which animal is the poet here referring? Steingass proposes the 
following meanings! a wild mountain-goat, a wild ox or beast in 
general or a fine he-camel kept for stock. It appears that the rang 
is not to be considered as a type of deer. Also from the line in 
the Divan it is clear that the rang is neither a wild ox nor a 
he-camel. This leaves the mountain-goat, which interpretation is 
confirmed by the author of Burhan al Qati1! prey, the mountain goat, 
or the bull of the plains, gav-i dashti, (8). Unfortunately,
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Azraqi *s mention of the animal in question gives us no more useful 
information other than that it is a beast of the mountains •

The gavazn is similar in certain respects to the rang; in 
Modem Persian it means deer (9)» and according to Steingass in 
the Classical it may means deer, doe, elk, stag, and also a kind 
of mountain-ox. Let us look at the Divan to see whether Azraqi 
provides any information that will make our choice of meanings more 
straightforward.

In 1.1218, we are told that the buttocks of the gavazn become 
green through the unripe com, suggesting that it is an animal 
that is found near or in agricultural areas* We also leam from 
11s.18^8 and 796 that it has horns or antlers and they are hunted 
by the mamduh. Pinally in 1.727 we find the followings

•'Prom the dread of the lion on his banner, the mettled lion 
became visible in the form of the gavazn."

This suggests that in contrast to the lion the gavazn is a 
timid, fearful animal.

None of these examples permit us to say with any confidence 
that the animal alluded to is either a deer or the wild ox. However 
in the following line, 1.1218, mentioned above, we find that the 
gavazn and the ghazal, which we shall show is a young deer, apparently 
stand in apposition:

j
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"The buttocks of the gavazn. become green through the unripe 
com; the antlers of the ghazal become red through the tulips*"

It is not likely that the poet is using both gavazn and ghazal
to signify the same animal. The use of gavazn to confirm it
meaning the wild, ox is found in Nuzhat al Qulub (lO).

As has already been mentioned the ghazal is found in 1.1218, 
where it is suggested that its antlers are red. That the ghazal 
is the young of the deer is found not only in Steingass but also
in Nuzhat al Qulub (ll).

The ahu is the deer or gazelle (12). Azraqi uses this creature
in several ways and with varying attributes.

In 1.1838, he speaks of the Ahuwan-i khaymagl. which is a
conventionalised usage for the youths(or mistresses) of the camp.

With regard to the animal itself, and its qualities and 
characteristics, we have a certain amount of information. Thus 
from 1.2326, we learn that the stag, ahu-yi nar, is very graceful 
in its walk; in 1.2008, during the spring in the company of the 
nightingale, its grazing-ground is brightly coloured (by the newly 
blossomed plants), and that, 1.2009, its footprints leave behind the 
form of two almonds. During the winter, 1.1144, it drinks from 
icy ponds. Its antlers are red in colour, as 1.1221 indicates:

"Through the light of the la* 1-like shining sun the antlers 
of the deer of the plain become like fiery Khalkhal cloth,"

It is also to be noted that here Azraqi speaks of a deer whose
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habitat is the plain (dashti).
One of the deerfs most important qualities is that it may be 

a musk deer. This rich and valued perfume (see below) was obtained 
from the musk deer (13)* The poet alludes to this on several 
occasions; he speaks of the musk bladders in 1.1833, and states in 
1.744, that the deer that eats the grass that has grown in the 
shadow of the mamduh13 spear makes bladders of musk in its mouth 
from pomegranate seeds. More specifically, in 1.2179, Azraqi 
speaks of the musk deer of Kharkhiz:

.. fy 4  -I - -*i a * *  <SjF  ~iv

"When describing your nature the mouths of those who praise 
you become full of musk like the musk bladders of the Kharkhiz 
deer."

Steingass tells us that Kharkhiz is the name of a city in 
Khatay celebrated for its musks and silk-stuffs (see below).

In 1.725, we find mention of the ahu and musk:

,  ̂ j/
• ^ • * j 01 si*' /’O  ̂ 1

"The Indian deer ot the of the dust of his army cast
if* b\\vwdU\Vw*Ytheir musk bladders upon the plain of the Turks."

This suggests also that the ahuvan-i hind have bladders of 
musk; but how is it that they cast them upon the plain (dasht) of 
the Turks? As the mamdub, in this case is Ifughanshah, a Turk, the 
image involved in the line suggests the extent of his power and
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authority*
To reiterate, for Azraqi the deer is the ahu and its young 

we have taken to be the ghazal. In particular the poet is very
interested intthe musk deer because of its rich perfume. Rang and 
gavazn do not correspond at the period in question to their modem 
meanings, but indicate a mountain goat or ox and the wild ox 
pespeotively.
Rove

In this section we have chosen to discuss those birds called 
qumri and kabutar (14)* Before we attempt to distinguish and 
identify the birds in question, let us firstly learn what we can 
about them from what Azraqi says, noting any particular features.

The qumri occurs a few times. It has strong associations
with the spring; this is seen from 1*54 where it associates with
the susan-i nazuk* and possibly in 1.754 where the qumri. in 
apposition to the lamenting nightingale, weeps without tears from 
sad eyes. The qumri is also found in apposition to the singing 
nightingale; here the song of the qumri in the king* s garden is 
compared to the voice of the fanqa.

The kabutar does not appear in the Divan as one of the harbingers
of the spring. Its use is more metaphorical and descriptive. In
1.2197* the flying kabutar is like a WoN of (chu gu-yi
atish-i afrukhta) and in the following, there is a similar suggestion 
that the bird is red in colour, 11s.494-5*
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"From now until the Day of Resurrection, if from the world a 
kabutar should alight on the ground, because of the saturation of 
blood, whenever it picked up seed, the jujube would grow in its 
throat and crop*11

This line also draws our attention to the fact that the kabutar 
feeds humbly on grain. Indeed in 1.1565 we learn that the bird 
eats millet (arzan); it also suggests that it is prey for the claws 
and beak of the falcon (shahin). Its weak and timid nature is also 
pointed out in 1.291:

SJ? ^ J J! '<■'*- ;; ̂

"The leopard through dread of your spear, in supplication, 
seeks wings from the kabutar."

Here the contrast in the natures of these two creatures is 
clear; where the leopard is, or rather ought,to be, brave and strong, 
before the might of the mamdufr. it becomes timid and frightened 
like the kabutar.

Steingass translates qumri as turtle-dove or ring-dove; 
Stephenson translates it as turtle-dove and the fakhta as the 
ring-dove; Mustawfi also calls it 'a bird of pleasing notes1 (15)* 
This latter point is also one of the qualities that Azraqi noted 
about the bird. We may assume that the qumri is the turtle-dove.

The kabutar is given by Steingass as pigeon or dove, and 
Stephenson translates it as pigeon and also wood-pigeon (16).
Azraqi*s bird is probably the pigeon also; he has alluded to its 
eating grain; equally it may be the dove. Both birds are similar
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and by no means distinct species* No doubt this is the bird for 

whom dove-cotes or/and pigeon towers are built and are a familiar 

sight today, especially in the area of Isfahan.

Durra.j

This bird, the francolin of black partridge (17)» is mentioned 

in 1.471*
(18)

^

"(At the beating of the drum) in fear of its life the lion 
hides itself like the francolin behind thorns."

The apparent habit of this bird of hiding itself when in danger 

may be as a result of observation by the poet (19)* However, this 

behaviour of the bird seems to have been quite well known and as 
such may have almost become a poetic cliche; in Nuzhat al Qulub 
we read: ’when another bird pursues it, it enters a thorn (bush),

and takes firm hold on the trunk with its claws, and so remains 

safe* (20).

Eaglfe
Whereas many of the other birds that we have already discussed 

are connected with the spring and its associated themes, the eagle, 

*uqab, being a mighty bird of prey is linked rather with martial 
aspects. Although the bird is not frequently mentioned in the 

Divan, a typical usage is found in 1.794* where the mamdub1 s arrow 
is like the iron-beaked eagle which slays the enemy; thus is stressed 

the strength and deadliness of the eagle. Also it should be noted
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that the bird has royal attributes, for in this case it is compared 
to the arrow of a king, *pughanshah* Its size in 1,87 is contrasted 
by implication with that of a small bird, the sa’va.

Elephant
It is likely that Azraqi, like many of his contemporaries was 

acquainted with the elephant through literature (2l), and through 
the use of this beast as an arm of the military. In the Divan it is 

found in the context of the war-elephant. Its great strength 
impresses itself upon the imagination of our poets in 1.1906, he 
speaks of its mighty neck and thighs, in I.506 it is huge like a 
mountain. Azraqi speaks of its mighty charge, as in 1.44&, which 
is so terrifying that it makes the lion assume the form of the vixen, 
and in I.468, he speaks of the tumult - darugir - of the elephants 
of the camp. Yet in spite of its terrifying charge and strength, 
it is slow-moving and does not possess the dexterity of the lion, 
as is indicated in 1.506s

It is interesting that Azraqi should refer to this tactical 
drawback of the elephant’s martial capability.

Nevertheless the elephant in this role must have been awe
inspiring and so memorable that Tughanshah had pictures of war 
elephants embellishing his palace as this misra* shows,

"But at the time of battle the lean lion . i’ec.vs the hibz,j 
sWxrv from the elephant.”
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1.283:

"On the guff as, pictures of war elephants "
Falcon

Although Tughan as in ̂ ughanshah means falcon, the poet makes 
no use of it for punning.

This bird of prey, baz, is apparently a generic term for a number 
of different types, of which the best hunters were the white ones 
(22), andjindeed Azraqi refers to the hunting of the white falcon 
in 1.155 and the same species is again mentioned in 1*1129. The 
merciless nature of the bird and the ferocity of its talons is 
pointed out in 1.855, where the plain (gahra) is its habitat:

* J J J  ■ > £ >  j j  ‘A  ^  3  d ' 1 J

"Through your (mamduh*s) security and justice, the talons of 
the falcon in the desert fall away and its beak grows to pick up 
seeds."

Another usage employed by Azraqi must be mentioned. In 1.1129 
and 1.155, "fche white falcon is found in the company of the owl 
(.jughd). However, they are contrasted with one another, the owl 
being regarded as treacherous in 1.1129, and in 1.155? as elsewhere 
in Persian literature, it is thought of as a bad omen in contrast to 
the falcon; 1.155:

"Although the owl hunts like the white falcon, as an omen there
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is a difference apparent between the owl and the falcon,"
Fox

The part that the fox, rubah, plays in Azraqi*s poems is that 
of a timid animal (23), More especially we find that it is con
trasted withtthe power and majesty of the lion, as in 11s,1906, 

747, 854* Usually it is by the power of the patron's nature that 
the character of the fox is transformed so that it can face the 
ferocity of the lion, as in 1.1180, It is always the timidity or 
shyness of the creature that is axiomatic; there is no suggestion 
of that craftiness with which it is associated in our literature.

On one occasion Azraqi tells us something about the behaviour 
of the fox, which may be based upon actual observation, 1.2198.

/ / / „ 
o Sj j  M  43* J jy j 6 ^ ^

"Such is the heat that the fox with its nails and teeth pulls 
out the hair from its skin,"

This line is found in a tashblb, describing a hot time of the
year.

Ghurm
This animal, translated by Steingass as a mountain-sheep or 

a horned fighting-ram, is mentioned in 1.796, where it is hunted 
by 'J’ughanshah for its leather (charm) (24).
Gnat

The pashsha is mentioned in 1.87 in a husn-i maqta*:
U<vhl the gnat "tgars the back and mane of the lion..." Not 

only is the poet stating what is for him a well-established and
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common fact, but the size and respective strength of the two creatures 

is contrasted (25)*
Goat

Azraqi regards the goat as a humble animal and the concern of the 

poor, as this unpretentious line illustrates, 1*1157s

j / ,  J ltf- f / h t  * 2 / ^  3

"For a wretch like me what is to be done, for at home I do 

not have two lame goats,"

Gunjishk

This bird, which we may translate as the sparrow, is found in 

line 856, where the justice of the patron is such that it can make 
its nest in the eye of a snake. The usual smallness and weakness 
of the bird is here alluded to.

Gur
The famous wild ass is mentioned in 1.1844 where it is associated 

with the plain (dasht), and in the company of other animals is 
hunted by the king.

Hayun
This animal which probably indicates the dromedary, in 1.504 

is regarded as having an admirable form.
J ackal

The shikal from the context of 1,1245 moves coweringly in a 

craven manner.

ICharpusht

Tiie kharpusht, hedgehog, occurs in 11s.745> 1245, 2044* The
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aspect of the creature with which Azraqi is most concerned is that 
it can withdraw its head within itself for protection, andis clearly 

seen from 1.1245*

"If your enemy should put an arrow to his “bow, the arrow-head 
like a hedgehog would withdraw into the arrow."
Kulang

The crane, kulang. is mentioned in 1.2010 and it records an 

observation of a sight the poet might well have seen himself 
during the spring (26).

t f n V  &  / ■  ^  ^ J ^  ' X

"See in the sky the crying flights of cranes, like a numerous 
caravan on a narrow road."
Lion

The lion is probably the commonest of the animals found in the 
Divan. Azraqi usually uses the Persian word shir, as well as 
denoting it by Arabic terms such as hizabr and ghazanfar. Of 
course, the lion has been used for centuries as a symbol of power 
and majesty, and it is these very characteristics with whicl^zraql 
most concerns himself. He makes no use of Arslan (lion in Turkish) 
although it is the name of Tughanshah's father. In Nuzhat al Qulub, 
we find the matter put succinctly: "He is the most powerful and
terrible and majestic of the beasts of prey ..••• When the lion
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kills his prey he eats its heart and some of the other parts, and 
leaves the rest, and does not return to his half-eaten meal; he 

does no injury to a menstruous woman; and any animal that approaches 
him with submission he neither pursues nor injures; he is jealous 
of the female. And these qualities are those of kings; therefore 
he is called the ICing of Beasts." (27) Obviously this is the animal 
that the poet uses most often in images pertaining to his royal 

patrons•
Although the lion was found in Persia until very recent times, 

and there is the possibility that Azraqi may even have seen one, 
we must assume that his acquaintance with it is based on literary 

tradition (28).

On several occasions the poet mentions the power and ferocity 
of the lion. We have already pointed this out above, as in the 
section dealing with the fox, where the weak and timid nature of 
this animal is contrasted with that of the lion. The power of the 

lion - zur-i ghafeanfar - is also cited in 1,304* Also from 11s.505-6 
we are told how the lean lion in battle is more dextrous than the 
fat elephant.

Being fierce and powerful, we find the lion mentioned in the 
context of battle with a view to the greater glorification and 

praise of the mamdub; a typical example is found in 1.68, where 

although the enemy is the lion, it is no match for the mamduh:
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to 30
’’Were his enemy^in the two eyes of the lion, the two hands of 

death would enter the lion’s eyes like sleep."
Other examples where the lion is found in a martial context 

may he seen in 11s.298 and 1771-2.
Also in the martial context we find that the lion is used as 

a blazon on the king’s flag, as in 1.1236, 1.727 and the following, 
1.793, which also involves the zodiac sign of Leo the Lion:

"More than a thousand times every moment, the Lion in heaven 
seeks protection from the lion of your banner."

In each of the lines that we have cited as having the lion

this is not always so; see below ’Kingship and the Virtues of 
Kings’). This might suggest the lion is the particular emblem of 

this patron; however, we also find the suggestion that this very 

king's enemy also had a similar blazon, 1,1243*

"The enemy flees such that the lion of his banner does not 
move from dread of you except like a jackal."

In the foregoing examples the majesty and regal nature of the 
lion is implied as being in the nature of the king, Other-jlines 
which reinforce this are, for example, 1.608, and 1*451, where 
Tughanshah is described as shir"shikar.

as an heraldic emblem, the mamdub of the poem is Tughanshah, (but
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Nahang
The two more important meanings of nahang are crocodile and 

shark* The former is the meaning found in Fuzhat al Qulub (29);

hazards that face them that his nahang is the shark (30)• When 
Azraqi refers to the nahang, which creature does he have in mind? 

Most likely Azraqi had never actually seen either and is merely 
indicating a terrible, deadly beast of the waters*

The deadly nature of the nahang is clearly shown in 1*1234, 
where it is also the image of a sword:

"In the two eyes of your enemy from the surface of your sword

On two occasions we find the deadly nahang associated with the 

shell and its pearl, in 11s*1189 and 1239* In both lines, because 
of the fear inspired by the creature, the shell and/or its pearl 
are consumed by the nahang* As Tusi refers to sharks among the 
pearl-beds, it seems that it is the shark that our poet has in 

mind. Elsewhere the nahang hides its head like a hedgehog in 

protection in fear of the mamduh (1*745), and the patron1s horse 
dives into the seas like a nahang (1.1275)* In both lines the words 
used for sea are darya and bihar respectively; here we are faced 
with an ambiguity as to whether it is really the sea that is intended 

or a wide stretch of water, such as a lake or great river. In view 

of the lack of further evidence the safest course may be to regard 
the nahang as a ferocious aquatic animal. (31)

however it is clear from Tusi's discussion of pearl-divers and the

the deshhrinciting nahang holds ;itsvjfooutIil croen. “
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Nightingale
The nightingale is one of the commoner birds that are found 

in the Divan* It is usually called bulbul * also * andalib and 
zand-wafi in 1*555* Its use is conventional? it is the bird that 

signifies the lover of the rose during the spring-time, as in 

1*550, 1*555, 1*754 and 1*775* The other aspect of the nightingale 
which the poet expresses is its song, as in 1*915, and implicitly in 

1*1595:

/ . .. vki / ^
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"Through the vicissitude of time (?), the nightingale of my 
nature remained inarticulate, dumb and voiceless,"
Ostrich

The ostrich is mentioned in 1.575 and is sailed na*ama. The 
line tells us that whereas the food of the parrot is sugar that of 
the ostrich is embers (akhgar)* Here it seems that Azraqi is 
referring to popular contemporary tradition. He is supported in 
this by Mustawfl, who says that the ostrich *eats fire, and sand, 

and stones, and receives no injury thereby.* (52).

Owl
We have already had occasion to mention the owl, .jughd when 

considering the falcon. Although a hunter, it, the owl, was 
associated with misfortune* This traditional, sinister aspect of 

the owl is further emphasised in 1*1297, where it is linked with 

ruins (55)*
Palang

This animal is usually considered to be the leopard. Azraqi
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provides sufficient information to substantiate this* In 1*1155 
he speaks of its colourful back, and in 1.1175 states that its back 
is black and yellow. Of its other characteristics, we learn that 
like the horse of the mamduh it canters about the mountains (1*1275)* 
Being* powerful and ferocious it is an animal that is used similarly 
to the lion. Thus we find implications of its bravery, as in 
11s*291 and 1771-2. Like the lion it is also used as a blazon, 
as can be seen from 1*1236:

’’Leopard and lion quiver on the crescent banner, bodies of 
Yamani woven cloth, souls from the north wind.”

Lines 2250 and 726 also contain the suggestion that through 
some aspect of the king's nature the leopard sheds its skin like 
a snake; the former also specifies the leopard in question as 
being the palang-i barbari. (34)•
Parrot

The parrot, tuti. is one of the commoner birds that occur in 
the Divan. Essentially it figures as a brightly coloured bird that 
is associated with the spring, e.g. 1.339* We also have references 
to it eating what appears- to be its favourite food: sugar, in
11s.339 a M  5 7 3 . its ability to speak is mentioned in 1.154* 
Partridge

The partridge is mentioned in I.I603, as kabg. It is a bird 
of the spring, here making melody beneath the cypress and playing
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the harp - naghma-yi kabgan-i rudzan. Mustawfl describes it as 
*a beautiful bird, with graceful march and sweet songt (55)* 
Azraqi also mentions the kabg-i dari in 1*2526, noting that is is 
very gracious in its walk* Again Mustawfl mentions this bird as 
being a larger variety of partridge (56).
Peacock

The peacock, which is called tavus is used conventionally by 
Azraqi (37). It is the obvious and splendid plumage of the bird 
with which he concerns himself, as in 11s.599 and 525 > where the 
colours of its feathers recall to the poet the colours of the 
spring-time. Although its plumage is so splendid the poet 
it W'tth ihfe-Ugliness of its feet, as in 1*789 and in the following, 
1*526, which also involves the season of springs

l* Although the shoots of the gerden have1 become like tie 
foot of the peacock, in less than a month the -peacock shall 
draw its feathers about its feet

Sar
This bird, the starling, is mentioned in 1*771* The form of 

the tulip is said to be like the muslqy back of the starling and 
reference is also made to the marks (nuqtha) on its back. Both 
these remarks fit well with the features of the bird. The line 
forms part of a description of spring and to mention the sar 
here is appropriate for Mustawfl tells us that it comes to Iran 
in the spring (58)*
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Sa*va
This bird, which Steingass gives as * a hen-sparrow with a 

red head, a finch*, is found in 1*87* We learn merely that it 
flies.
Shahln

The shahin is the royal falcon or gerfalcon. As a well-known 
bird of prey, Azraqi refers to its speed, 1.504? its beak and talons 
prey on the. pigeon (kabutar), a fact substantiated by Mustawfl (39), 
I.1565. Azraqi also refers to the eyes of this bird; in 1.211 they 
put tears in the eye of Gemini because of their brightness (40), 
and in 1.8, during spring storms, the air becomes like the eye 
(dida) of the royal falcon. One assumes that Azraqi believes its 
eye to be watery (?).
Sharak

In 1.154, this bird is said to be able to speak like the parrot. 
It may be the v̂\|v\4\ bird (41)*
Snake

The snake is quite frequently mentioned in the Divan, on at 
least a dozen occasions (42). It is called mar finA af1 a (af *i in 
Modern Persian). The poet employs the shape of the snake in various 
simil^es; for example in 1.59* in spring the black, swift, turning 
clouds are like snakes, their mouths full of fire and water, the 
latter point probably referring to poison, a fact noted in 1.608,
The danger the snake may pose is mentioned in 1.856 and in I.I64O, 
where the anger of the mamdub can induce sleep in it. In both lines 
the danger of the snake lies in its eyes. This notion probably 
arises from the popular belief that some snakes, the worst, could
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The poet also mentions in 11s.726 and 2250 how the snake sheds

its skin.
In 1.769-70, Azraqi also draws our attention to the popular 

contemporary belief, that in the head of the snake was a stone (44) • 
However he does not have occasion to credit it with any of the usual 
magical properties.

Both the fear of the snake and its form make it suitable for
use in images of war. The patron1s spear is snake-like in form as
well as deadly in nature, 1.679? and in 1.1854 at the thought of 
the lord's snake-like spear the kernel and tifis (taralc) of the 
enemy's bones become snake and serpent.
Susmar

The lizard is mentioned in 11s.1788 and 599. The colour of 
its back interests the poet, in the former line it is golden and 
in the latter it is shiny, starry and dewy.
Whale

This, as val, is mentioned in 1.1220 and 1.1348* In the latter 
it seems that its size is alluded to, for in a war scene we are told 
that the horse becomes a ship, the attack the power of the xrave, 
the plain the sea and the sword in it the mahl-yi val. The acceptance 
of the whale as a fish is also emphasised in 1.1220, where we learn 
that its scales (sic) are softened by warm water.
Wolf

The gurg is found in 1.2064 where it is a threat to the herd.
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Yuz
This animal which may he the cheeta (45) > or according to 

Steingass a small panther or ounce, occurs in 1.1143* This poem is 
on the theme of winter, and as such the head of the yuz becomes fair 
(zar) like the head of Zal* This suggests that rather than the 
cheeta, another animal of the cat family such as the ounce is 
intended, an animal variously identified as the lynx or snow leopard, 
which latter definition would suit our purpose.
Zaghan

This bird, which Stephenson translates as kite (46), occurs in 
1.1609* We learn that it steals carrion.

(Mythological animals, such as the fanqa, simurgh and dragon 
will be dealt with elsewhere^

We have had occasion to deal with more than forty creatures 
as found in the qasa'id. Animals form the larger part of the 
repertoire, followed by birds and there is also mention of the fish, 
the val. There is also a large range in the size of the creatures, 
from the ant to huge beasts such as the elephant. It is clear that 
since the Divan by contemporary standards is not to be thought of 
as particularly large, the animal kingdom occupied a not incon
siderable part of the poetic imagination.

It is a problem io abtqaapt to decide the extent to which the 
creatures mentioned by Azraqi are part of his poetic imagination 
and to what extent they constitute knowledge gained from actual 
observation or experience. The animals, insects, birds, etc. which 
he concerns himself with may well have been seen first hand; he may
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have seen elephants in the army, lions in the mountains and wild 
asses in the plain. On the other hand it is difficult, although 
not completely unreasonable, to see how he could have been acquainted 
with creatures such as the whale or even the nahang. It is more 
likely that his knowledge of some of the more exotic creatures - if 
not most - is derived from the literary tradition of his own era.

This last point is reinforced by the fact that in the use of 
animals in his imagery, Azraqi gives them a stereotyped function.
One animal or bird comes to stand for one particular thing or 
characteristic. Thus the lion is always a symbol of fierceness and 
strength, likewise the leopard; the fox, however, is timid and cowardly. 
Azraqi makes obvious use of such aspects when praising his patron 
or denigrating his patron's enemy. Creatures with characteristics 
such as these are to be found almost exclusively in the madh.

On the other hand there is a large number of creatures, mainly 
birds, that are associated with the spring; where else could we 
expect to find the nightingale except in the company of the spring
time rose, or other birds such as the dove or partridge except in 
the garden at Nawruz? Especially with regard to those animals 
and birds that are mentioned in the tashbib is it difficult for us 
to assume here we have the result of the poet's own observations.
Their use is so conventionalised by literary tradition that he need 
never have seen a nightingale or any of the other birds and animals 
found in the tashbib.

Only rarely is it that the poet is describing something original 
and not conventionalised. His innovation is not the repertoire of 
creatures but the information and allusions to them in poetry (47)*
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Yet even the descriptioh of the charming, timid behaviour of the 
durra.i is, as we have seen from Mustawfl, well known to be character
istic of the bird.

The debt in which Azraqi stands to his own literary tradition 
is reinforced at every point. Of the animals that might be thought 
of as common, household animals, the only one with which he really 
concerns himself is the goat; he does not concern himself with such 
animals mainly because it would limit the aims of his imagery, which 
are mainly to picture the delight, promise and pleasure of the spring 
in the tashbib, and to praise outlandishly the mamduh in the madh.

It should also be noted, if only to stress once again the 
importance of literary tradition, that Azraqi mentions a number of 
contemporary, and possibly still prevalent, popular beliefs con
cerning certain animals* We may draw attention to what he has to 
say about the ostrich, the way it eats embers, or the deadly power 
that the snake possesses in its eyes; there is also the association 
of misfortune inherent in the owl. Westerners and the educated may 
today scoff at such ideas, but it by no means diminishes the realities 
that such facts held for Azraqi andjhis contemporaries.

The assumption may fairly be drawn that since the way various 
creatures are portrayed in the Divan reveal a convention imposed by 
the genre, the poet has no need to revert;; to his actual experience. 
The creatures involved become first of all a series of labels, used 
to indicate a particular season or a facet of human behaviour. Thus 
certain animals in time come to be equated with certain things; 
a simple example is that Steingass gives as an alternative meaning 
for nahang a sword; the nightingale may stand for the impassioned
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lover. It may be that the poet is not seeing the particular animal 
that the word represents primarily, but rather its secondary meaning.
The poet may even be isolated from the environment of nature. He 
may make no attempt to see animals for what they are; he may choose 
to see the lion only as a pseudonym for bravery or ferocity, and 
thus as only another adjective to apply to his patron. The animal 
world may tend to become merely part of the backdrop of the spring 
or a convenient way to add lustre to the praise of his master.

It is easy to judge a poet such as Azraqi harshly, by our own 
norms, for showing little originality and following slavishly the 
precedents imposed by the conventions of the genre. Even if his 
images are often more imaginative than his contemporaries he still 
works in the same themes. Nevertheless the genre and manner in 
which he wrote must have been welcomed by its audiences and appreciated; 
to what else can we attribute the genre's popularity. Rather than 
view a poet such as Azraqi as spending his time trying to breathe 
new life into the dead bones of convention, we may do better to 
realise that he is here manipulating not so much a sterile convention 
but rather an alternative vocabulary.
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ANIMAL KINGDOM - NOTES

l) Hamdallah Mustawfi Qazvini, Nuzhat al Qulub, the Zoological 
Section, translated by J. Stephenson, Oriental Translation 
Fund, New Series, vol.XXX, R.A.S. 1928, p.27*

/
2)n c.f. conventional usage, De Fouchecour, p*155*
5) " 11 " " " p.223*
4) Stephenson, p.74*
5) ibid#. p#81 and text p#114*
6) ibid. p.xviii.
7) c.f. conventional usage, De Fouchecour, p.147*
8) Divan-i 'TJthman Mukhtari# p*84 note.
9) Haim, Shorter Persian-English Dictionary# Tehran 1967*
10) Stephenson, p.25 and text p. 36*
11) ibid* p.20.
12) ibid. p.19 and n.4, text p.28.
13) ibid, see p.20 for the Medieval ideas on the matter.
14) c.f. conventional usage, De Fouchecour, p.142 and p,149»
15) Stephenson, p.86 and text p*119j n.b. p.86 n.l points out that 

there are six species of dove (including the wood-pigeon) in the 
fauna of Iraq..

16) ibid, p.68, text p.97? and for wood-pigeon p.93* text p.127.
In n.2, p.93, the translator also points out that it may be 
rendered 1 turtle-dove*5 this presumably refers to the Arabic



warashan as well as the Persian. He also says that it may he 
eaten; the text reads na ma!kul al lahm; in vie\\r of the sub
sequent statements in the notice, the text is erroneous, 
ibid, p.71#
Read Ichasha for gayd, *Abd al Rasuli, p. 18.
In contrast with the conventional usage, He Fouchecour p,148, 
Azraqi would seem to know more about this bird.
Stephenson loc.cit.
c.f. conventional usage, He Fouchecour, p.158-9*
Stephenson, p.63, text 89*
c.f. conventional usage, He Fouchecour, p.155.
tt 11 tt 11 n p. 155.
ibid.
ibid. p.149.

Stephenson, p.27.
c.f. conventional usage He Fouchecour, p.150-1.
Stephenson, p.51.
Ikisi, pp. 85-6.

c.f. conventional usage, He Fouchecour, p.156? Azraqi would 
seem to be better informed.
Stephenson, p.91j c.f. conventional usage, He Fouchecour p.150, 
again Azraqi would seem to be better informed, 
c.f. conventional usage, He Fouchecour, p.147.
Mustawfi, p.227, Barbar is located on the west coast of the 
Red Sea. The shedding of its skin may be a poetic conceit but 
the closeness of the leopard and the snake is pointed out in 
Stephenson, p.35*
c.f. conventional usage, He Fouchecour, p.152.
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35) Stephenson, p.83; c.f. conventional usage, he Fouchecour, p.145*
36) Stephenson loc.cit.j see also A. S. Beveridge, Baburnama in

English, London 19^9, Appendix H, xiviii-ix, for discussion of 
this bird and the Himalayan snow-cock and the keaning of dari 
etc.

37) c.f. conventional usage, he Fouchecour, p. 144 p.200.
38) Stephenson, pi75*
39) ibid. p.76.
40) c.f. the usage of Manuchihri in he Fouchecour p.147.
41) I owe this suggestion to Mr. Simon higbyj see also he Fouchecour

p. 148.
42) c.f. conventional usage, he Fouchecour, p,154> Azraqi again

shows a greater knowledge of this creature.
43) Stephenson p.39*
44) '£usl, p.142, where itscmagical properties are also mentioned,
45) Stephenson, p.47 cl1 the text.
46) ibid. p.67 and text p.9&*
47) By comparison with he Fouchecour*s lists this is the case.

He also says of Azraqi*s usage of animals: ”(il) donne peu de
place aux aniraaux et il nevrles decrit pas” (p.22l). This can 
hardly be regarded as a just statement.
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AZRAQI1S KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORLD

In the Divan Azraqi mentions a number of places, areas and 
geographical features# Often these places, areas etc#, are given 
certain attributes; we learn that they are famed for certain products 
or are renowned for certain features. Here we shall examine the 
poet’s knowledge of the world about him.

Essentially we know nothing of Azraqi*s own experience of the 
world outside his own city of Herat. We cannot say whether he ever 
had the opportunity to travel any distance from Khurasan. However 
of the places he mentions by name, it is rare that he mentions places 
within Persia; usually he mentions distant lands and places, ’far
away places with strange-sounding names’# Even if he did not gain 
his knowledge of these places by seeing them for himself or by dis
cussion with those who had, it is clear that he must have relied 
upon traditional geographies of his time or upon other poets who 
by employing a similar theme, set a precedent for the genre.

To the north-east of Khurasan, beyond Transoxiana, lay the vast 
steppes of Central Asia, which during the Middle Ages was the home 
of many nomadic tribes# At our period the most important of these 
were the various tribes of Turks, who in Azraqi*s time had come to 
hold political sway in the lands of the east of Islam. Azraqi
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mentions two of these areas in 1*20:

"If there were not slaves for him (Tughanshah) from KhuIIakh and 
Yaghma, the world would not recognise Khullakh, the firmament would

Mustawfi mentions the Khullakh, which Le Strange reads as 
Khalakh, amongst Turkish tribes in the territories of Tarsiyan and 
Uighur, and the editor adds that they were a tribe famous for their 
beauty (l)* Closer in time to our poet was the author of Hudud al 
'Alam, of the late tenth century; the tribe is also mentioned here 
in some detail and Minorsky in his commentary identifies them as the 
Qarluq, placing their lands to the east of modem Tashkent (2), The 
Yaghma are also mentioned as lying to the east of the Khallukh (3). 
Azraqi's suggestion that these regions produced slaves is strengthened 
by Le Strange's reference to their beauty; nor should we forget that 
the founder of the Ghaznavids, Sebuk-Tegin, also probably originated 
from this part of the world (4)*

Another place in what is for us remote Central Asia mentioned 
in the Divan is Khutan. It is mentioned at least three times. In 
1.2120, the reference is to the of IChutan - shahr-i Khutan;
in line, 1.1584, and the following 1.1626, p.64 we find the common 
denominator of musk:

not praise Yaghma."
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u}j’roi.i the dejire of your musky locks, 0 doi’Be with 
white but too a s , the nuvei of the deer in ICnutan ' makes 
oure musk from bloods-' *' ■ " ■ ■-

The fame of the quality of the musk from the deer of Khutan is 
stressed by Mustawfi (5)* The author of Hudud al ’Alam is acquainted 
with the town, and places it on the boundary of China and Tibet (6).
The town on modem maps is to be found in Chinese Sinkiang.

In I*l6l5, p.64, Tibet is also mentioned. Like Khutan, Azraqi 
refers to the musk found there which perfumes the tresses of the beloved. 
The musk of Tibet is mentioned in both the Hudud al 'Alam (7) and 
the zoological section of the Nuzhat al Qulub, where we learn that 
although the musk of Khutan is the best, that of Tibet is more often 
met with.

Of places kore distant thah Tibet and Khutan, Azraqi knows 
Khita. This is the word anglicized to Gathay, which was applied to 
China during the Middle Ages and even Modem Times, However, it is 
unlikely that it signified the whole of China for our poet and his 
audience. That it is located far to the east is evident from 
1.1619; rather than the whole of China, Khita for the Muslim 
geographers means Northern China (9)• The name appears to be derived 
from the tribe K'itan who united Northern China and Mongolia after 
about 917 A.D. (10). Speaking of •Awfi's understanding of the term 
Khitay in the sixth century of the Hijra, Barthold says that he 
’must have understood not the whole of China (as in modem times), 
but at most only the country of the Khitay, who were at that time 
ruling in the northern part of the Middle Kingdom, or more probably 
the empire of the Qare-Khitay or Western Liao1, (ll).

Azraqi himself tells us a little more about the Khita in 11s.1584-5J
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in describing the beloved, he refers to the naqsh-i Khita, the 
pictures of Khita. None of the sources we have consulted attribute 
to Cathay fame for its pictures or paintings. However, Mustawfi, 
in his notice on China (Chin) says 'the population for the most 
part worship idols (being Manicheans) of the sect of Man! the 
Painter* (12). This may explain Azraqi*s verses.

Chin is also mentioned by the poet, in the following, 1.1178j

"Because they bring him (mamdub) slaves from Chin, on the 
borders of Chin grows the mandrake in the form of men."

We have drawn attention to this line previously when dealing with 
vegetation. We drew attention to the areas where the mandrake was 
known to be found and it was not China proper but rather Central 
Asia once again that seemed to be intended. Another factor which 
must make us think carefully about what the poet understood by the 
term Chin, is that Azraqi speaks of slaves from this place. As we 
have already pointed out above the Turkish tribes to the north and 
north-east of the lands of Islam were a favourite source for slaves 
not China. Perhaps by hadd-i chin Azraqi is intending no more than 
to indicate a distant, powerful land in Central Asia. Minorsky, 
commentating on Hudud al 'Alam, draws our attention to the vagueness 
of the Muslim geographers in this region; the Hudud al 'Alam itself 
is shown to be best acquainted with the Tarim basin and Kan-su (13)*

It is clear that when he mentions distant places in Central 
Asia, Azraqi is in terra incognita. His knowledge is traditional and
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imprecise. When dealing with places that are nearer to him in dis
tance, his knowledge does not increase proportionately. Rather he 
still relies on tradition and gives places their stock attributes.
A good example is found in 11s.706-7> where four places are cited 
with their respective attributes:

"Walk graciously towards me, for the sake of your gracious walk 
I threw up a thousand domes from Kashmir and Qandahar with daises 
covered with brocade from Shushtar with strings of pearls from the

This example mentions places that are very far apart and each 
has an exotic speciality. Pearls are associated in this case with 
Zangibar. The name means the coast of Zang. the modem name being 
Zanzibar. For Muslims the term included the whole of the eastern 
coast of Africa known to them (14)•

In contrast to the African coast and its pearls, Azraqi also 
refers to a town in Persia, Shushtar. It was here that diba, 
brocade, was manufactured, a material to which the town owed consider
able fame (15)» (also see below).

The other line of the example mentions the domes of Kashmir 
and Qandahar. This refers to idol-temples. On the subject of 
Kashmir, the ffudud al 1 Alam says: ’Qashmir is a large and pleasant

sea of Zangibar.n
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land (shahr) • •••• It possesses many idol-temples to which the Hindus 
come on pilgrimage.’ (l6)* Qandahar is also mentioned in 1.755» 
where in the spring-time the plain (gabra) reveals a temple (naw-bahar) 
like Qandahar. Our tenth century geographer says of this places 
' a large town In which there are numerous idols of gold and silver.
It is a place of hermits and brahmans' (17)* However, what must be 
pointed out at once is that this is a place totally different from 
its Muslim namesakes in modem Afghanistan and the Punjab. This 
must be the torn Azraqi is referring to here; Le Strange supports 
this when he draws attention to the fact that during most of the 
period the town in Afghanistan is not to be found in the geographies
(18). The town with its idols and no doubt qubbas is a locality in
India, its Indian name being Ghandhar; it stood in the eastern 
comer of the Gulf of Cambay (19) • Thus when he refers to Kashmir 
and Qandahar, Azraqi has in mind two towns renowned for their idols, 
which is appropriate for the tashblb he has in hand.

As well as referring to numerous localities in the Divan, we 
also find that Azraqi often mentions personages associated with 
particular locales. This usually takes the form of the title of the
monarch of a foreign land. It should be noted that Azraqi, when
speaking of such kings to praise his own, never includes the Saljuq 
sultan or the caliph; he usually refers to infidels. In 1,822, four 
such foreign kings are mentioned in the same lines

j<Z-J ^  i lib } Z'>1' > ("**

"May ffaghjlur, Hay, Qaysar and Shar be your slave, servant (etc.) 
in your kingdom."
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Qaysar is, of course, the Arabic form of Caesar and signifies 
the king of Hum, the Byzantine emperor. In apposition to Caesar 
as king of the lands in the west, stands Paghfur who is the king of 
China (wherever that may be; see above) (20). Also situated in the 
east is the realm of Ray which is the Persian for Raja. What exactly 
Azraqi understands by this term, whether he has anyone in particular 
in mind, we are unable to say. With the title Shar, Azraqi is much 
closer to his own world* The Shar was the chief of the district of 
Gharchistan, which corresponds today to the area of Piruz-kuh in 
Afghanistan. The Shars were vassals of the Samanids and later sub
mitted to Mahmud of Ghazni; from their names it is clear that they 
were Muslims, which is an exception to the normal practise followed 
by Azraqi in M s  usage of these titles (21). This may be expediency 
as this title is also the rhyming word in the line; also it does not 
seem likely that they were regarded as being powerful and certainly 
not on a par with the others mentioned in the same line.

The Divan also refers to Ray in I.I869, where we also find the 
Khan of the Turks. Prom the evidence provided by the text it is not 
possible to decide what ruler the poet has in mind. He is probably 
referring to the Qarakhanids (or perhaps a more distant branch of 
the Turks)•

Of the lands that lie to the west there is Rum under the rule 
of Qaysar, Another area which is often mentioned is that of Bulghar. 
It is mentioned in 11s.1176, 1186, I85O and 1919* With!the exception 
of the last-mentioned line, Bulghar is always seen in apposition to 
Hind (or Hindustan). As India is in the east, it is clear that
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Azraqi uses Bulghar to indicate a land far to the west; in 1.1919» 
Bulghar is in the west (implicit in the hyperbole), but is this time 
contrasted with 'liman. It may be that as TUman is in the south, 
Azraqi is implying that Bulghar is not only in the west but also to 
the north. Where i& it that Azraqi and his contemporaries believed 
Bulghar to be situated? Doubtless only a vague direction could be 
indicated; Azraqi’s verse certainly throws no light on the matter. 
Mustawfl places Bulghar to the east of the Caspian Sea and Le Strange 
notes that Bulghar, Great Bulgaria, was situated on the left bank of 
the Volga (22). Minorsky commenting on the references to Inner 
Bulghar and Great Bulghar in the gudud al ’Alam says that very little 
is known about Eastern Europe; however, his map of the area does 
place Bulghar in much the same position as Le Strange, although on 
the other side of the Volga (23).

In 1.1186, when praising the power of his patron from Hind to 
Bulghar, Azraqi also adds ’from Hum to ICirang’. Rum we are familiar 
with and Klrang may be that town in the neighbourhood of Marv (24) 
by which the poet aims to stress the other end of the world from 
Byzantium.

In the Divan we also find mentioned a number of places that lie 
within the Muslim world. In 1.17 are mentioned the towns of Basra 
and Mecca, Ta’if, which stands close to Mecca and is its granary 
(25), and Batba, which is also in the neighbourhood of Mecca (26); 
1.1935 includes Baghdad, Sham (Syria)and Isfahan (Sipahan) as well 
as Rum. Line 30 even mentions Lahsa.
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The fame of many places rests on their products of specialities 
like Shush tax1 and its brocade. Sham is renowned for crystal (glass?), 

1.1632, p.64, ’tJman for its pearls, 1.14, and in the same line,
San*a for its pictures (naqsh-i dida-yi San*a).

As well as towns and districts the Caspian Sea and the Qulzum 
are mentioned. The Caspian occurs in 1.1598, P«65» where its breadth 
is emphasised. In this instance it is called Asgun. The Qulzum is 
found in 11.1351 and 1687, where its size is implicit. Strictly 
speaking this is the Red Sea; however, Mustawfl draws our attention 
to the fact that it was vulgarly applied also to the Caspian (27).
Ve can only hazard a guess as to what Azraqi has in mind.

On those occasions that he refers to Qulzum, the other half of 
the line includes the mountain of Sablan (28). This is a high 

mountain in the region of Ardibll; it is 16,800 ft., in height (29).
So far we have concerned ourselves with places and districts

that are distant and very foreign from Azraqi and his own area of
■Fo uiVMoV'i

Herat; even those places iisst we have referred i®,which are within 

the Muslim world may nevertheless be considered as outside the 
immediate world with which Azraqi was acquainted. Hence his knowledge 
of these areas is not first-hand; however, they far outnumber places 
with which one might expect him to be familiar.

Of course Harl is frequently mentioned (e.g.1.385)* Balkh is 
also referred to in 1*421, where thejpoet says that on four occasions 

Tughanshah was thwarted by fate from reaching this town. In another
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poem in praise of 'Mghanshah the scorching winds and difficulties 
of the road to Sarakhs are mentioned. Azraqi when praising Amlranshah 
draws our attention to that prince's exploits in Sistah, as at the 
darband of Sa.jistan (1.466), and of his wars against the devil

faced Sagzls in general in 11s.492-3*
Mention is also made of the Parah river, 1.2185, the savad of 

Nishabur, 1.1472, and the wind of Khwarazm, in 1*329 (30).
Azraqi's references to places beyond his immediate environment 

have two main functions. The first is to add an exoticism to his 
descriptions of the beloved or the spring-time in the tashblfa; 

sedondjy such places may be mentioned in the madb to praise out- 
landishly the extent of the patron's power and influence. If there 
is any emphasis with regard to the direction in which the poet 

casts his gaze, it is towards the east, due no doubt to historical 

and cultural reasons. However, the extent to which his knowledge 
is traditional and stereotyped suggests that the geographical know
ledge of his day was static.
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AZRAQI'S KNOWLEDGE OP THE WORLD - NOTES

1) Mustawfi, Huzhat al Qulub, Gibb Mem. Series ii, trans. by 

Le Strange, 1919; P*249 and n.5.
2) Hudud al 'Alam, trans, and Commentary by V. Minorsky, Gibb

Mem. Hew Series XI,1970; P*97 and p.286, see Map V, p.279*
3) ibid. p.95, see Map V, p.279*
4) Cambridge History of Iran, vol. V.C.U.F. 1968, p.6. See also

KaiKsSGs Iskandar Qabusnama, ed. Levy, London 1951, Chapter

23 for discussion of various qualities of slaves from different 
areas.

5) Mustawfi, ibid, Zoological Section, trans. by J. Stephenson, 
Oriental Translation Fund, Hew Series vol.XXX, R.A.S. 1928, p.20,

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14

Hudud. p.85-6, Map IV, p.261. 
ibid, p.92.
Stephenson, op.cit., p.20.

Mustawfi, op.cit., p.250, n.7: Khita also rendered Khitay.
Ejjudud, p.282.
W. BarthbM, Turkestan Down to the Mongol Invasions, Gibb Mem. 
Hew Series V, 1968, p.17.

Mustawfi, op.cit., p.250.
Hudud, p.225-8. 
ibid, p.472.
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15) Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, London, 1$>66, 

p.254-5.
16) gudud, p.92,
17) ibid, p.88*
18) Le Strange, op.cit*, p.547*
19) Hudud, p.245.
20) ibid, p.84 and p.227.
21) ibid, p.105 and p.327-8.
22) Mustawfi, op.cit., p.251 and p.252 n.3*

23) gudud, p.440 and Map Xll, p.435.
24) Le Strange, op.cit., p.4Q0.
25) Mustawfi, op.cit., p.2.
26) ibid, p,8.

27) ibid, p.227 and 231.
28) gudud, p.66, spelt Sabalan; Le Strange, op.cit., p.163, spelt 

Sablan; n.b. our text reads Thablan (or even Thabalan).
29) gudud, p.202, the Savalan is 16800 ft. high.

30) C.f. Manuchihri, blvan, ed. Labirsiyagl, Tehran, 1324, p.119*
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SOME ITEMS Off LUXURY

As we have seen from our analysis of themes such as minerals and 

flowers, Azraqi is anxious in the tashbibs of his poems to create 
an atmosphere of opulence and richness. Flowers and jewels evoke 
a dimension of colour and brightness. Azraqi also stimulates other 
senses. One of the most noticeable is that of smell which is achieved 

not only by the perfumes of the flowers but also by the introduction 
of luxurious perfumes and smells. The whole atmosphere of luxury, 
which surrounds the world which the poet would have us believe he 
and his patron inhabit, is further enhanced by drawing our attention 

to fine fabrics and garments, and other luxury goods. These trappings 
of luxury are our concern here.

Amongst the perfumes mentioned in the Divan the most prominent 
is ambergris - 1anbar. Ambergris is a wax-like substance, grey in 
colour, found floating in tropical seas and in the intestines of the 
sperm-whale, much used in perfumery. During the Middle Ages there 
was a difference of opinion among authorities as to its origin (l). 
Mustawfi tells us that it came from the sea and was not found in 
Iran (2); also much was obtained from the Kararam Isles (3) and the 
Persian Gulf where it was obtained from the belly of a fish, which 
was nevertheless inferior to that found on the sands, as it had
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already lost much of its colour and perfume (4)- In the Hudud al fAlam 
ambergris is obtained from India (5)» Rami (Sumatra) (6), and 
Santarem, the farthest town in Spain (7)• Azraqi nowhere suggests 
that he is aware of its origin. However, his use of it in his imagery 
does suggest a conventional familiarity with it.

A typical usage is found in 1.208:

it*J* >—i/?JLj * s

’’The mouth of the pearl-sifting, ambergris-scented cloud every 

moment draws up pearls from the mina. expires ambergris into nil.”
Here the implication is that ambergris is a perfume, a sweet 

breath, whilst the cloud in colour and form may be thought to resemble 
the waxy texture of ambergris. The use of pearls to indicate rain
drops and the association with ambergris is not to be regarded as 
merely fortuitous? it seems that ambergris was familiar in the form 
of a grain or, even larger, in the shape of an egg. Thus we find the 
following migra*, 1.2156:

"From tiie scent of her ringlets there are grains of amber in the 
wind ”

Azraqi continues to show an elaborate vocabulary with regard to 
♦anbar. Again when speaking of the beloved we find in 1.579*



"I became the enemy of ambergris and the foe of the shamama for 
the shamama of her chin (or difiiple) is surrounded by ambergris."

Shamama is perfumed pas tile; it could be made of ambergris, 
although from this example it is not clear. Both of these last 
examples also reveal that the perfume was used on the person of the 
beloved (although the sex is not determined).

We may conclude this discussion of ambergris by noting 1.535* 
where the wind spreads 1anbar and in the ambergris is 'abir. The 
meaning of 'abir is not clear. Steingass offers various interpreta

tions; it may mean ambergris itself or any fragrant perfume, or some 
form of compound perfume (8).

Musk, mushk, ranks with ambergris as the most popular and important 
perfume in the Divan. We have already discussed its origins in the 
section on animals. From this it is clear that musk came from Asia.
Its use was mainly confined to the hair of the beloved, although this 

may be misleading in as much that the beloved's hair is always ideally 
black and lustrous. The other 'musky'; quality of its perfume com
pletes its characteristics (e.g. 1.1631-2, p.64)*

As well as the last two mentioned perfumes, Azraqi also includes 

three other substances used as perfune: ban, ghaliya and *ud. Ban 
is a fin® balsam obtained from the myrobalan tree; it is known in the 
West as benzoin or benjamin. It is found often in apposition to musk, 

as in 1.1739 an& 1.2005; on both occasions it is part of a tashblb; 
thus in the former,for example, the air at spring-time is perfumed 
and spiced with musk and benzoin (mu' attar-ast u mutayyab hava bi-musk
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Like other perfumes, ghaliya is present in the descriptions of 
the spring or the beloved. This perfume would seem to be civet, a 
strong musky perfume obtained from the anal glands of the civet cat 
which is a carnivorous quadruped between the fox and weasel in size 
and appearance. During our period, Sarandlb (Ceylon) was a source for 
this creature (9)* The following line suggests that its use was in 
the hair, 1,828 (10),

0 / ., n - j y

"From the twists of her tresses, her jasmine leaves/petals (i.e. 
the skin of the face) wear civet; the tips of her tresses are burdened 
with civet upon the petals of the jasmine."

This perfume was kept in a ghaliya-dan as referred to in 1.1735; 
we are also told in this line that the container, which must have 
been a perfume bottle, resembles the form of a red lala. (if we were 
sure of what the poet understood by this flower, we might have an 
idea of the shape of the ghaliya-dan).

Finally we may consider the aromatic wood *udt aloes-wood.
'Dd was probably used in a perfuming vessel where it was placed when 
moistened and burnt with charcoal (ll). Like the other perfumes 
mentioned by Azraqi, it is used to evoke a rich scent. A typical 
usage is found in 1*357 where ambergris and the ’musky1 wind are 
mentioned; as with ambergris, aloes in this line would seem to have 
been commonly used in small pellets (hubba) ♦ During this period one 
of the main sources for this wood would seem to be India and 
especially Qamarun and Dahum where fresh aloes were to be found (12).
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The Divan also makes mention of a number of cloths and textiles 
which are to be regarded as luxury stuffs. The commonest, and thus 

the most important for Azraqi, are the textiles called shushtarl.
The town of Shushtar was famous for its brocades and silks from the 
Sasanian period (13). Although this town was the most famous for this 
type of textile, it was also produced elsewhere, for the governor of 
Khurasan sent shushtarl to Harun al Rashid (14)* For Azraqi it is a 
rich and colourful fabric, and he uses it to evoke as much in several 
tashblbs, as in 1.323, 1.2231 and 1.2327* Only in 1.707 does he 
actually refer to the town of Shushtar and its famous brocade: 
diba-yi shushtar.

Dibah. is a rich brocade, a similar cloth to diba. (The final 
ha differentiating these words may have originated among the poets 

for purposes of rhyme) • Like shushtarl, it is found in several 
tashblbs to add colour and an air of opulence: 1.10, 1.2112, and 
1*2156. In the following, the woven nature of the cloth recalls to 
the poet's mind the manner of composing verse, 1.644*

1!0 lord of lords, in recalling your praise, I weave a brocade 
within my soulOwithout warp and weft."

The exact nature of many of the fabrics that Azraqi mentions is 
not clear. He speaks of green silk (harir-i sabz) in 1.2007 and 
parniyan in I.I856 and 1.2014, where it is green. Pamiyan is regarded 
as 'Chinese sillc1,, and especially multi-coloured (15), however, it 

should not be thought that such silk actually came from China, as it
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may indicate only the style of its intricacy. Also a large number 

of towns were known to produce silk in Persia during the Middle Ages 
and Tabriz is known to have produced one in the Chinese style (16).

Silk may also have been used in the mixed fabric called mulham 
(17), 1*1780; it was also a brocade produced in Khurasan (18) and 
Khwarazm (19)*

Another precious fabric mentioned by Azraqi is saqlatun, a 
brocade (20), either blue or multi-coloured (21), in 1*331*

The poet refers to sin.jab in 1*53, where it is the colour of the 
sky shrouded in mist (i.e. white); this is most probably ermine. 
Similarly, qaqum, also ermine (22) is mentioned as worn by the mamduh 

in 1,512.
Finally with regard to luxury items, Azraqi on occasions refers 

to vessels of ShamI (Syrian) glass, which was for long the most 
famous. In 1.321 we find qarura-yi shami, in 1.1999 abgina-yi sharoiT 

and in I.I632, p.64, bulur-i shami.

The various goods, fabric and perfumes to which we have drawn 
attention are nearly always to be found in the tashbib. Here their 
purpose is to heighten the senses of the listener by rich perfumes 
and colour. At times Azraqi's use of them is very involved and the 
sense of the verse becomes srwamped in colour and fragrance. Rather 
than find new mediums of expression, the poet is extending the con
ventional repertoire to its limits.

As he is writing for wealthy, often royal^ patrons, reference to 
luxury items, which they would understand, is appropriate. Many
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allusions would be lost on a poor, uneducated audience. This is also 
the case with other themes such as mention of strange places and lands, 
and possibly particular astrological allusions.
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THE PERSIAN EPOS

Elsewhere we have analysed a number of prominent themes that 
stand out in Azraqi’s qasa'id. His employment and the ramifications 
of these themes showed little that may be considered as original; 
rather he follows the conventions and traditions of his age and the genre 
in which he writes. With respect to his use of imagery of the 
Persian epos, it is no surprise to find the same trait, for here he is 
more than ever dependent on literary and oral tradition* He incorpor
ates figures that are mythical, legendary and semi-legendary; often 
such distinctions can hardly be said to be present. Firstly, we shall 
give pur attention to what may be called 'the fabulous beasts1.

Fabulous Beasts
In Azraqi's Bivan, two such imaginary beasts are encounteredi 

the dragon and the Simurgh/1 Anqa. The latter by its frequency is the 
more important. It seems clear that at one time the ’Anqa and Simurgh 
were two distinct creatures which later became synonymous. Eva Baer, in 
her work Sphinxes and Harpies in Medieval Islamic Art has outlined 
this process of assimilation. We learn that the earliest description 
of the ’Anqa is by al Mas’udI and is repeated by al Zamakhshari, al 
'Aufi and al Damirl. It appears that God created male and female 'Anqa; 
along with their progeny, they proceeded to eat all and sundry. However, 
upon the appeals of a prophet, Khalid b. Sinan al ’Absl, God cut off
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their progeny and they became extinct. Alternatively, Abu al Baqa* 
al 'Ukbari associates the *Anqa with the people of al Rass in the 
Qin*an; it would come and feed on a boy and girl, but in answer to the 
people*s prayers God killed it with a thunderbolt. It is with 
al Jahi$ that we first meet the TAnqa equated with the Simurgh of 
Persian legend, and this is an assimilation which grows with time. 
After the irruption of the Mongols it is iconographically associated 
with the form of the Chinese phoenix, (l). Mustawfi also translates 
1 Anqa by Simurgh and gives information about its longevity as well 
as some of the legends connected with it (2).

In Azraqi*s gaga*id, Simurgh and *Anqa are not wholly assimilated. 
Only on two occasions is there reason to suggest that they may be 
equated. Elsewhere they appear to retain separate attributes.

Both Simurgh and 1Anqa occur about half a dozen times each*
Simurgh is usually mentioned in its guise as the magical bird of 

the Shahama, who gave its feather to Zal; armed with it, he and RustamA
were able to effect all sorts of wonders (3); such allusions are 
found in 11s.498, 501 and 4&* In 1.741» the accuracy of the
mamduh* s arrow is assured by the feather of the Simurgh; in 1,1610,
jjhe battlements of the palace resemble the beaks of young Simurghs 
in their nest, which also infers that the nest of this beast is to
be found in high and inaccessible places.

Azraqi* s use of the *Anqa maintains a separate set of character
istics. It is clearly a mighty and fabulous bird, but it is not 
clearly interchangeable with the Srmurgh. Our attention is dram 
to the feathers or wings of the *Anqa. in 1.281 and the following,
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1,1628, p.66:

<iu>* *> «*

"A goblet deep like the sea, which the 'Anqa with a beat of its
wing does not cross nor a ship with its sails*"

In neither of these two last examples is there any suggestion 
that there is any magical powef in the par of the 'Anqa. The sugges
tion is one of power and strength. These are the most salient
characteristics of this creature. Mustawfi tells us that the 'Anqa■  III ■

is *a bird of powerful build, such that it can easily carry off an 
elephant1. (4)*

Azraqi also indicates a number of other features embodied in the 
'Anqa. The size of the beast is stressed in 1.1790, where the 'Anqa 
descending upon its nest is compared to the mist enveloping the 
mountain-top. Azraqi also regards it aw being highly coloured, for 
in 1.8, the earth at spring-time becomes like the breast of the 'Anqa, 
and in I.265, it has a melodious voice like the dove. In spite of 
the fact that Azraqi is able to give us some indication of the 
appearance and character of this mighty bird, he has no qualms about 
contradicting himself in 1.49? which implies by hyperbole, that the 
form of this beast is unknowns

‘i &  \ a la trJjt

"Until the world rightly brings to your mind by wisdom, an 
indication of the well of life and the shape of the form of the 
'Anqa " •
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In brief the Simurgh appears as that fabulous bird which is 
found in the epic of FirdawsI, whose feather has magical properties.
The ’Anqa is likewise a fabulous bird, powerful, colourful and even 
inscrutible. It is difficult to identify any overlapping in the 
characteristics that would permit us to equate these two creatures.
There are obviously a number of f Anqas and even a number of Simurghs 
- Isfandiyar killed one (5) - it is even possible that A2raql 
regarded the Simurgh as an ’Anqa, i.e. one in particular. Yet such 
speculation has no basis in the evidence found in the Divan, where they 
remain individual creatures of legend. Only with regard to the nest 
of the 'Anqa on the mountain-top and that of the young Simurghs 
upon the lofty battlements, and thus the emphasis on the heights of 
their nests, is there any common ground.

The other fabled creature which is found in the Divan is the 
dragon. It is called thu’ban - an Arabic word - (6), azhdarha or 
azhdaha. From 11s.43 and 1711 we learn that it is fearsome and a 
mighty opponent; in 1.1233 there is a little more information:

juj s> ts/ J ** OW f  S- iJjl J

"If the dragon should come upon the path of your army, the stone 
through dread of you would hide in its tail."

In this line there is an allusion to the belief that the dragon 
possessed in its head, like the snake, a stone of special properties (?)•

Unfortunately we learn no more about the dragon. For our poet 
and his contemporaries, Mustawfi's description of the dragon may help 
to give us an idea of its awful aspect: 'It is a huge-bodied animal,
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terrible in aspect, with wide mouth and many teeth, with flaming eyes 
and of great length. At first it was a snake, and in process of time 
became a dragon and changed its shape; and on this subject they have 
saids "When the snake finds its opportunity it becomes a dragon."
The author of the ’Aja'ib al Makhluqat says that when the snake’s 
length reaches thirty yards, and its age a hundred years, they call 
it a dragon; and it grows gradually bigger until it becomes such that 
the animals on dry land are terror-stricken at it; God most high 
then casts it into the sea; and in the ocean also its size increases, 
to that its length exceeds ten thousand yards....." (8).
Iskandar

We shall now give our attention to the human - or perhaps super
human - figures found in the various myths and legends of the Persian 
epos to which Azraqi alludes. We shall begin with Iskandar, for he is 
the most popular of such figures in idle Divan, As such we may assume 
that he had the greatest hold on Azraqi’s imagination, if not on his 
audience. Let us first look at the attributes and character of 
Alexander that Azraqi portrays.

Iskandar, occasionally Sikandar, is a great monarch. His 
generosity and regal virtues are clear from 1.585> where he is compared 
to the poet’s mamdufr, and in 1.1374 he is mentioned in the same 
context as the mighty Jamshld. However, Azraqi shows a particular 
interest in two aspects of the Alexander Romance: His building of a
wall (sadd) and his journey into the realm of darkness in pursuit of 
the fountain of life. Both legends are recounted in the Shahnama.

The wall of Alexander is mentioned in 1.2302, 1.426 and typically
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in this line, 1.800s

a .

"If your (mamdub-’ s) gold were within the wall of Sikandar,
through the desire of a petitioner it would hurst its iron walls."

In Firdawsl's great epic, the episode when Alexander builds a
wall to keep out the privations of Gog and Magog, is amply treated.
The wall was of great length and naturally of epic proportions,

hicjh
being five hundred yards wide and three hundred vufcie. Azraqi*s 
suggestion that it is made of iron is a simplification of FirdawsI, 
who tells us that it was made of a number of metals that were fused 
together by fire (9)*

References to Alexander’s journey to the realm of darkness are 
more frequent. He sought the spring of life (chasma-yi hayvan), 
1.619, or the watef of life (ab-i hayat) in the west, 1.2265, and 
in 1.2266 a voice from heaven (hatif) reproaches him for his vanity. 
We learn that in this darkness Alexander was riding not upon earth 
and stones but upon jewels, as in 1.242:

"Iskandar was unaware when he went from the frontier of darkness 
that he was riding his dark, chestnut horse not upon the earth but 
on jewels."

All these features are to be found in the Shahnama. Iskandar’s 
search for the fountain of life was in the west, in fact initially
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in the company of Khitfr, whom he lost after two days in the dark.
The voice from heaven was that of the angel Israfil. The select 
hand of soldiers accompanying the hero were told to collect the stones 
of the road; when they emerged into the light again they found they 
had collected precious gems (lO),

Another allusion by Azraqi, found also in the Shahnama is that 
Iskandar by a talisman secured the wealth of the world and hid it in 
the earth, 1,799* This is a slight elaboration for FirdawsI does 
not appear to mention any talism and states that Iskandar hid his 
treasure only he knew where (ll).

One fact that occurs in the Dxvan which apparently is not found 
in PirdawsI is that Alexander was connected in some way with the 
city of Herat; 1,2138; (12)

^ /c2*y'.lsŷ \SjjW

"You are an Alexander in as much as the desire of your majesty 
is Hari, a paradise which Alexander made Hira(t)."

Firdawsi states that Alexander founded ten cities, but he does 
not name them (13)* This line may suggest a tradition to explain the 
two main names by which Azraqi*s home tom is known, Mustawfi, 
however, says that Alexander rebuilt the city (14) and this belief 
may be implied in the line we have just quoted. There is an 
historical basis for this assumption, for Alexander during his 
immense eastern campaign founded a city at the site of Herat, which 
was known as Alexandria-in-Areia (15) * Possibly the memory of this 
event lingered on in local and other traditions.
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Although most of Azraqi's knowledge of the Romance of Alexander 
has a marked similarity to that of the Shahnama. the point of the last 
paragraph suggests that this was not his only source for such informa
tion. Although the epic of Firdawsi is clearly very important for 
him, it should not preclude the possibility that the poet was 
acquainted with other sources that are non-extant (l6). The assess
ment of the importance of the Shahnama as a source for Azraqi, who 
was born no doubt very shortly after Firdawsl's completion of it, 
is a problem throughout most of this chapter.
Persian Kings and Heroes

A large number of famous heroes of ancient Iran are mentioned 
by Azraqi. Often we have only their names; the knowledge of the 
audience is to supply the rest. At times reference is made to 
certain famous episodes or attributes of these figures. Although 
both Amlranshah and Tughanshah were Saljuqs and thus Turks,
Afrasiyjtb, the greatest of the warriors of Turan with whom the 
Saljuqs were associated (17) is conspicuous by his absence.

As may be expected Rustam is one of the most frequently men
tioned heroes. He is called Rustam-i Zal, after his father, as in 
1.1342, and also Rustam-i Pastan as in 1.1931* Mention of his 
father is always found in the context of the son's exploits, as in 
the following, 1.498*

"Rustam alone cleansed the country with the aid of Zal, Rakhbh 
and the feather of the Simurgh."
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The same combination of characters is found in 1*501* Apart 
from the Simurgh, which we have already discussed, Rustam is also 
accompanied by his trusty steed Rakhsh (see also 1.1589)*

The power of the mamdufr and his army is compared to one of the 
famous episodes of Rustam1s lengthy career in 1.1185, which cites 
Azhang and the Div-i Sapid (also 1.1185 where they are called Arzhang 
213:1(1 biv-i Palid) • In his series of Herculean labours known-as the 
Haft Khwan, the sixth was to defeat the demdn chief Arzhang and the 
seventh to vanquish the White Demon (18). The White Demon is also 
mentioned in 1.1862 with q&gsa-yi Mazandaran, indicating the 
Shahnama. Doth the Shahnama and the Haft Khwan. as well as the name 
of Firdawsi, are found in 1.1878:

"The tales which are found in the Shahnama were brought about 
by the verse of Firdawsi not the battles of the Haft Khwan.*1

It is clear that Azraqi owes much to the Shahnama of Firdawsi 
for these images; what is important is Firdawsi1s versification, not 
the battles themselves. The line immediately preceding the last- 
mentioned says:

"Heaven forbid that tales in prose should be humble and without 
substance; they becoine a jewel, when versified embellishing the 
tongue."

Here Azraqi is pointing out that it is the poetry that is of
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value, not the events that they describe. As further examples will 
show, AzraqI is voicing the ennui many of his contemporaries found 
in the events of the Shahnama, an ennui based not so much on aesthetic 
considerations but rather on the political situation where the 
Turkish rulers were hostile to the glorification of Iranian heroes (19) 
The clearest example of this is Mahmud's famous rejection of Firdawsl's 
Shahnama.

Rustam is also mentioned in 1*258} he is found in the company 
of Hawdar whom we therefore assume is considered by AzraqI to be a 
hero or warrior. This is slightly incongruous for in the Shahnama 
Nawdar is a tyrannical king who is killed by Afrasiyjab (20), However, 
not too much attention should be paid to this, for Nawdar is the 
rhyming word and may have been selected from expediency.

Among the famous kings that are merely mentioned and whose 
greatness is implied is Jamshid. In 11s.1574 and 1483 the mamduh 
is called the 'Jamshid of the age' and 'Jamshid in wisdom'} in 
1.229 Jamshid (Commands dlv and pari as in the Shahnama. Likewise 
mention is made in the same context as Rustam of pur-i Siyavush} 
presumably this is Kaykhusraw the child of Siyavush and Firangls, 
the daughter of Afrasiyv_ab (2l). Siyavush himself is found in 
1.1944} it suggests that he took some sort of oath as a test (22).

Kaykhusraw, whom we have suggested is the pur-i Siyavush, 
possesses in the following line, I.278, a rather exceptional cup or 
goblets
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"Would you not say it is the oup of Kaykhusraw, wherein are 
inscribed the form of the seven climes?”

The ownership of such a cup by this king does not appear to be 
a tradition found in the Shahnama., However, the poets often credited 
Jamshid with such a cup, a famous example being found in Kitzgerald- 
Khayyam: "Irani indeed is gone with all its rose, and Jamshyd*s
sev'n-ring’d cup where no one knows " (23).

We cannot say why AzraqI ascribes such a cup to Kaykhusraw.
The poet also refers to Kaykavus and his feast, which may 

refer to a number of occasions in the Shahnama, 1.1944* and|bo 
Kayqubad in 1.1988#

At times Azraqi draws our attention to some notable events in 
the great epic of Kirdawsi. In this example the mamduh deals with

*■* "j"?his enemy as Karidun did with guhhak, 1,2230:

"Seated upon the throne like Karl dun you cast your enemy into 
the pit like Zuhhak,"

The episode to which Azraqi is alluding is that in which Karldun, 
the son of Abtln and Karunak, with the assistance of the blacksmith 
Kava, defeated the monstrous tyrant Zuhhak and buried him in a pit (24).

Another episode involves the hero Bizhan. Krom 11s.1692-3, we 
are informed that Bizhan in the company of other Iranian (1 A.jam) 
forces killed terrifying boars. Kirdawsi relates that with Girgin, 
Bizhan, the lover of Manlja, slew a number of predatory wild boars 
in the country of Arman. Azraqi adds that he heard this from
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khabar. whereas he had seen his king kill a lion with his own eyes. 
What does he mean by khabar? Does he mean the tales of Mazandaran, 
or popular oral tradition, or is he using this word simply as a 
pseudonym for the Shahnama which had recently been committed to 
verse by Firdawsi?

The tales (q&ssa) of Mazandaran (25) are mentioned yet again in 
1.1970, followed by references to a number of epic heroes; 11s.1970-1

S ' 9. 0 #
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"If you would listen to the tales of Mazanderan listen to me 
as I tell you the essence of the tales of Mazandaran. If you saw 
him (mamdufr) living, before him girddd stand Bahman, Isfandiyar 
and Ardashir Babakan,'1

The heroes listed are found in the Shahnama and are respectively 
the son of Isfandiyar, the son of Luhurasp, whilst Ardashir 
Babakan was the first king of the Sasanian dynasty. Again we find 
that Azraqi is descrying the heroes of the epic, which would please 
his Turkish mamduban. In this example, a number of famous heroes 
are made to serve hie patron. The 'essence* of the traditional 
tales and to some extent their value, is that the poet can show the 
superiority of his mamdub over the heroes that are portrayed in the 
epic.

With Ardashir, Azraqi is in what we should regard as history
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mentioned in 11s.2025 and 2293? on both occasions he is in the 
company of Ardavan. Ardavan is regarded as the last king of the 
Parthian dynasty, whom western sources call Artabanus 111 or IV (26). 
He was also the father-in-law of Ardashir who later defeated him; 
no doubt the genealogy was designed to reinforce the legitimacy of 
the Sasanians (27). By comparing both of these kings with the 
prowess of the mamdub, Azraqi shows a regard for them but as in 
1.2293 they are merely nadiran-in mulk.

Elsewhere in the Divan we find the name of Dara, in 1.580 where 
he is called Khusraw and in 1.26 in the same context as Kisra. Dara, 
according to the Shahnama* s tradition, was the son of Darab and 
defeated by Alexander. Kisra is a rather vague term which indicates 
any king of Persia. It is probably in this sense that we find the 
term used in 1.515» where the poet refers to the 4a^r of Kisra; 
the vagueness of the term is further strengthened for it stands in 
apposition to the fvan-i qaysar.

Nushirvan, the great Sasanian king is found in 1.1613, where the 
author alludes to his many servants - in which respect the mamdub 
exceeds him- and in 1.1942. In this line Uushirvan is associated with 
the feast of Mihrgan. Unfortunately it is not clear on what basis 
Azraqi makes this allusion; it does not seem to fiome from the epic 
of Firdawsi. Moreover al Biruni records that the festival celebrated 
the day when Afridun defeated Bivarasp (Zuhhak) and imprisoned him 
in Demavand (28).

This anomaly is further confused for us by Azraqi, for in
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1.761 we are told that the feast of Hawruz is the feast of Khusraw 
Afridun. In this respect the poet is contradicted not only by 
al Biruni (29), but also the tradition of the Shahnama. The prevalent 
tradition in Iran has always ascribed this feast and its instigation 
to Jamshid. The discrepancies involved with these festivals are 
perplexing for Azraqi has usually shown himself quite familiar with 
the prevailing epic tradition.

Although Khusraw Parvlz is not mentioned by name in the Divan, 
his fame is indirectly involved and the poet may have been aware of 
this. Thus in 1.1165, Azraqi mentions BarbudI melodies. The name of 
Barbud is known from the Shahnama. where he is called one of the 
minstrels of Parvlz (30). Also in, for example 11s.1868 and 1822, 
Azraqi speaks of various royal treasures; sometimes he qualifies 
them as shayigan - probably indicating merely regal - and he also 
calls them bad-avard. This last treasure is a proper name given to 
one of the treasures of Parvlz, which total eight in the Shahnama 
and which he collected from Chin, Bulghar, Ruia and Rus (31)*

Miscellany
In this section we have chosen to consider the prophet ManI and 

others. Although Manl’s religious reforms were of importance, for 
the Roman Empire no less than for Iran, Azraqi from the evidence of 
the Divan views him only as an iconographer and hence an idolater.
In 11s. 197, 276 and 548 he appears with another idolater, Azar, 
the alleged father of Abraham (32), and in 1.1842 mention is made 
of him alone. In the imagination of our poet the name of ManI
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represents colourful pictures. Therefore the poet in 1*548 speaks 
of the khama-yi Mani, and likewise in 1*1842; in 1.197 the world of 
spring-time has a thousand colourful pictures drawn by Mani. 
Effectively the name of Mani is synonymoiis with painted idols.
Rather than seek the fame of such idols in idle history of Iran 
during the contemporary period, we should look not only to Inner 
Asia (33)> but also the contemporary genre.

Finally we must record that Azraqi mentions in 1.12, the names 
of Vamiq and ’Azra. The source and hence the poet's knowledge of 
the names of these two lovers must rest upon a.mathnavl written during 
the age of Mahmud of Ghazni by 1 Ungurl, which has come down to us 
in an incomplete form (34)» It is clear from the work of H, Ritter 
(35) that this story owes little to the national epos of Iran; 
rather it is drawn from Hellenistic sources. As Azraqi mentions it 
only once, and then referring only to the names, we may assume that 
it plays little part in his consciousness of the epos in general.

Throughout most of this section we have been concerned with 
personages drawn from the Iranian and adjacent epos, whether legendary 
or historical. Most of the figures that occur are to be found in 
the pages of Firdawsl's Shahnama; Azraqi is clearly acquainted with 
this work and has constantly dram upon it. Indeed it is a tribute 
to Firdawsl's craft that his work should gain so soon af&er its 
composition renown to be of use in the imagery and poetry of his 
compatriots• : ■«

However, Azraqi has occasionally giveius reason to believe that
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his sburces for Iranian tradition do not rely wholly upon the man 
from !fus. His digressions and inconsistancies with certain features 
in the epio of Firdawsi may suggest that Azraqi was acquainted with 
other sources, or possibly with those that FirdawsI employed and 
which he, Firdawsi, altered. The lack of such sources today emphasise 
the stature achieved by the Shahnama. An alternative explanation 
for Azraqi1 s inconsistency with the more general tradition may lie 
less in his acquaintance with Firdawsi and more in the vagueness and 
inaccuracy of his own memory. Yet we should not forget that Azraqi 
has shown that he can cast his net farther afield and draw on a 
source such as Vamiq u 'Azra.

Azraqi's main use of characters and creatures from the epic 
tradition is to praise his king or whoever the mamdub happens to be 
often by making them greater than epic heroes. Often it is sufficient 
to refer to certain characters only by name; he may compare the mamdub 
to Alexander or Jamshid and only the mention of their names is 
necessary to convey his implication to the audience, for they are 
already familiar with these great heroes, their virtues and their 
exploits. His verse in this respect thus demands an informed public, 
who need little explanation or commentary to aid their understanding 
and appreciation.

By the same measure the popularity of, for example, Iskandar, 
may well point to his popularity not only in the imagination of the 
poet, but bearing in mind the nature of the genre, also to his 
popularity in the minds of his listeners. The very name Iskandar 
is sufficient to conjure up a host-of emotions and associations in
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the breasts of the audience.
The points raised in the last two paragraphs are features of the 

importance of the epos in the work of the poet we are considering, 
and the same may be said for those with whom he is contemporary 
and who write in the same genre. What other conclusions may we 
draw from the position which myth and legend holds in the Divan?

We have pointed out how Azraqi xises figures from the epos to 
praise and flatter his patron. He is using figures who represent 
for his age the most desirable qualities for kingship and suzerainty 
over men which his patron supercedes. These super-human characters 

might be regarded by us as being legendary or even mythical. However 

there is no reason to suggest that Azraqi viewed them in this 
manner. Doubtless for him, Jamshid is just as concrete an historical 
figure as Anushlrvan.

It will be acknowledged that the great kings of the past 

strike our poet as the most suitable figures for comparison with his 
present patron. It may not only be political expediency which rules 
out using any contemporary sultan or ruler as a fitting comparison for 
the mamdub; rather Azraqi chooses to look back to a vaguely defined 
past where he can find the paragons of regals virtues that he seeks 
for his purpose of elevating his mamdub above them. This vagueness 
may indicate a lack of any sense of progressive historical develop
ment. It is as if he were looking back upon a golden age, which 
the present times compare with favourably and supercede.

As shall be seen below the Muslim tradition is very important 
for Azraqi. However, on the whole the epic models he selects and



the characteristics with which they are imbued are Iranian - not 

even Turanian. He never compares his king with a Mahmud or any other 

great Muslim king. He always goes back to the distant past, to tales 
of Rustam and the like with which he may have been familiar from 
childhood. In an age and a society which was within the dar al Islam, 

the strong Iranian sentiment of much of his heroic imagery demon
strates a non-Arab cultural awareness which may be a facet of a 
primitive nationalism, and this in spite of the contemporary political 
atmosphere, where the Turkish rulers, and the poets in their train, 
tend to relegate the epos to a lower position.
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THE ISLAMIC TRADITION

For Azraqifs age, from the humblest to the highest, the religion 
of Islam was of paramount importance in their lives and outlook.
Such was its strength that it was unquestioned, such was its assimila
tion into the general consciousness of the people that it was taken 
for granted and became completely identified with them and their 

way of life.
Because in his Divan, Azraqi is not concerned with religious 

themes - he is in no way a gufi - it is unnecessary for him to 
reiterate any dogma of his religion; it is a part of his world, so 
integral that his objectivity of the matter is obscured; it is so 

much part and parcel of his experience that he has little cause to 
consider it. Nevertheless, although any formal consciousness of it 
is not apparent in his verse, it is never very far away. By mention

ing the name of God and -other prophets, as well as various allusions 

to the Our*an, in his work, the Muslim tradition surreptitiously 
pervades his poetry. In his attempts to praise to the highest his 
patrons he may also overstep the bounds of strict orthodoxy and utter 
profanities. These are the aspects of his work which concern us 
here.

The presence of God is, as we have already seen, implicit in 

His command over the universe and the motions of the stars and through
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their influence into the very lives of mortal men. However God*s 

omnipotence is not always indirect, Azraqi sees it during the 
spring, when God, supremely just - Dadgar - clothes the trees, who 
resemble pilgrims in Haram, in the apparel of the denizens of 

Paradise (1.524)* Hot only is the power of God demonstrated in His 
regeneration of the dead world of winter, but our attention is also 
drawn to the promise and the delights of Paradise in the world to 
come.

In his references to God, Azraqi never loses sight of his main 

objective which is to lavish praise upon his patron. Although 

God controls the world, He endows the select band who rule it in 
His name with a special right. In this way kings and princes who 
act rightly in the sight of God- and of course our poetfs patrons 
are among these - are pleasing to Him. On a number of occasions 

Azraqi links the pleasure of God with the noble acts of his prince, 
as in the following, where the battles of Amiranshah receive divine 

approval; 11s.482-5 *

1 111 * 1 4  t s j  L+* / ijj! IS-*'-' J

"The angels in heaven called out in happiness and wonder: God

is most great; a clear sign not concealed of the charisma of God
r TWO A

andffche veatxgeg of state."
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dawlat does here mean state rather than fortune it is 
particularly appropriate for the prince is linked with the majesty 
of God. The words of the angels are also particularly apt in this 
context, for apart from "being pious, they were often used as a 
war-cry by Muslim warriors.

The relationship between the majesty of God and that of tem
poral rulers is not limited to the behaviour and deeds of the latter 

in battle. God’s favour is also endowed in those rulers who show 
other regal virtues? indeed, in the following, the implication is 
that God is the source of such virtues in the being of the mamdufy;

"You would say, the Causer of Causes caused there to be in your
hand and nature the essence of liberality and ambition.”

And again in 11s. 1457-81 we find that the mamdub and his attend
ant virtues are a gift from God? 11s.1457-8?

1*73

aU/Jsit J

“At creation the Merciful Lord pres anted to hi;: alone 
of mankind six things of perfection" a flowin.• tongue, a 
beuuti^ul, fc.;,cte, a lofty pov,or, * sound wisicĴ and. a healjfhy 
nature,il
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There is a clear affinity in the poet’s mind between the mamduh 
and religion (see below, ’Kingship and the Virtues of Kings’),

Although the mamduh’s character and virtues flow from the grace 
of God, there are occasions when the poet in his extravagant zeal 
to praise, sings so outlandishly that he might be regarded as 
uttering profanities, Azraqi is far from averse to writing such in 
his verse. It is an aspect of mubalagha. Ahriman, is more often 
the term used for the devil than shay$an; although his soul is dark 
in 1,1606, the patron's arrow is capable of burning it (1.43)? 
so powerful is the mamduh that he can even convert the devil as in 
1.1561i

"Although unbelief and error are the capital of Ahriman, through 
the light of your wisdom Ahriman would become pious,”

We cannot say what the reaction of the poet’s audience was to 
such ideas expressed in verse. Yet having some notion of the behaviour 
of, for example, fughanshah, it is unlikely that Azraqi was reproached. 
As we shall show there are further examples where the poet for the 
purpose of praising his patron oversteps the bounds of orthodoxy.

As a Muslim, the repertoire of images Azraqi employs is heavily 
influenced by episodes from the Qur’an and the traditions of Islam. 
Along with the tradition of the Persian epic, the Muslim tradition 
forms an important source for the poet; these two themes thus show 
their prominence in the poet's imagination as well as his society. 

Amongst the doctrines of Islam to which Azraqi alludes, the

/
u i
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Last Judgement is a prominent one. In particular there are two 
occasions on which the poet in striving to praise his patron 
transcends orthodoxy. In 1.295, the foe, slain by the spear 
(sinan) of the mamduh* sffspiBB&s such dread that the slain person 
does not come to the Last Judgement (mabshar). By sruch exhorbitant 
praise (mubalagha) the poet has endowed his patron with a power 
greater than that of God, for it is stated in the Qur'an that on the 
Last Bay, God ordains: 'We shall gather them all together, nor
shall we leave out any of them1 (l).

Likewise, there is a similar example of poetic license caused 
by the expediency of the madb in 1.252:

J J  ,J J >  isv S- s ? .J * ^
"That very head which was separated from its body by your sword, 

(then) its body shall on the day of the Last Gathering come to the 
Place of Gathering without its head."

Again contrary to this, we may draw attention to the Qur'anic 
text which states that on the Last Bay man shall be called before 
God as he was first created (2).

In such instances it is always the aim of the poet to praise 
his patron. In a similar vein the fountain of Kawthar, the source 
of every God-given grace (5), may be matched by the mamdub. Such 
is the power of the mamdub that from the water in which his hands 
are washed (which is part of the formal Muslim ablutions) arises the 
spring (chashma) of Kawthar (1*555)J from lls.44°-l» we learn that as 
the stream of Zamzam was opened by God at the feet of Isma'Il, then
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the power of the foot of the shahanshah can rub the heavens and open 
by his charisma (farr) Kawthar at the door of heaven; and again in 
1.222 the foot of the patron’s ambition (himmat) can open up 
Kawthar upon the globe of heaven.

Amongst other doctrines from the Qur’an, Azraqi mentions the 
Bridge of the Last Judgement (4), Da.i.ial - the Antichrist - (1.1268), 
Ridwan - the gardener of Paradise - who envies the mamduh1 s gardener 
(1.2002), and the people of 'Ad (1.499)*

Azraqi stresses his knowledge of the Qur'an by frequently 
employing in his imagery references to the various prophets that 
are to be found in its pages; at times his knowledge of them reveals 
the elaboration of later tradition.

Of the prophets with which Azraqi concerns himself one of the 
most popular is the prophet Khidr. There are certain attributes 
found in the qaga'id pertaining to this rather complex and shadowy 
figure. We find that his apparel is green as in 11s.763 and 2087, 
a fact which the poet utilises in his imagery of spring; this prophet 
is also immortal in 1.1812 and 1.1855 where his immortality extends 
to both worlds; and in 1.236 he crosses the waters of the sea 
dryshod.

All of these elements are found in the traditions associated 
with Khidr. However, they are not drawn solely from the Qur'an.
In the Qur'an (5), Moses accompanied by his servant journeys to 
Ma.jma' al Bafcrayn, where through the influence of Satan the fish 
they have with the© escaped into the water and swam away. They 
seek the fish but meet a servant of God; Moses offers to follow
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him if taught the right way. The servant of God tells him he will 
not understand what he asks, must not ask him for explanations and 
thus will not be able to bear with him. This comes to pass and 
Moses losing patience, seeks an explanation. He finally leaves 
Moses explaining his actions.

Most commentators identify the servant of God with Khidr.
Khidr, originally a! Khadir - the Green Man -, in the course of
time became the centre of numerous stories. The fish in the story
is lost or revived in the water of the Spring of Life where Khidr
lives; Khidr is wrapped in adoak, or lives on an island or a green
carpet upon the sea. He is also very involved in the search by
Alexander for the Spring of Life; amongst various popular traditions
Khidr possesses on the journey a fish, whose revival in the water
shows him the Well of Life - or there is no fish and he recognizes it
by other means - and Khidr dives into it. In Nizami, Khidr travels• • 7 »

not with Alexander but Elijah (Ilyas) and they drink from the Spring, 
thus both becoming immortal. He is said by some to get the name 
Khidr - green - by having dived into the Spring of Life; where he 
prays or walks causes greenness and thus he is connected with the 
vegetable kingdom. Many other characteristics are associated with 
him. However, it is clear that Azraqi in his imagery has dram on 
various traditional sources.

Abraham is another popular prophet, who is either called 
Ibrahim or Khalil - i.e. the Friend (of God). Azraqi is concerned 
essentially with only one aspect of the stories connected,With this 
prophet. In 11s.146!, 546-7 597» mention is made of the miracle
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experienced by Irfbahlm when he passed unharmed through a fire. This 
tradition derives from the Quran (6). In the last two lines we have 
referred to - both of which form parts of tashbibs - the poet 
records a slight embellishment of the story, doubtless derived from 
later tradition, that the fire turned to greenery, rayfran; of this 
idea the poet makes ample use in his description of the spring 
(see chapter on Flora) j Rayban becomes the garden and the fire the 
rose or other flowers. The other line seems to suggest that like 
Abraham his followers would be safe in a fire.

Of other prophets found in the Qur* an, Azraqi alludes to Joseph 
(and of course Zulayka) (1.763),

, the breath of Masih-i Maryam (1.1379)> the 
palace and throne of Su&ayman (lls. 275 and 244)» Rnh (1.1667 mention
ing his safety from the storm) (7)» and David kneading steel (8).
The miracle when Moses caused a stream to flow from the rock which 
he had struck with his staff is mentioned in 1.2091. One character 
who is not a prophet is Azar, the supposed father of Abraham, with 
whom the son remonstrated over the worship of idols. In the Divan, 
AzrE is always associated with idolatry (e.g. 1.276) (9)*

Finally with regard to the prophets it is necessary to point out 
that Azraqi was aware, being an orthodox Muslim, that prophethood 
had ended with Muhammad? 1.2301s

^  M  ?.<? > 7  b ^  W  ^  y  C,V? /J

"If in the world of our time Revelation were permissible, in 
truth to you would be permissible prophethood,"
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This is a reference to the Qur'an which states that Muhammad 
is the seal of the prophets (10).

Of the many institutions of Islam, Azraqi makes little use in 
his imagery. However, there is one theme which is utilised in 
many of his tashbibs. This is 'Id. ¥hen he speaks of the Festival 
usually he is referring to the 'Id al Fifr. although the 'Id-i 
Qurban cannot be excluded. The poet's use of the Festival is not 
particularly motivated by pious belief; rather it is an opportunity 
to praise the king and his liberality. The fast of Ramadan is in

festivities at the end of the month. Azraqi points out the hardship 
of the fast in 1.650; but the hardship is not that the faster is 
hungry but rather that 'his nature inclines towards wine'. The 
Festival of Islam offers itsbbest opportunity to the aims of the 
poet when it is synchronised with a traditional Persian festival 
such as Spring, as e.g. 1.761.

Azraqi is not a gufl. However he does refer to gufism on one 
occasion, and it is an interesting line for it reveals to us the 
way in which the poet thought of gufism; thus 1.777*

"Indeed the way of the red rose is sufism for at the sama' 
it tears its clothes like a gufi."

Azraqi's picture of the sufl is of a person crazed by the music 
and dance of the ceremony (sama').

Of the important personages of Islam who came after Muhammad, 
Azraqi refers in one line (1.554) to the four Rashidun. 'Umar, Abu 
Bakr, 'Uthman and 'All, The last mentionedjis also found in I.466;

his mind devotional exercise, and more the prelude to the

/
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in praise of Amiranshah and his exploits in Sistan; the poet says:

j/*' ̂  ^

"Haydar at Khaybar set an example for what he did at the 
darband of Sajistan."

Haydar which primarily means a lion was also a nickname given 
to 'All and Khaybar was a strong fortress which was captured by 
him during the campaigns of Muhammad (ll). Although 'All is not 
mentioned by name, 1.658 does make a reference to the sword which 
was one of his famous possessions, Dhu'l Fiqar. This sword which 
was double-bladed was part of the booty of the Prophet from the 
battle of Badr; it passed to *Ali and the 'Abbasids. According to 
one tradition it bore the words la yuqtalu muslimum bi-kafirin (12).

As we have seen Azraqi is naturally very familiar with the 
traditions of his religion. However, this does not prevent him from 
erring at times into what some might consider profanity. Always he 
is striving to praise his mamduh; if at times he is somewhat 
indiscreet then this is poetic license; it is because of the 
exegencies of the genre and an indication of the atmosphere of the 
court where he was working. To assess which of these two features 
is more important is difficult. The problem is clearer when we 
consider how often the poet uses idolatry in his imagery. We find 
mention of Lat and Hubal (1.1200), but-i lchazari. fitna-yi kashmir 
u qibla-yi khazarl, (j£528), nigar-i chin, bahar-i gangl (1.2529) 
and baharkhana-yi gang (l*ll69). Islam is popularly supposed to be 
iconoclastic; in many aspects of itssart this is clearly a simplifica
tion. In the poetry wd are considering, the frequent allusions to
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idols are a solid part of the repertoii’e of the genre within which 
the poet confines himself. They are all part of the convention.
He becomes in no way an idolater because he includes famous idols 
in his imagery. His imagery has to serve the purpose of arousing 
his audience. In, for example, the tashbib where the main themes 
are usually the beloved and the spring-time, he can awaken those 
who listen by bringing exotic ideas of beauty to their minds; for 
his audience idols mean the exotic, voluptuousness and riches. This 
is his purpose and it goes no further.

As we have seen the poet when dealing with the Persian epos 
in no way held it in awe or as sacrosanct* His motives for doing 
so may have been influenced by political considerations. However, 
when referring to the Muslim tradition, his exaggeration and bending 
of doctrine must be seen as mubalagha and ighraq.
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THE ISLAMIC TRADITION - NOTES
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8) Q XXXIV, 10.
9) Q XIX, 41-50; and VI, 74.
10) Q XXX111, 40.
11) See E.l. (1)
12) ibid.
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KINGSHIP M D  THE QUALITIES OF ICINGS

E. G-. Browne calls the gaglda a ’purpose-poem1 (l). The 
gaga’id with which we are concerned have two purposes: as well as
providing the poet with an opportunity to earn a living, their 
purpose is to sing the praises of the king; without the latter the 
former would not he forthcoming.

As the word suggests, it is in the madlfca that Azraqi lavishes 
praise upon his patron. From this part of the qagida emerges a con
cept of what kingship should entail. Naturally the poet is prone to 
exaggeration and indeed lies. Not only does such exaggeration 
hopefully make the mamduh more likely to grant favours to the poet, 
hut it also reveals an ideal of the king should he and do. Con
vention plays its part; the names of different patrons might easily 
be substituted for each other in a large number of instances. Yet this 
ideal shows, what everyone, both poet and patron, regarded as most 
praiseworthy and desirable in a ruler or man of considerable power.

This concept is not only to be found in the words of poets; and 
we are fortunate in having during Azraqi's period other works such 
as Qabusnama. Siyasatnama and Naslhat al Muluk which each express 
their views on the matter and which we may take into consideration 
wheh considering the ideas of our poet. However, we must not forget 
that the opinions of Azraqi are our primary concern. The emphasis
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of a poet may be different to that of statesmen and rulers.
From the Divan of Azraqi there are three main themes, which 

together form his concept of kingship, that we may analyse for our 
purpose. Having, for example, some knowledge of the reputation of 
Tughanshah from Chahar Maqala. it is no surprise to find that a large 
part of the king’s time is spent in recreational pursuits such as wine, 
song, feasting with associates, hunting, progresses and the celebration 
of festivals. In opposition to his recreation stands the king’s duty 
to wage war in defence of his realm, where his victories and bravery 
carry all before them. Finally we shall consider the intrinsic qualities 
of kingship.

Often these themes are interwoven and overlap each other, but 
together they give us a picture of what the poet thinks his king 
should be.
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Royal Recreation

One pursuit in which two of Azraqi’s royal masters, ffughanshah 
and Amiranshah indulged as a form of recreation was the hunt. It 
is not one of the most prominent themes in the Divan, but there is 
some interesting detail. Although hawking is mentioned, the prey 
with which the poet’s patrons concern themselves are larger and 
more ferocious than might be caught by the mediation of hawks; thus 
more personal risk is involved and more glory to be gained. In 1.796 
we are told that the ghurm is hunted for its skin (charm) and the 
gavazn for its horn (shakh). In poem 51 addressed to Tughanshah the 
tashbib included as well as the theme of spring that of hunting; 
the king* s prey includes lion and delar (ahu), and he hunts in the 
mountains and the plain. Hasses of animals come forth for his 
delight and add to the idyllic scene. A more satisfying description 
by the poet is that of Amiranshah1s encounter with a lion to which 
he claims to have been an eye-witnees; as such it is worthy of being 
quoted at length, 11s: 1693-1710:
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"I heard of Bizhan killing the hoar in stories’ (ichahar),
I saw with my own eyes the king kill a lion - Early one morning he 
went forth to hunt in the plain (dasht) with wine, minstrel, music 
(parda), butt and bow (obviopsly hunting was not the wole purpose 
of this excursion) - He was drinking happily when two or three people 
came pointing out a wood and (therein) a lion - Regal intent, the 
effects of wine and youth placed no danger in killing the fierce 
lion - He lept towards the lion; the lion came out of the wood onto 
the flat plain (hamun) roaring angrily - From its height, breadth 
and robustness (durushti), you would rightly say it was not a lion
but a huge camel (hayun) h Its claws (were) full of blood like the
fists of a butcher with four hooks concealed at the end of each
fist - ..........   - Rightly you would say that its claws were
of iron and its teeth of diamonds - It made the necks of the horses 
react like wild-rue seeds when he struck at their lower flanks - 
When the valuable (giramnaya) Arab horses saw it they bolted and 
would obey no one - Men scattered in all directions and the cries
and tumult of the warriors and the roar of the lion rose up to the
sky - Our lord looked to right and left and saw the weakness of men 
and the victory of the fierce lion - He chose an arrow, put it to 
the bow and drew; like a lion towards the lion he turned his reins - 
If several lions fight hard in battle being wounded and being weak 
are the same - He waited a while (bar sar-i dast firaw khuft zamani) 
lest it should rest, come forth and spring (at him) - The king drew 
a spade-headed arrow (bilak), put it in his bow and shot it beneath 
its ear and (which) threw it there upon its back - In victory its 
soul’left its brave being (shakhg) when the bolt (paykan) entered 
its brain VhroMfjh VKe- e-Ay'«..
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Then follows general praise of Amiranshah. From this episode 
we should note that the king goes forth with how and arrow to kill 
the lion* As the others about him have fled in fear, it is more to 
the glory of the king that he should go alone to kill the fierce 
beast and also expose himself to considerable personal danger. It 
seems, then, that for Azraqi hunting is a royal pasfctime where his 
patron can find an opportunity to increase his prowess. This view 
is somewhat at odds with the paternal advice offered by Kay Ka'us 
in the Qabusnama; he is of the opinion that it is unwise for a king 
to hunt lions or beasts of prey (siba*), mentioning how two of his 
relatives had met their deaths by such rashness. He is in favour 
of hunting with birds, dogs and cheetahs (yuz). However, such 
prudence does not suit Azraqi*s purpose. Azraqi's references to 
hunting do agree with the counsels of Kay Kafus in several respects; 
it is fitting to hunt on horseback and the hunt should not be thought 
of as a means to obtain food but should be for pleasure (tamasha) (2), 
Thus Azraqi*s patrons do not hunt to eat the flesh of the animals 
they have dl^in but for other reasons, and as is clear from the 
excerpt we quoted above, the hunting expedition formed part of a 
day's outing during which other pleasures were available such as 
music and drinking. It is not evident how frequently Azraqi's 
patrons indulged in the hunt; judging from the advice of the Qabusnama 
which suggests hunting on two days of the week only (3) , we may 
assume it was often enough.

As we have seen from thejpoet's descriptions of the hunt, they 
are far more complicated affairs than merely riding off into the
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countryside with bow and arrow in hand (4). In the company of the 
king is a large retinue of servants and other members of the court 
to provide alternative diversions and amusements. The hunt therefore 
may form part of a royal progress? there is a good example of this 
to be found in poem 50 > which is comprised of eleven lines describing 
the progress of the king (who remains anonymous) to the town of 
Pushang, which is not far from Herat. We are told specifically in 
1.1154 that the king has ridden off for amusement - az pay-yi 
tamasha and in 1.1155 there is hunting in the plain (sahra); 
the season of the year - it is presumably spring - makes travelling 
most fitting (1.1151)* It is also clear how the king enjoyed himself; 
11s, 1148-50:

S ’

’’The king has made his way towards Pushang, accompanying him 
there is wine, goblet and harp. At times he hastily drinks wine, 
sometimes he leisurely makes music. Making merry anew at every 
stage, drinking excessively anew at every farsang.1'

The elements that we see here forming a part of the court on a
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progress are also to be found, in another poem, number 65, which is 
in praise of Amiranshah. The tashbib describes the ’camp* of the 
king during the evening. At dusk the king is exhorted to go to his 
tent ( khish-khana) and demand the willow branch (as a fan?) and 
wine, (l.219l). The beauty of the dusk is described and the heat; 
the poet again turns to the pleasures of wine and moon-like saqls
(1.2199).

Thus a royal progress contains a number of elements; its purpose 
is to provide some amusement for the king, often by way of hunting; 
and other necessities for the 'camp* are wine, song and beautiful 
attendants.

Whether the patrons of our poet are hunting or progressing 
leisurely through the open country they are never far away from a 
goblet of wine. It is, therefore, no surprise to find that at their 
courts wine is an important theme in their recreation (e.g. 1.1620, 
1.2106). Drinking may be considered as almost a royal pastime in the 
context of the feast, which as this example illustrates, was a time- 
honoured custom, 1.509;

fls.

"In this royal feast after the manner of kings, illumine the 
cup with the light of the ruby wine."

However, at court the patron did not limit himself only to 
eating and drinking. There are other elements in the picture by 
which he was expected to enjoy himself and provide amusement for 
those around him; Ibhus 1.856 (from a, tashbib in a poem to fAli b. 
Muhammad):
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/

"If you desire story-telling, wine and gaming, there is wine 
and chess and the means of gambling.,f

As well as the inevitable wine, there is the game of chess and 
other games as well as story-telling. Asbab-i qimar may indicate 
dice or backgammon; the last-mentioned is already familiar to us, 
for it was the game that Tughanshah was playing according to the 
Chahar Maqala and whose lack of fortune caused him to become so 
angry that only Azraqi*s ex-tempore verses could calm hiin.

However, it is music, song and poetry that are most important 
at court after the wine with which they are closely associated; this 
line, from a poem to f£ughanshah, is followed by two praising wine,
1.1619, p.66:

y  tv ’jj fa j> ^ JJ

"Through the voice of the poetry-reader, the heart of the 
heavens is full of sighs, through the playing of the harpist the 
head of the sun is full of lamentation."

The harp (rud) and wine are also linked together in lines 
2106-7, where mention is also made of one of the moods, sarvsitah.
Poem 21 is a description of Khusraw Parvlz's legendary minstrel, 
Barbud, which points out the joys of music and also refers to a number 
of moods.

At the court there is also the saqi (e.g. 1.1625), who as well 
as serving wine may be the beloved. However, in Azraqi's Divan
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this figure is not very prominent in this guise.
Line 1795 refers, as well as to the saqi, to another figure 

who may he regarded as a court-entertainer, the magician (afsungar).
In a h u g n - i  maqta1 at the end of a poem dedicated to Jughanshah, 

the principle pleasures available to the monarch are enumerated! 
the beloved, music and wine; 11s.756-9*

"Take the locks and kiss the lips (of the beloved), listen to 
the music and take the wine, rid the head of its drowsiness. Demand 
poetry and music, seek joy and drink wine; grant dinars and badra, 
seize the world and rule the kingdom.”

At this court, the patron of our poet has several principal 
ways of enjoying himself; the impression gained from AzraqS is that 
the more important are drinking and feasting, music and poetry ( the 
position of the poet at court is dealt with elsewhere), and to a 
lesser extent gambling and other games such as chess. The position 
of these pursuits in the recreation of the mamduh. whether king or 
important government dignitary, is consistent with the times, for 
the Qabusnama offers advice on these topics.

The drinking of wine is a thorny question as it conflicts with 
strictly orthodox religious dogma. Azraqi in no way cehsures the
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hoys* and that when a prince drinks, his thoughts should never he 
far away from hopes of repentance and forgiveness (5). Hi$am al 
Mulk also accepts the drinking of wine by monarchs and asks that 
decisions and orders given when drunk should be considered again 
in sobriety, a custom which has a very^history in Persian courts (6).
Drinking is clearly a strongly entrenched custom, a common aspect of
the behaviour of a king. The Siyasatnama also encourages a king to 
choose companions who play chess and backgammon well (7), such games 
are also accepted by the Qabusnama, although its author is keen that 
such games should be played for pleasure rather than high stakes (8).

Kay Ka*us also regards minstrelsy and poetry as quite fitting 
for a prince (9)* There is nothing novel in the descriptions of the 
pastimes of the courts mentioned by Azraqi; they conform to the 
contemporary pattern.

We have seen how the king amused himself in the open country and
we have discussed how he might agreeably pass his time at the court.
However, we have little idea of his physical surroundings, of the 
appearance of his palace and its grounds where time was happily 
passed. There are few non-religious structures from this period 
remaining to give us an impression of this environment. Some 
impressions may be gained from poem 9> in which the poet describes 
the palace of 'fughanshah* Although doubtless it is an idealised 
picture, it does reveal what poet, and king, would hope to find.
What follows is an extract from the relevant part of the poem,
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11s.259-82:
"For a new feast in the new palace (saray) came the wise lord,

the victorious king - ........ The king walked graciously in the
garden, whose client (mawla) and servant (chakir) are the spring and 
paradise - (then follow lines describing conventionally the garden, 
its paths (ravish) and the birds with their song) - In the courtyards 
of the garden is a deep pool, like the soul'of the wise man and 
with the nature of the eloquent (sukhanvar) - It is not like the sea 
nor Kawthar, but In depth it is like the sea, in purity like ICawthar - 
In purity like the soul, in goodness (khubi) like knowledge,
(Xb |ji) air and lightness (latafat) fire - Moving in it a vAoer- 

-£i-sV\ „ like the new moon in the shining sky - This pleasant 
(khurram) palace garden in one direction is full of guffas, 
pavilions (kakh), ivans and belvederes (Mangar) - 
Above it the orbit of the turning heavens rubs the head of the 
watchman (with its orbit) - Because of so much silver-work (nuqrakari) 
it is like the palace of Sulayman, because of such strength it is 
like the Wall of Alexander - Its pictures ew«- ̂  the
nature of Mani, its images (tamasll) are the envy of the soul of 
Azar - Every shadow, picture and shape of the- Ivans are portrayed in 
that pool of lapis-lazuli - You would say is that not the cup of Kay 
Khusraw wherein is inscribed a picture of the seven climes - The 
tops of the battlements (kungura) about the walls of the garden rub 
against the form of Gemini (paykar andar du paykar) - You would say 
they etre. the long homed- gavazn exebcvyw  ̂one another -
Moreover neither the geometer with his thoughts (andisha) nor the
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* Anqa with its wing (shahpar) would cross the garden'w courtyard 
(safrn) in a year - Adorning it are square guffas, portrayed In it 
are circular medallions (shamsa) On the suffas are pictures of war- 
elephants, and in the medallions are pictures of the sovereign king."

In such a paradise what king would not wish to idle away his 
time in the pursuit of pleasure? This saray is a combination of 
extensive gardens and palace; the gardens provide luxuriant growth 
and verdure in which to stroll in an essentially barren landscape (10). 
The pool is an important feature in a land where water is scarce and 
today wherever possible a Persian house has its hawz. The high 
walls and battlements, although they might also serve a defensive 
function, provide the privacy sought after in the East; along with 
the trees they allow for shade against the heat of the sun* The 
various parts of the palace, such as ivans and the kakh * which may 
be regarded as a sort of summer-house in this context, along with the 
numerous guffas offer places of relaxation where a prince might drink 
his wine, listen to music or otherwise divert himself. Naturally 
the whole area is pervaded by luxury with preciops decorations and 
pictures, even, the poet suggests, of the king himself; once again 
the high walls would serve the useful function of keeping out the 
prying eyes of the curious. Such a palace is an islandfof luxury and 
beauty, a 'stately pleasure dome'.

This particular palace must have made an impression on the poet 
for elsewhere he mentions the palace or garden of Tughanshah, as 
in 11s.1607-8, p.66 and elsewhere in the same poem. It was almost 
certainly situated in Herat, for 11s.273, 266, 276 (in that order)
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are quoted in Rawgat al Jannat (ll).

We now have some idea as to how our poetfs patrons passed their 
leisure time and in what surroundings this may have taken place.
Such patrons would have needed little excuse to indulge in a little 
merry-inaking. However if the need was felt a pretext could he found 

in one of the regular festivals. The festivals of the Persian 
calendar which the poet mentions are Nawruz and Mihrgan; an indica
tion of how the king might celebrate is found in 1.1986:

”0 King, Mihrgan is one of the festivals of the Khusraws; at 
the feast of Khusraw^wine is necessary,

It is a time not only for drinking, hut also of joy and good

ffd-i Qurban. Such festivals were announced by the beat of a drum 
at the court, as in 1*2148. The merry-making takes a predictable 

course; it involves the beloved, wine and music (11s.2186-8).
It is also a convention of kingfehip that the king should be a 

good host (12). This mainly turns on bazm; also by literary conven
tion the poets balance bazm by razm; e.g. 1.2021;

"Ho one has ever seen in the ranks of the army and in the feast 
a hero and a vigilant master of the feast like him."

When relaxing the king has certain pleasures in which he is 
expected to participate; war is another of his duties, to which we 

shall now turn our attention.

fortune (1.1779)* Of the Islamic festivals, Azraq? usually refers 
to them as ’Id, presumably indicating the fId al Fij?r and possibly
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War and the Martial Virtues
Battle is oneoof the main occupations of the mamduh.
It stands in contrast to the way in which he spent his leisure- 

hours. We shall first consider the means with which war was waged.
The most popular weapon used for close combat is the sword. The 

poet employs three terms: tigh, shamshir and balaruk (13)* As we 
shall see the last-mentioned, applies to a type of Indian sword. It 

is sometimes suggested that the shamshir is the scimitar, a sword 
curved and broadening at the point; however, this seems to be a later 
development (14) • There is little to suggest from the Divan that tlgh 
is anything but synonomous with shamshir (l5)» nor is it specified 
whether swords are of any particular shape; 1.31> however, does 
describe a tigh as hilal-asa (l6), which suggests that its form 
resembled the crescent moon (17)• This shape would make the sword 
a cutting weapon and as such may be the dominant type*

The most trenchant feature of Azraqifs imagery on the subject 

of the sword is that they are constantly referred to as pearlate or 

watered. Thus both terms, which are often translated as ’lustre’, 

describe tigh, e.g. 1.1190 and I.I658, p.68 (gawhar), and 1.294»
1,642, 1.1291 and 1.2135 (ab); likewise shamshir in 1.2028 
(abdada), and in 1.1241 the air is like a forest of diamonds because 
of the swords, which may refer to the hardness of these swords or to 
their pearly surface, for balaruk in 1.1456 is called almas-chuhra. 

This type of sword is also called pearlate in 1.527 and l.l645> 
p.67. Clearly in the poet’s mind swords either have a pearly or a 
watery surface; both aspects may refer to their brightness like 
pearls or water (which, as we have seen above, is often described 

as silver). However, the imagery is based more solidly on fact than
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poetical imagination*

In his "book, The Traditional Crafts of Persia* H. Wullf 
discusses the methods known in the Middle Ages for malting steel 
(fulad. as apposed to ahan, wrought iron) and hence sword blades 

of damascene steel, (18). There were two different types of damascene 
steel; laminated damascene steel and crucible damascene steel. Wulff 
describes the manufacture of the former as follows: "Laminated
damascene steel is produced by piling together bars of carbon steel 
and mild steel, as we call them today, and what Alltindi called 
"male" and "female" iron, welding them, drawing the welded packet 
under the hammer, folding it up, rewelding it, and repeating this 

procedure for a number of times. The end product consists of a great 
nuiaber of alternating laminations of mild and carbon steel. When the 
finished product after polishing is subjected to an etching process 
with vinegar or sulphuric acid (.jouhar) (sic), a macroscopic structure 
of variegated, watery lines (firind, .jouhar-dar) becomes apparent 

because the essentially ferritic laminations of the mild steel 
appear as white lines, whereas the pearlitic carbon steel with its 
possible enclosures of temper carbon will produce darker lines," The 
other type of steel, often known from its Indian name wootz. 

is produced in a crucible where mild steel is carburized with charcoal 
andjother organic matter and cooled very carefully. Once again the 

characteristic damascene lines were visible on the surface of the 
ingot. After that the steel was forged into blades where the 
straight axes gradually changed into a wavy or mottled macrostructure.

There seems no doubt as to why poets describe swords as
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aMada*-watered$ this description is more accurate than lustre1 • 
Gawhar may suggest either the pearlitic carbon steel of laminated 
damascene, or, especially in view of Wulff*s references to * jouhar* 
and ' .jouhar-darj to variegated, watery lines caused by etching with 
vinegar or sulphuric acid.

India in particular was famed for such steel, whence it spread 

throughout the Islamic world (19)* Azraqi concurs with this view; 
although he does once mention a tigh-i yamani. Indian swords are 
more popular (e.g. 1.476 shamshir-i hindi, and 1,1231 tigfo~l hindi). 
The term balaruk is itself an Indian sword or a particular type 

(20). In 1.1229 the poet speaks of tab-i duval which may be thought 
of as *the lustre of a shining sword', for Steingass gives as one of 
the meanings of duval h glittering sword’•

Wot very different from the sword is the khan.jar, which 

is a dagger (21). As with the sword there is no information to 

indicate size or shape of the blade, such as whether it was curved 
or straight (22). The blades of these weapons were also made of 
damascene steel; there are references to gawhar in 1.510 and the 
following, 1.300:

"If you inscribe your name on your dagger, from your dagger 
you would make (flow) the well of life.”

The metaphor of the 'well of life1 is drawn from the watering 
on the blade. Another important point brought out in this line is 

that blades were inscribed - in this cas® with the name of the patron
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such inscriptions have a long history (we have already referred to 
the tradition associated with dhu'l fiqar) (23)•

Vhereas the sword (and the dagger) were the weapons of close 
combat, the only one which could he used effectively from a distance 
was the how and arrow. The bow has long been a weapon associated 

with the Turks and thus the Sal jugs (24)* The usual words for bow 
and arrow are kaman and tir, e.g. 1.1750* 1*1929 and 1.1969. Since 
ariShery was such an accomplished art it evolved a large vocabulary 
of specialised terms some of which are commonplace and with which 

Azraqi is familiar.
The most popular type of particular arrow which is mentioned in 

thelDlvan is the khadang made of white poplar, a frequent choice of 
poets (25). Azraqi considers its origin to be Transoxiana (Chin) 
(1.1985)* Arrowshafts of this material wdre favoured in Transoxiana, 
Khurasan and ; Iraq (26). The poet also mentions in 1.1181 a special 
type of khadang: khadang-i par-i magas; it is not clear what this 

Is, although it may refer to a special form of arrow-head.
The normal word for arrow-head is paykan. The poet suggents 

that these arrow-heads were made of steel, as in 1.680 (paykan-i 
abdada) and 1.308 (paykan-i pulad-paykar). They are also made of 

less exdtic iron, 1.1984:

^  cK' jl ^  y  ̂  0

"From the great number of arrow-heads which your arrows have 

implanted in the enemy, you would say that within him ginow bones 

of iron."
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Two other types of arrow are found in the Divan: hllak and navak. 
The former is an arrow with a head resembling the form of a spade; 
when vowelled as baylak it means a double-headed arrow. The type of 

arrow that the poet has in mind is settled by the context; it appears

quoted above. Both Burhan-i Qati' and Adab al Ijfarb (27) state that 
it is a type used in hunting.

The navak is mentioned in 1.599? it is a small arrow, perhaps 

similar to a dart (28).

patrons and their armies. However, two particular varieties of bow 

are mentioned. In 1.2045 the poet speaks of 'the army of the long 

bow of the race of Turks1 (lashgar-i buland-kaman az nizhad -i turlp. 

The renown of the Turks as bowmen is clearly shown, and it is likely 

that the 'long bow' referred to is the famous ChachI bow from the 
area of Turkestan now known as Tashkent.

The other variety of bow is foundlin 1.447? where we learn 

of the 'two bow-ends of the IChwarazmi bow' (du gusha-yi kaman-i 

Khwarazmi). Bov/s from Khwarazm had long been famous (29); the 
centre part (khana) was short:, but it had long bow--ends (gusha) (30).

Azraqi also mentions a number of other terms associated with 

archery. L.790 refers to thumb-stall, bow-string and notch as well 
as bow and arrows

jgi  ̂ Min 1.1709, in the same description of Amiranshah hunting that is

Azraqi does not usually specify the type of bow employed by his
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"If your enemy releases the arrow from his thumb-stall, there 
would appear, 0 king, a notch in the bow-string."

We also learn from 1.560 that the archers were mounted and 

carried arrows In their belts (kamar).

Another piece of equipment for the well-equipped archer is the 
type of butt called burnas. This butt was particularly the type 

which was suspended in the air, as opposed to the hadaf which was 

placed on the ground (3l)* If is mentioned in 1.1694 as part of 
the equipment of Amiranshah's excursion.

The spear was another of the standard weapons of the time. 

Various types are recorded. Presumably they were used by the cavalry 

as lances. The sinan is cited, e.g. 1*746? and 1.2011; gumb 

occurs in 1.1716 and 1.1647? P*67* The term niza is also used, as 
in 1.2503, and more especially the famous variety of lance called 

khatti after the village of IChutt in Bahrayn (32); 1.1645? P*67 
cites niza-yi khatti and I.463 also has khatfi. The final variety 
of spear is the zubin, which the mamduh possess and with which he 

inflames the heavens in 1.297* Burhan-i Qati' associates this weapon 
with Gilan and says that it is a small spear with two points 
(shakh); on the other hand Adab al Harb links this weapon with 

Indians and Afghans and although it says nothing about it having 

two points, it is mentioned in the company of the shil which may 

mean a trident or siMlar weapon, according to Steingass (35)* We 

cannot say what Azraqi exactly has in mind; can we regard it as a 
double-pointed javelin?

Lastly the poet alludes to one other weapon in the mamduh* s
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armoury: the mace (gurz^̂ bhe sword^a weapon of close combat. It

is found with the sword in 1*54 and 1.2210. Occasionally Azraqi is 
more specific about the type of mace used as in I.64O and 1.1336.
In the former the mace is described as gavsar. ox-headed like the 
mace of Faridun, and in the latter the mace is said to be panjah- 

mannl, weighing fifty mam, the inference being that such a mighty 
weapon could only bevutilised by a mighty champion.

To afford protection to himself, the warrior has his shield and 
armour. The shield (sapar) is mentioned, for example, in 1.399» 

1.381 and 1.533; the last mentioned line also includes the darqa, 
however, from the context - a tashbib on spring - it is not clear 
whether a shield is intended or a coat of mail.

The poet concerns himself with two main items of armour: 
jawshan and mighfar. Jawshan (coat of mail) is the most important 

and is mentioned, for example, in 1.2255, 1.1336 and 1.450* The 
links of mail (ghayba) are mentioned in 1.1240 and dir1, which is 
armour of any material, in I.I65O, p.67. The armour our heroes wear 

is of iron and the poet speaks of ahan-push in 1.2251. Under his 
coat of mail, he may have worn a vest, khaftan. as this line 
suggests, 1.476:

/ , p ft, ,

j  Ĵ y tiJV ' v is

"In his palm the Hindi sword is balas ruby from the blood; on 
his body the Rumi Khaf tan from sweat is wet."

The lines cited above as containing jawshan also contain the 
mighfar. Although the word means strictly that lattice-work of
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mail that protects the neck and face, by extension it seems to 
indicate a helmet in general.

Azraqi’s mamduh fights on horseback; the horse is therefore 
important as an arm of war. There are two main regional types 
found in the Divan. When Amiranshah kills the ferocious lion (see 

above) even the Arab (tazi) horses take fright (1.1703). Such 
animals were highly prized then as they were at a later stage in 

Europe. They were much used in warfare (54)* The other main breed 
was that from Khuttal (1.1853) another area - on the northern 
shores of the Upper Oxus - long famous for its horses (35)*

Associated with the horse was a complex vocabulary. Azraqi 

employs a number of terms indicating a horse; although these terms 
may indicate special qualities, in the Divan they appear to be used 
interchangeably for the type of horse the mamduh would ride (36)•

Among such terms we find khing (1*1853), a grey horse, s am and (1.1227), 
a light bay or cream charger, also very suitable for travelling 
(37), kura-yi tawsan (1.1576), a- wild, high-blooded colt, takiwar 
(1.1273), a swift horse, and markab (e.g. I.I863) meaning a horse 
in general.

If the poet appears to use various terms for horee inter
changeably, he nevertheless is aware of the qualities necessary 
to provide a fitting mount for his patron. As an example we may 

cite 11s.620-24, and the following, 1.304s

”(A horse) with the pride of the leopard, the spged of the gerfalcon,
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with the stature of a powerful camel and the strength of the lion."
Two other features of the horse must be mentioned. Firstly 

they are shod, as is seen from 1*37, and 1,1273? its shoes (na!l) 
are specifically moon-shaped as is evident from 1.1863 (mah-paykar). 

and 1.1227 (hilal-shakl).
Secondly the horse in battle is clad in armour (bar-gustuvan) 

(1.478)* This armour is similar to that worn by the rider, for it is 
also made of links of mail (ghayba) as in I.I865 and 1.1974*

Thus the horse with its qualities of speed, strength and power, 
and in battle with its armour, complements in these respects the 
hero who rides it.

Finally with regard to the means of battle, we shall consider 
the banners which the poet mentions on many occasions. The poet 

uses two words for banner or flag; rajjat (e.g. 1.1243), and 1 alam 
(e.g. 1.357, in the plural a*lam); *alamat is also found in 1.2095* 
The most striking feature of the banners of battle to which the poet 
alludes, is that the commonest device would seem to be the lion; 

the lion device is mentioned in the following lines; 357, 793,
2095 and 2209. In 1.1236 the lion on the flag is also accompanied 
by the leopard (palang). Nor is the lion associated with one mamduh 
in particular; it applies equally to Amiranshah and Tughanshah as 
well as to the 'Nasir al Mulk* in 1.2095* The lion device is even 
found on the banners of the enemy as 1.1243 shows (sde above). The 
other type of blazon to which the poet refers is that in which the 
air of battle is filled with green and red (al) flags (raVat)

(1.1334) a poem addressed to Tughanshah. This evidence suggests
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that Muslim princes of this period had as yet not developed heraldry 
into a systematic science which later blossomed in Medieval Islam 

and Europe (38)•
From the Divan we have the following impression of the battles 

and wars in which the poet’s mamdub*s engaged; fighting from horse
back, in armour and with their banners, the weapons of close combat 
were the sword and mace; weapons used from a distance were principally 
the bow and various types of spear. This impression is not one that 
is vitiated by any anachronism on the part of the poet; on the subject 
Professor Lambton writes; ’The chief weapon of the army was the bow 
and arrow. This the cavalry used from the saddle, shooting without 
dismounting or halting. Spears, of which the khatti spear was the 
most renowned, swords, clubs, shields, and a kind of horse-armour, 

were in use.’ (39)* Azraqi was also familiar with the war-elephant 
and the role it played in battle (see above).

The King in Battle
With such means the patron engaged in his wars. Naturally he 

is extremely proficient in the use of these arms; by the power of 
his arm he can demolish high mountains with his mace (1.1853)*
However, such skill is tempered with a little mercy, even chivalry, 
for in order not to shed blood without warning, his arrow whistles 

through the air to signal danger to the enemy (1.438)*
As well as proficiency in his use of weapons, the king must 

above all possess bravery (40). Everytime the patron is involved in 
battle he is brave and valiant and vanquishes his enemy, as in
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poem 13 which praises Amiranshah’s campaigns in Sistan. His "bravery 

also includes fortitude and a certain toughness ; in this same poem 
Azraqi tells us how his patron led for half a year a hard existence, 
1.467-8:

J **

"Por six months instead of the cushions and bed of his bedroom, 

he had pommel and saddle; during these six months he did not rest 
from the turmoil of the elephants of the camp,”

As he is so brave and proficient it is little wonder that the 
patron carries all before him. In 1.255» the poet exhorts the 

mamduh to conquer lands (vilayat), slay the foe, traverse the world 

and lead armies. Such is his omnipotence and the terror he inspires 
that (1.230):

"The earth seeks to flee from the blow of his mace, but its way 
is blocked by the spacious heavens."

He is irresistable, and because of his piercing arrow the form 
of the enemy is bent like the bow (I.I929)*

There are countless similar examples in every madh of how the 
patron is brave and victorious in his battles. Everything rebounds
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to the glory of the prince end reflects theii&eal of the perfect 
champion.

Such wars and battles are a feature of the age, as, the poet 
would have us believe, is the attendant bloodshed (4l)*

The Virtues of Kingship
It is fortunate that studies exist on the Medieval theory of 

kingship during the time of the Sal jugs. After examining those 
aspects which Azraqi emphasises, it is possible to see the extent 
to which his view is consistent with contemporary theories.

As we have just seen the poet would have us believe that his 
patron spends much of his time defeating his enemies. The prince 
gains glory by such actions, but this is not his sold purpose.
Wars are waged to rid the land of tyranny, 1.317*

Jf, ^

"0 king, whose sword of justice cut off the hand of the tyrant 
from the world."

The poet speaks of "the sword of justice". It is a just act, 
expected of the monarch, to extirpate oppression. Without oppression 
and in peace the country can flourish, 1.2264*

hjP''Jij'

"The world is prosperous as long as you are the noble king? 
the country is peaceful as long as you are the ruler of the country."

The king's justice brings peace and prosperity to all his
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subjects. As Azraqi is a poet he is particularly dependent upon 

the generosity of his patrons and thus like all panegyric poets he 
is anxious to point out the liberality of his patrons, and every 
qagida, contains the plea that some of this liberality should come 

the poet's way. It is also clearly a long-standing tradition which 
the patron should emulate; 1.1805 (to Abu'l Igasan 'All b. Muhammad):

yau
"0 lord in the manner of the great ones of the past, grant 

priceless caskets (of jewels) and grant wealth freely."
However just and generous the mamduh may be, he must also have 

the assistance of religion (see also above 'The Islamic Tradition'), 
We have already attempted to show the importance of the Islamic 
tradition in the Divan. This importance in the character of the 
patron may be seen in the official titles and honorifics given to 
him and which the poet loses no opportunity to mention. Thus, for 
example, we learn of 'tughanshah's honorifics in 1.1851, where he 
is called shamshir-i mlr-al mu'minin, shams-i dawlat, zayn-i millat 

and kahf-i ummat (42). From 1.554 we learn that Amiranshah is 
modest like 'Uthman, bold like 'All, pious like Abu Baler and firm 
like 'Umar. It is the poet's hope and prayer that God will protect 
his king, 1.824:

1 r J*
^ i ,, j P 4 ‘f 6'̂  ljir

"May the Glorious Lord watch over you for years and months, 
through good and bad and at night and day."
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Although justice, the aid of God and generosity are the qualities 
which Azraqi considers to he primary in a king, there are also 
others he enumerates* All these qualities combined constitute king

ship and its attendant majesty. The king also possesses, for example, 
gravity (raganat), and grace (latafat) (l.35l)> his power extends to 
other kings (1.27), he has purity of knowledge and wisdom (1.782) and 
eloquence (1.783), and farr (1.489)» the old Iranian idea of divine 
splendour vested in a king (45) • A king also holds outward signs 
of his position which are indicated by insignia; thus 1.2306 refers 
to djhim, nigin* takht and afsar; 1.2125 to the tughra and 1.1483 
to the khatim; 1.2019 mentions taj. The king also has his own 
coinage ±n gold and silver whereon his name is inscribed (1.412).

The Medieval Persian theory of kingship (44) shows a develop
ment from the classical theory. In the latter, mainly expounded in 
juridical works, the state's function is the preservation of pure 
Islam, i.e. under the caliph who executes and represents the sacred 
law; society under Islam is regulated and each is assured his due 
function. The ruler needed to possess for his task ' adala and 1 ilm 
(i.e. knowledge of the traditional Muslim sciences for legal 
interpretation). Injustice verged on irreligion. As the shepherd 
of his people the ruler is patriarchical, a feature retained in the 
Medieval period, especially by al Ghazall, although the ruler becomes 
mainly autocratic. Administrative handbooks, mirrors and philosophical 
works come to display the Medieval theory, although the mirrors are 
mainly concerned with the art of government. An inherent conser
vatism is apparent, for in order to be effective the ruler must 
maintain stability. Sasanian influence in the later theory, deriving 
from the link between the Sasanians and Zoroastrianism, where every 
member of society has his alloted place and where the healthy
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society is co-terminous with good religion. The whole structure is 
summed up by the mean between excess and deficiency. As in the 
Sasanian theory there is the king as the representative of God on 
earth; during our period we find the parallel with the ruler as the 
shadow of God on earth. The Medieval theory centres around the 
sultan and not the imam. The ideal of justice becomes more important 
in order to provide the protection and discipline for each to fulfil 
his destiny (as in the view of Ibn al Balkhi). For M^am al Mulk 
the ruler needs divine light and not the membership of Quraysh. He 
also emphasises justice which leads to prosperity and stability, and 
sees a connection between right religion and stability. Al Gha.za.li 
in Nasihat al Muluk also stresses justice - that justice which 
extends to all the rulers servants. As the ruler is divinely chosen 
and possessed of divine light, love of and obedience to him is 
encumbent upon all men.

In the various mirrors for princes - Qabusnama being contemporary 
is particularly relevant for us - we find that expediency is the main 
consideration. It is the effectiveness of the king's authority 
which leads to order and the king must concern himself with the 
civilian population's welfare as well as that of the military. There 
is also the stress on justice which if effective will lead to general 
prosperity.

From the picture of the ideal king (45) that Azraqi's poems 
present, a combination of these elements is to be seen. The poet 
lays weight upon the justice of the king, a justice which he maintains 
by his wars and the defeat of enemy and oppressor. In the ensuing
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peace the welfare of his country and subjects increases and in such 
an atmosphere right religion may flourish.

The poet emphasises certain features traditionally associated 
with kingship. Not only does this indicate his own vested interests 
but it also shows the balance and conservatism of society; the king 
has his role to fill and the more he tends to perfection then the 
greater the equilibrium and harmony in his divinely appointed society. 
Thus the king wins his battles, is wise, gracious and majestic.
Part of his office also demands that he is magnanimous. As he relies 
on the goodwill and generosity of the king for his livelihood,
Azraqi, not unnaturally, gives much space to magnanimity and also 
to the recreational pursuits of the king - progresses, hunting, wine, 
song and feasting - in which he might be expected to participate.
Yet all these features of the recreational pleasures of the king are 
part of his office; the better they are accomplished the happier the 
country - and the poet.
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KINGSHIP - NOTES

1) E. G. Browne, A literary History of Persia, vol. 11, C.U.P., 
1969, p.22.

2) For references to Qabusnama in this paragraph, see Kai ICa'us b. 
Iskandar, Qabusnama, ed. Levy, Gibb Mem. New Series XV111, 
London 1951» chap.18, pp.52-4.

3) ibid, p.55*
4) There are post-Saljuq miniatures illustrating such scenes in 

the same tradition; e.g. see B. Gray, Persian Miniatures from 
Ancient Manuscripts, Oollins-TJnesco 19^2, plate 22, showing 
mounted hunters employing bow and arrow.

5) Qabusnama, p.37*
6) Nizam al Mulk, Siyasat-nama, trans. by H. Darke, London i960,

p.91 and Herodotus, The Histories, London 19^5, P*69*
7) Siyasatnama, p.95*
8) Qabusnama, p.43*
9) ibid, chaps. 35 and 36*
10) For an example of a later miniature illustrating such a scene,

see Gray, op.cit., pi.3 and pi.11; these miniatures portray 
elements such as the garden, pool, wine and the king enthroned 
in his pavilion.
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11) Rawdat al Jannat, p.85«
12) Qabusnama, chap, 12,
13) For the vowelling of this word, see Burhan-i Qati' , 'bar vazn-i 

tabaruk',
14) J. Prawer, The World of the Crusaders, London 1972.
15) See Fakhr-i Mudabbir, Adab al Barb, ed, Khwansari, Tehran 1346»

p. 258 where shamshir and tigh are used without any apparent
distinction.
(Although this work is concerned with North India and dates 
from the 13th century, it is 'tainted with an antiquarianism'), 
(see S. Digby, War-horse and Elephant, Oxford 1971> P*15)*

16) Nafisi reads bilal-asa and his ghalatnama stands in need of 
correction; 'Abd al Rasuli reads hilal-asa (p.3).

17) For the shape of Persian swords, see P. S. Rawson, The Indian 
Sword, Copenhagen 19^7> p.15-16*

1C} It seems that little work has been done on Persian weaponry;
we are mainly indebted to the work of scholars such as Irvine
and Egeton, Lord of Tatton on Indian arms; therefore a certain
caution is necessary.

18) For this and the following see H. E, Wulff, The Traditional 
Crafts of Persia, M.I.T. 1966, pp.8-10 and Rawson, op.cit.
p.19-20.

19) Wulff, loc.cit. and Digby, op.cit. p.19.
20) Adab al barb, p.258 and note; paraiuk = palaruk = balaruk.
21) A. S. Beveridge, Baburnama in English, London 19^9» P.528

translates khan;]ar as 'hanger' which is a short sword originally 
hung from the belt.
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22) Beveridge, loc.cit., also differentiates other daggers; thus 
kard = Hindi knife and jamd'har = a broad dagger.

23) For inscriptions on blades see Rawson, op.cit., p.21.
24) See R, C. Smail, Crusading Warfare 1097 - H93» O.TJ.F., 1956,

pp.75-80t where it is pointed out how the fame of the Turks 
as fighters was widespread amongst the Franks and Byzantines.
The Turkish forces were composite; they included footmen whose 
function is unclear and there were horsemen who were not armed 
with the bow. However, the bow was the principle weapon and 
was used from the saddle. Being much quicker in manoeuvre 
and probably possessing generally lighter.weapons, the Muslim 
forces had an advantage over the Crusaders and were able to 
employ their well-tested strategies with success,

25) Shahnama, Turner-Macon, i 71» and for panegyricists see 
Be Fouchecour, p.91.

26) Digby, op.cit., p.17.
27) Adab al Harb, p.242.
28) It was also a hollow wooden device in which the tir-i navak

was placed then shot, or an iron tube (nav) in which a small 
arrow was placed, then put in the bow and shot (Burhan-i Qati1). 
The line in question refers to the arrow for it has a notch 
(sufar) for the bow-string.

29) Barthold, Turkestan, Gibb New Mem, Series V,1968, when reviewing 
the Samanid period, quotes Maqdisis ” .nothing to equal the 
bows of Khoresmia" (p.238).

30) Adab al Barb, p.242.
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31) See Burhan-i Qati' and Adab al garb, p.241, where bur.jas and 
hadaf are both mentioned and are thus thought of as being 
different.

32) Adab al Harb. p.26l; the text reads khut(t).
33) ibid, p.260.
34) See Digby, op.cit., pp.31-2 and also the lengths to which

the Delhi Sultanate went to obtain them.
35) See Le Strange, Lands, p.438» ffudud al 1Alam p.119 and Barthold 

loc.cit,
36) See Adab al Harb. pp.190-2 and p.184 for an indication of the

vast terminology and where the colour of horses reveals their
qualities and aptitudes; also see Qabusnama, chap. 25 pp.69-72 
on how to buy a horse.

37) Adab al Barb, p.184* agar rah-raftan khwahl .....
38) c.f. The Legacy of Islam, ed, by Arnold and Guillaume, O.U.P.

1968, pp.131-2.
39) Camb. History of Iran, V,p.229.
40) See Qabusnama, p.55*
41) Although wars were far from uncommon at this period, it must be 

borne in mind that the poet's reference to the king's battles 
and his successes are mainly poetic license and not necessarily 
actual events.

1
42) See Siyasatnama, pp.152-3, where Nijam al Mulk laments the way 

in which titles had become so commonplace in his time.
Secular titles, such as Shams al Pawla, may be considered relevant 
here for the division between state and religion did not exist 
during this period (see Lambton, C.H.I. V, p.205).
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43) Siyasatnama. p.120, ed.'s note.
44) For this and the succeeding paragraph see Lambton, Justice in 

the Medieval Persian Theory of Kingship. Studia Islamica, XVII, 
pp.91-119, Paris, 1962 and C.H.I. V, pp.205-219.

45) When speaking of kingship and the Divan, we are concerning 
ourselves with the poet's royal masters, ^ughanshah and 
Amiranshah. When praising other mamdufcan, such as those who 
are government officials, the poet lays suitable emphasis upon 
the abilities such officials should possess; e.g. Abu Hasan, 
in I.69 and 1.70 is praised in terms of kilfc u kitab, and for 
his eloquence in versification; 'All b. Muhammad is praised 
for his aspirations (himmat) and wisdom (l.85l)*
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